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Medical students learn the knowledge and skills required to undertake the practice of 
medicine and how to operate within its culture or cultures, through the medical 
curriculum. Since the 1950s, an extensive literature on the professional socialisation of 
medical students has explored how students are socialised into becoming doctors and 
how their attitudes to patients are developed over time. 

My research focuses on the ontological status of the bodies that students encounter in 
the medical curriculum; dead and dissected, unconscious and conscious. It uses the two 
constructs of the medical body - passive and object - and the everyday body - active 
and social - to explore the relationships between students and these bodies, in an 
attempt to find an approach which recognises the complexity of these interactions. It is 
my contention that the curriculum does serve to support the notion of the medical body 
in a variety of ways and that certain normalised educational practices reinforce this. 
However, the everyday body is present for students in various situations: for example, 
when they make a social connection with a patient. 

Attention to the ontological status of the bodies that students interact with is important 
because it influences the way that the body is treated. If a student needs to negotiate 
access to a patient's body, how they go about this will be affected by the status they 
accord the body: negotiating access with a person whose body is considered to be 
passive is likely to take a different form from a negotiation with someone whose body is 
viewed as active and interacting. The introduction of policies and procedures which 
aim to improve interactions between patients and students, need, therefore, to be 
understood in the wider context of the status of body in educational encounters and in 
medicine. 

Students must find their way through an uncomfortable and complex tension between 
using bodies for their own ends and, at the same time, respecting these bodies. I 
propose that this tension be openly discussed and that the contingent nature of both 
students' and patients' bodies need to be acknowledged. Encouraging a view of the 
patient's body as everyday - as a social 'educating' body — through more active 
involvement of patients in students' education, might be one way to counter, or 
interrupt, the unnecessary transformations to the medical body. 
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For the past eleven years, I have worked as Lecturer in Medical Education in the School 

of Medicine at Southampton. My roles have been various in this time. Currently, I am 

Deputy Director of the new graduate entry Bachelor of Medicine (BM4) programme in 

the School. Whilst undertaking this thesis, I was joint course co-ordinator for the 

Practice of Medicine course and then Clinical Skills and Family Study, both of which 

aimed to help students make links between early patient contact and their more 

theoretical studies. I was also pastoral tutor for three years taking a pastoral support and 

progress role for a cohort of students. Other differing roles that I have undertaken have 

involved initiating or supporting curriculum development and evaluation projects. 

My interest in this work stems from when I first started working in the medical school 

and my realisation that the reason why I felt an outsider in the School was the way that I 

viewed certain things. It took me a while to realise that I didn't always share certain 

taken-for-granted assumptions. Very early on, a colleague was talking about 'clinical 

material' for a lecture and I wasn't quite sure what he meant. I had assumed he was 

referring to some sort of preserved body specimen but, when I asked another colleague 

about this, she said that he had actually been referring to a patient. 

I think things have changed somewhat over the years, not least because of events such 

as Alder Hay and Shipman; but, of course, I have worked within a medical culture for 

sometime now and I too need to guard against seeing the familiar as the 'normal'. 
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It took me quite a while to get used to touching my patients. Touch was 
so personal and invasive. While my hands could comfort, they now had 
the ability and even the obligation to hurt as I searched my patients' 
bodies for clues to the diseases ravaging within. As a second year 
student I still had no on-going responsibility for patient care. The exam 
was solely about my touch, and the stories I heard were destined only for 
my write-up. I felt that I violated these patients, forced a learner's hand 
on their bodies under the guise of a white coat. But every week I 
mustered up my courage, marched into a hospital room, and introduced 
myself to a new patient. I was rarely turned away. 

Rothman, E. L (2000) White Coat: Becoming a doctor at Harvard 
Medical School. New York: Perennial (p.49) 

In Frank [cadaver in the dissecting room at Brighton and Sussex Medical 
School] everything is squashed and unclear and covered in a kind of 
black felt that comes out in pieces bearing the impression of the 
pericardium. It turns out to be blood. At his death, something, in the 
heart or in one of the heart's great vessels, must have burst: the chest 
cavity is full of clots. 'Oh god, I feel so sorry for him now,' someone 
says. 'No, it's alright, that's not a bad way to go,' the demonstrator 
says. 'It would have been fast and it wouldn't have hurt.' 'But wait a 
minute: that means he died of a broken heart!' Don't be so silly,' says 
Professor Watt. 

Harrison, S (2004) Diary. London Review of Books February, 2004 
Cp5) 
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1 / f e r a f u r e R e W e w 

Introduction 

In January 2001, the inquiry into events at the Alder Hey Children's Hospital published 

its findings. The report addressed both a general and a specific complaint in relation to 

the retention of body organs after post mortems. First, there was a concern that, within 

the medical profession, it was general practice to retain organs without the informed 

consent of relatives or next of kin. Specifically, at Alder Hey, it was believed that the 

Professor of Pathology, Richard van Velzen, had been stockpiling organs without 

obtaining consent for their removal and then subsequently not using them. 

The inquiry did find evidence of malpractice in relation to Professor van Velzen and he 

has subsequently been 'struck off by the General Medical Council (GMC). However, 

in relation to the general practice of retaining organs without informed consent from 

relatives or next of kin, the inquiry found that the practice was, in fact, against the terms 

of the Human Tissue Act of 1961. The report concluded: 

In our search we discovered the long-standing practice of organ 
retention without consent. The practice arose from a sense of 
paternalism on the part of the medical profession which served to 
conceal retention in the supposed best interest of parents. Such practice 
was misconceived and was bound to cause upset and distress when, 
inevitably, it came to light. (Redfem et al, 2001: Epilogue 15.1). 

The reason given for the lack of informed consent for organ retention by the medical 

profession was, therefore, that doctors, albeit in a paternalistic fashion, were trying to 

act in the best interests of patients or patients' families. The taking of organs was 

considered justifiable by some because these organs would be used for research and 

teaching. The debates that took place around the time of the inquiry centred around 

differing perceptions of the body. There was a difference between, first, the views of 

people who felt that the organs were in some way emotionally linked to the person to 

whom they once belonged; and, secondly, those who believed that once a person was 
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dead, their organs were essentially just parts of the body, carrying no emotional 

attachment. The fact that doctors were acting without informed consent was a shocking 

discovery for some, but others did not quite know what all the fuss was about, 

especially if they held the second view about body parts. Amongst the concerns was a 

sense that doctors treated body parts with little concern or respect and, therefore, had in 

many instances not seen the need to consider any emotional attachments, including how 

families might feel when they discovered what had happened without their consent. An 

example of this type of approach was reported in the Alder Hey report: 

Some of the remaining documentation reveals a lack of respect and a 
failure to appreciate the circumstances which led to the donation or 
taking of human material. Two entries relating to material which has 
not been retained refer to fetal material of 9 weeks' and 45 days' 
gestation respectively. The comments next to each entry read 'Inflated 
monster. Humpty Dumpty' and 'Neck deeply lacerated. Pull it to 
pieces sometime and reject'. Such entries do the researcher no credit. 
They are shocking and disrespectful, (ibid: 21.9). 

Around the same time as the Alder Hey inquiry, the general public was learning that 

after the Marchioness disaster, which took place in 1989, the coroner ordered the 

removal, in situ, of the hands of the people who died. These were then taken to the 

laboratories to be used to identify the bodies. Lord Justice Clarke's Non-Statutory 

hiquiry into the Identification of Victims reported in March 2001. The inquiry was the 

result of 10 years campaigning by the Marchioness Action Group for some explanation 

for the removal of hands without the consent of relatives and, in some circumstances, 

the failure to return these body parts to the families for burial. The inquiry found that 

there was no justification for the removal of the hands and this act had taken no account 

of the family's feelings; moreover informed consent for the removal or retention of the 

hands had not been sought. There was no reason why dental records could not have 

been used to identify the bodies of those who had died in the disaster. 

The Coroner, Dr Paul Knapman, justified the removal of the body parts to be in the best 

interests of the families, indicating another parallel with Alder Hey, that of the adoption 

of a certain paternalistic attitude in which the doctor knows what is best for others: 

I judged that what the relatives of those who feared the loss of a loved 
one wanted was a swift and certain identification. To have acted 
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otherwise could have added a week's uncertainty for those families 
(Vasagar, 2001). 

Whilst the Coroner may have thought that he was acting in the best interests of the 

families, Lord Justice Clarke gave a different perspective on the situation; 

(...) the evidence has demonstrated the distress that was caused when 
the families discovered that the hands of 25 of the deceased had been 
removed and, then, in three cases, not returned to the body. Moreover, I 
doubt whether anyone present will forget the moving statement made by 
Mrs Garcia when she returned to the inquiry having learnt that her 
daughter's hands had been left in a freezer in the mortuary for three 
years and that they had been disposed of without her knowledge or 
consent. I hope that this inquiry and the publicity which has attended it 
will help to ensure that nothing like it ever happens again. (Non-
Statutory Inquiry into the Identification of Victims Press Release, 2001). 

How did the medical profession get to a situation in which these two incidents could 

have occurred at all? Why didn't doctors seek informed consent for their actions and 

why did they not think that families might wish to know what they were burying when 

they buried their dead? It is my view that the body and body parts in both instances 

were viewed in very different ways and accorded a different ontological status by 

different people. For example, the lack of consent sought for organ retention was not 

just on account of doctors being paternalistic towards their patients but also because 

what they considered the body to be and represent was different from what the relatives 

of the dead children saw their body parts to symbolise for them. The way you react to, 

and treat, body parts is likely to be very different if you see them as essentially 

inanimate objects, rather then taking the view that they have symbolic meaning and still 

represent the human being to which they belonged. Difficulties arise when the subject 

of the body comes into view, leading to an uncomfortable tension between an 

objectified body and a living or once lived sentient body. Reconciling the two in a 

medical context is problematic and it is this tension between the two that my research 

explores, in relation to students' encounters with the body in its various forms in the 

medical curriculum. 

It is my thesis that the body in medicine is often objectified and that the medical 

curriculum can act to reinforce an ontological view of the body as essentially a passive 

object. This might be seen to be less problematic when a person is dead but as is 
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revealed in the above two examples, it may act as a reflection of how medicine sees 

patients' bodies with attendant consequences. When the patient's body is accorded 

object status that is reflected in encounters between students and patients, it sets up 

dilemmas for students: How do they negotiate access to work with patients' bodies? 

How do they deal with situations when patients, with their bodies, are all too present? 

How can they challenge normalised practices? The very act of using the body in 

medical education is problematic. My argument concludes that patients must be more 

effectively engaged in students' learning in order to help counter the view of the body 

as object and to contribute to a more equal two-way interaction between doctors and 

patients being seen as the norm, but this too is not without its problems. 

In the following sections I attempt to give a broad overview of some of the key 

literature pertinent to my study. However, as the work is interdisciplinary, it is not 

intended (or possible) for this to be an exhaustive account of all the relevant literature. 

Rather, I have set out to give an overview of some of the key theoretical positions in 

relation to my thesis and to identify issues which can be explored in greater depth and 

can be related to the analysis of my data. 

Body Constructs 

The question of what I mean when I refer to the, or a, 'body' was a recurring theme 

during my research and remains problematic to a certain extent: a comprehension of the 

body was, and still is, an elusive goal. A resurgent interest in the body in sociological 

literature was helpful at times and unhelpful at others because of the plethora of types of 

body that are referred to; for example, in a recent edited collection, Real Bodies (Evans 

& Lee, 2002) there are chapters on the dressed body, the pregnant body, and the 

sexualised body. 

The 'body' now appears to be an explicit and central topic in sociological discourse and 

in particular in medical sociology (Williams & Bendelow, 1998). This was not always 

the case: classical sociologists, on the whole, dealt with questions relating to 

urbanisation and industrialisation and reacted against, or disregarded, the influence of 

genetic or physiological factors in the social world for fear of biological determinism 

(Turner & Samson, 1995). 
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Shilling (1993) outlines four reasons for the emergence of the body in sociological 

thinking. The first arose from feminist writers in the 1960s who campaigned for 

fertility and abortion rights alongside the need for women to take back control of their 

bodies from men; women's bodies were identified as a site of oppression related to a 

host of issues including, for example, sexuality, violence, fertility and the sexual 

division of labour (see, for example, Corea, 1985 on reproductive technologies). 

A second factor was precipitated by the change in demographics towards an older 

population during the last century. Advances in medicine have meant that people in the 

west have higher life expectancies than ever before. Western (consumer) culture has 

elevated the status of the young body, whilst at the same time more people are living 

longer and experiencing chronic rather than acute illness. That hospitals have large 

numbers of older patients is particularly pertinent to my study, as medical students are 

likely to encounter more older people's bodies as they undertake their clinical 

experience. 

Thirdly, there was a shift in the structure of western society in the second half of the last 

century: from a society that produces goods to one that consumes goods and services, 

including the consumption of leisure and pleasure. According to Shilling (ibid.: 35): 

"(...) the body in consumer culture has become increasingly central and has helped 

promote the 'performing self which treats the body as a machine to be finely tuned, 

cared for, reconstructed and carefully presented through such measures as regular 

physical exercise, personal health programmes, high fibre diets and colour-coded 

dressing." The notion of the developing self, expressed through an increasing trend 

towards individualisation, can be identified with the project of the body (Synnott, 

1993). 

The final factor has been a growing concern about what constitutes a body if the 

external physical body can be altered, for example through plastic surgery. The internal 

body can also be changed by organ transplants and the increasing use of artificial 

materials; hence the notion of a bionic body or the cyborg (ibid.). 

Turner (1996) believes that the body has been conceptualised within the developing 

literature in, essentially, three ways. The first views the body as a set of social 

practices; in particular, Bourdieu thought that the body could be understood by 
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examining the different experiences of different occupational groups in society. A 

second viewpoint sees the body as a set of signs that convey messages and meaning, for 

example taboos. Martin's work (1989), in which she contrasted the metaphors used 

about the female reproductive system with more positive ones used for the male system, 

showed that the latter were used to express male power and success. The third, similar 

to the second, sees the body as a set of signs which reflect social or power relationships. 

This approach can be seen to reflect the work of feminists who see the body as a site of 

male power: the body is constructed as a site of patriarchal power relationships. 

Building on this latter conception is the social constructionist viewpoint that the body 

cannot be separated from its historical contexts and that it is, therefore, inextricably 

linked to society, being constructed in different ways by different groups: "In every 

epoch, bodies exist only in context. They form the felt equivalent of the age, in so far 

as age can be experienced by a specific group. In most periods women seem to have 

different bodies from men, serfs different from those of the lord." (Illich, 1986:1326). 

Moreover, Synnott (1993:1) asserts that a key element of the constructive nature of the 

body is its symbolism: "Our bodies and body parts are loaded with cultural symbolism, 

public and private, positive and negative, political and economic, sexual, moral and 

often controversial, and so are the attributes, functions and states of the body, and the 

senses." Our bodies are physical yet social (see also Douglas, 1973). 

The notion of the 'medical body' as a particular category of the constructed body in 

society permeates the literature (see, for example, O'Neill, 1985; Good, 1994). In The 

Birth of the Clinic, Foucault (1973) outlines how eighteenth century medical practice 

culminated in a new perspective on the body seen through the 'medical gaze' of the 

doctor; thus, by the beginning of the nineteenth century, the way the body in medicine 

was read or perceived had changed. I shall explore this making of the 'medical body' in 

a later section but at this point I want to identify its possible characteristics. The notion 

of the medical body is different from how and what we perceive the body to be outside 

medicine: 

Within the lifeworld of medicine, the body is newly constituted as a 
medical body, quite distinct from the bodies with which we interact in 
everyday life, and the intimacy with that body reflects a distinctive 
perspective, an organised set of perceptions and emotional responses that 
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emerge with the emergence of the body as a site of medical knowledge 
(Good, 1994:72). 

The contrasting body mentioned by Good - the one which we encounter in everyday 

life - is referred to by Evans (2001) as the 'familiar' or 'everyday' body and I have used 

the latter term in my work. Evans outlines the key difference between these two 

conceptions of the body and I have summarised these in Table 1 below. 

Medical body Everyday body 

Object of enquiry Enquiring object 

Passive/inert Engaged/ involved 

Source of data Mysterious and private 

Object of experience/biological 
organism 

Mode of experience 

S tandardis ed/ general Individual 

Fact Symbol 

Complex of functions A form 

Table 1: Differences between the medical and everyday body 
(Adaptedfrom Evans, 2001) 

The body seen through the medical gaze is, therefore, one that is passive and 

objectified, from which medical or scientific knowledge is gleaned. The body that is 

familiar in everyday life - the everyday body - is, by contrast, an active, self-

determining entity through which life is experienced. The everyday body encompasses 

an individual's identity and, as an enquiring and active body, has agency. 

The distinction between the medical and everyday body parallels that between the 

Cartesian body and the lived body (Leder, 1992). The Cartesian body can be seen as 

the physical object body separated out from the mind and, therefore, also from a 

person's intentionality and agency - the mind/body split. This notion that the body is 

split between the material body and the thinking mind, which has its roots in 

enlightenment thinking, lacks attention to the lived body (the subjective experience of 

the body). In German, the body has two meanings: which refers to the 

objective, exterior body and Lieb, the subjective, experiential body which can 

incorporate an understanding of how people experience health and illness (Turner, 
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1992). Merleau-Ponty (1962) believed that body and soul were inextricably linked and 

that we live our experiences through our bodies' relationship with the world: the 

concept of embodiment; 

The body is the vehicle of being in the world, and having a body is, for a 
living creature, to be involved in a definite environment, to identify 
oneself with certain projects and to be continually committed to them. 
(1962:82). 

The notion of the 'self can be seen to be separate from the body; for example, in 

symbolic interactionism, the self is founded on the notion of the mind/body split and is 

understood through interactions with others and consciousness (Turner, 1996). 

However, separating out the self from the body is problematic in a society in which the 

physical body is seen as a central component of how we view ourselves: 

In contemporary society the self is (...) a representational self, whose 
value and meaning is ascribed to the individual by the shape and image 
of their external body, or more precisely, through their body image 
(ibid.: 23). 

The concepts of the lived body or the everyday body must therefore encompass any 

notions of self: I am my body. 

In medicine, the patient may present their experience of their illness (the lived body) but 

then the doctor, through the medical gaze, transforms the patient's body into an object 

body (Toombs, 1992). I use the concepts of the medical and everyday body in my 

study as frameworks for my thinking. The concept of the everyday body is useful 

because, if the medical body represents the status of the patient's body, it acknowledges 

the pre-and post-patient status of their body. 

Body Dimensions 

Implicit in the ontological differences between the medical body and the everyday is the 

potential difference in power relationships with other bodies: the concept of the body as 

object, which can be controlled, is reflected in the medical body. As Turner (1996:63) 

notes: "The body as an object of power is produced in order to be controlled, identified 

and reproduced". Foucault (1979) made a distinction between control of the body at an 
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individual level - disciplining bodies - and at an institutional level: the regulation of 

populations. Individual bodies can be disciplined by different professional groups, for 

example medicine, and populations can be controlled by the all-seeing eye - the 

panopticon. Medical science acts as a link between the two levels, enabling individual 

bodies to be controlled by the medicalisation of their bodies. 

Turner's 'model of bodily order' (see Fig 1 below) reflects differences between the 

body at population level and at the individual level; and between the internal body, its 

physical environment and the external body, or how people represent themselves to 

society. He then draws on the four Rs: 

« Reproduction of populations over time 

« Regulation of bodies in space 

• Restraint of the interior body 

• Representation of the exterior body in social settings 

Populations Bodies 

Time Restraint Internal 

Space Representation External 

Fig 1: Turner's Model of Bodily Order 
(Adaptedfrom: Turner, 1996:108) 

I find this model useful for considering the different dimensions in my work; for 

example how individual patients and students represent their bodies and how they are 

represented; the role of restraint (of desire) in the encounters between students and 

patients; or how patients' bodies are regulated by medicine. However, the model is 

somewhat abstract and it has been criticised for its focus on bodily order at the level of 

society, with the individual body being represented as disembodied (see, for example 

Frank, 1991; Williams and Bendelow, 1998). 

Frank (1991) illustrates how the body can be seen to exist in relation to three 

dimensions: corporeality - the physical flesh; discourses, which map and reflect bodily 

practices through actions and speech; and institutions. His analytical approach to 

bodies attempts to provide a more 'bottom-up' approach to understanding the body. 
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Thus institutions can be understood through body discourses and actions, "since the 

actions of bodies are already orientated to institutional contexts" (ibid: 49). I have 

represented these three dimensions in Figure 2 below. 

Corporeality 

BODY 

Discourses Institutions 

Figure 2: Three dimensions to the body 
(Adapted from Frank, 1991) 

I agree with conceptualising the body as socially constructed; however, I think it is also 

important to recognise the physical nature of the individual body that may indeed be 

viewed in different ways but nonetheless has a definite reality. I think this is 

particularly apposite in relation to the context of my work in a medical school looking 

at students' encounters with physical bodies. Frank's attention to corporeality as one of 

the three central dimensions is useful in this respect. 

Frank drew on Turner's work and on Giddens' structuration theory (1986) to develop 

his "Typology of body use in action". (Figure 3 below) 

CONTROL 

Predicable Contingent 

Lacking 

DESIRE 

Producing 

Disciplined 
(regimentation) 

Dominating 
(force) 

Mirroring 
(consumption) 

Communicative 
(recognition) 

Dissociated 

SELF-]REL/JT%INESS 

Associated 

Monadic Dyadic 

Figure 3: Frank's Typology of body use in action 
(From: Frank, 1991: 54) 
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This involves the consideration of actions and uses. He outlines four body actions and 

these each raise questions about body uses: 

1. Control: Is it predictable or contingent? 

2. Desire: Is it lacking or producing? 

3. Self-relatedness (relationship with own body): Is it associated or dissociated? 

4. Other-relatedness (relationships with other bodies): Is it monadic or dyadic 

The model then incorporates four types or styles of body use - disciplined, dominating, 

mirroring and communicative - for which the questions about actions can be asked. For 

example, the disciplined body tends to be predictable, lacking in desire, monadic in its 

relations with others and dissociated from itself An "idealization" - that of the 

communicative body - might reflect contingency and desire, and would work by 

recognising others and itself in relation to others. In the medical context, therefore, this 

can be applied to the doctor/patient interaction: "the ill want not only to be cared for in 

their physical needs, but to be recognised in their condition, or, for this condition to be 

recognised as being fully human" (Frank, 1991: 87). 

The issue of contingency is one of the central aspects of Frank's thinking: 

What exist are bodies, which have their own internal contingencies and 
live in an environment which is more contingent still in its effect on 
them. When bodies encounter each other, there is a problem of aligning 
individual contingencies and coping with new mutual contingencies 
which arise in the interaction. This is a problem of order, but that word 
suddenly places us looking down on bodies, instead of experiencing what 
are their own problems of contingency and alignment. I prefer instead to 
think of the problems as those of communication (ibid: 91). 

There is, therefore, a tension between contingency (recognising diversity) and the 

appropriation of the body; for example, the dominating body reflects an appropriation 

of the body, whereas the communicative body reflects a state in which individuals and 

institutions would seek to engage with others and encompass diversity. The discussion 

of this juxtaposition forms a framework for considering an ethics of the body. 

11 
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Frank's model is a usefiil framework to review in my research because it is starts from 

body actions rather than body systems. Since I am exploring students' encounters with 

bodies, my starting point is students' descriptions of their actions. It is also useful to 

consider whether the body is disciplined or whether the use of the body in the medical 

curriculum reflects a model of communication or domination, contingency or 

appropriation. These concepts also serve to illuminate or add additional depth to the 

constructs of the medical and the everyday body. 

Both Frank's and Turner's models acknowledge the different dimensions of the body 

and, as Turner (1996) argues, a theoretical approach is required which acknowledges 

these different dimensions, using ageing as an illustrative example; 

A radical criticism of gerontological categories could argue (...) that age 
is socially constructed in such a way as to express dominant power 
relations and that the deconstruction of age is an important feature of 
social criticism. However, these arguments have little or nothing to do 
with the phenomenology of ageing as an individual and social process of 
bodily transformation. The notion that age is socially constructed does 
not require us to deny that ageing as a biological process involves the 
decline in physical ability, the emergence of grey hair, a decline in skin 
texture, an increase in the brittleness of the skeletal structure, and 
eventually a decline in mental ability (ibid., 1996: 30). 

The Making of the Medical Body 

I now want to consider developments that shaped how the body is viewed in medicine: 

the making of the medical body. The role that the human body has played in the 

development of medical knowledge and the role of the body in the interaction between 

the doctor and the patient are both relevant here. 

The body and the development of medical knowledge 

I do not intend to set out a comprehensive history of how the body has contributed to 

medical knowledge but I will outline some important developments. Our 

understandings of the structure of the body have been developed through the discipline 

of anatomy, which has a long history tracing back to ancient Egyptian embalmers and 

artists. Galen's anatomical texts, produced in the second century and based on 

dissections of animals, served as the main medical texts for understanding the human 

body for over a thousand years. They were unable to be challenged, because of the ban 

12 
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on human dissection, until the resurgence of human anatomy in renaissance Europe 

when dissection was permitted in many secular European universities. During much of 

this latter period anatomists and artists were sometimes indistinguishable (for example 

Leonardo da Vinci, 1452-1519) from one another (Duffm, 2000). 

A key figure in this resurgence was Andreas Vesalius (1514 - 1564), who produced a 

series of books which made up the influential text De humani corporis fabrica (from 

1543) containing artistic representations of the body, in life-like poses set against 

natural scenery, and body parts based on his own dissections of the human body. 

Vesalius' achievements encouraged other anatomists and artists to look more closely at 

the structure of the human body and further discoveries were made over the next two 

centuries, which focused on the 'normal' structure of the body. These findings were 

used to understand more about the body's functions in the developing field of 

physiology; for example William Harvey's (1578-1657) discovery of the circulation of 

blood in 1628/ 

The eighteenth century enlightenment period, characterised as the age of reason in 

which observation was seen as the basis for scientific understanding, gave new impetus 

and credibility to scientific pursuits in which anatomy and the act of dissection could be 

seen to play a key part. Essentially, the newly developing experimental sciences were 

concerned with the pursuit of progress, represented by the quest to control nature, in 

which religious viewpoints could be interpreted as being anti-science. 

As Duffin (2000) asserts, the newly acquired understanding about the human body, 

gained through human dissections, was slow to influence medicine to any great extent. 

It was not seen to have any practical application, precisely because of the lack of 

attention to abnormal structures or diseases, of which very little of what we understand 

today was known. In what is sometimes called the 'classical' period of medicine in 

Europe - prior to the Enlightenment - medicine was essentially practised around a 

system of 'monism' that ascribed one cause to all illnesses and hence more or less the 

same treatment was usually recommended. The theory of humours was one type of 

monism: four humours were linked to the four elements and any imbalance was seen to 

Although William Harvey is widely accredited with this discovery, Ibn Nafis accurately described blood 
circulation in 1268. 
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cause illness. The approach to the body and its treatment was essentially holistic in so 

far as imbalances were considered to be related to disturbances of the mind and body. 

The role of the doctor was to listen to the patient - at their 'bedside' - taking account of 

their interpretation of their illness when considering diagnosis and treatment (Porter 

1997). A patient's illness was, therefore, seen to be related to their own experience and 

how they reported it to their doctor rather than being analysed by any reference to the 

internal structures and workings of their material body. During the eighteenth century 

medical science was focused on the classification of patients' symptoms; that is what 

they presented to doctors: "consequently nosography became a chaotic compendium of 

syndromes extrapolated from the patient's subjective experience of 'feeling poorly'" 

(Jewson, 1974; 371). 

However, by the nineteenth century, scientific medicine was established most forcefully 

in post-revolutionary Paris and 'bedside' medicine was no longer in fashion; patients 

could be best observed in large hospitals, "vast infirmaries affording boundless access 

to the sick poor, or what tellingly became commodified as 'clinical material'" (Porter, 

1997:308). The advent of late eighteenth/early nineteenth century hospitals is what 

Foucault (1973) has called the Birth of the Clinic: hospitals were organised in such a 

fashion as to facilitate maximum observation which allowed the patient's body to be 

disciplined. 

Here, then, we can see the roots of how the patient body became objectified in medicine 

and a shift in focus that saw the patient as playing little or no part in their disease or 

treatment.^ Patients' own accounts were seen as subjective and unreliable and, 

therefore, of little worth in the act of diagnosis. The aim was to understand as much as 

possible about disease by observation and measurement. The best observations were 

those that could be gleaned from the dead body through pathological anatomy (or 

morbid anatomy) which enabled different diseases to be identified and classified. 

^ An illustration of how this impacts on the present day is the practice of referring to patients by their 
disease, for example: 'the murmur in ward 9'. Although one doctor has told me that this practice is not 
conducted out of lack of respect for the individual, rather it is used as a means to avoid breaking a 
patient's confidentiality. Whilst there may be an element of truth in this, there are perhaps other ways to 
approach the problem. I have also heard colleagues refer to patients as 'clinical material' when patients 
have been bought into a lecture as I outlined in my preface, although this was some time ago. 
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The dead body would reveal the secrets of life and disease. As Bichat, a Parisian 

anatomical pathologist, wrote in 1801: 

(...) for twenty years, from morning to night, you have taken notes at 
patients' bedsides on affections of the heart, the lungs, and the gastric 
viscera, and all is confusion for you in the symptoms which, refusing to 
yield up their meaning, offer you a succession of incoherent phenomena. 
Open up a few corpses: you will dissipate at once the darkness that 
observation alone could not dissipate (quoted in Foucault, 1973: 146). 

For Foucault, then, modem medicine was founded not on the live patient's body but on 

the dead. The way that clinicians described an individual's disease or illness, the 

language they employed, would reflect the fact that knowledge had originated from the 

dead body. According to Foucault, death became ''embodied in the living bodies of 

individuals." (ibid.: 196). 

With the advent of technological advancements like the stethoscope (Laennec in 1816) 

and the use of the technique of percussion, doctors were able 'get inside' a patient's 

body whilst they were alive and uncover 'signs' of disease which could be linked to the 

growing body of disease classifications (clinico-pathological correlation) in the clinical 

examination. There were, therefore, scientific justifications for touching. The 

stethoscope allowed the doctor to access a patient's body whilst keeping a distance. 

The classical approach to medicine was essentially hands-off: probably because it was 

not socially acceptable for male doctors to touch female bodies. As the middle classes 

and poor entered the hospital in the nineteenth century the stethoscope enabled a 

physical distance between doctor and patient to ensure the middle classes' respectability 

and recreate the necessary social distance from the poor (see for example Porter, 1997 

and Sterne, 2001). Thus, as Sterne (ibid.: 120) notes, the practice of auscultation 

facilitated "a framing of the listening event, a structuring of the doctor-patient 

relationship according to clear physical and social roles, and a particular preference for 

instruments". 

The profession had moved to a position in which physical signs of disease were used as 

the means of diagnosis accompanied by a pathology that was based on the basic 

sciences of anatomy, bacteriology and chemistry. Doctors 'took' histories from patients 

to gain 'subjective knowledge' about their symptoms and carried out an examination to 
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gather 'objective knowledge' about the signs; however, a patient's own narrative about 

their illness was no longer the primary route to diagnosis as knowledge gained through 

examination became the more acceptable route. The purpose of treatment was to 

overcome the physical causes of disease (Newman, 1957). 

The ability of doctors from the late eighteenth century onwards to objectively observe 

patients is what Foucault termed the 'medical gaze'. The "medical gaze embraces more 

than is said by the word 'gaze' alone. It contains within a single structure different 

sensorial fields. The sight/touch/hearing trinity defines a perceptual configuration in 

which the inaccessible illness i& tracked down to the surface, and projected virtually on 

the dispersed organs of the corpse." (Foucault, 1973: 164). The live body became an 

important part of the clinical diagnosis as "it is the body itself that has become ill" 

(ibid.: 136), although this was still predicated on knowledge obtained through dead 

bodies. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the invention of the microscope linked medicine 

to the laboratory where experiments like those that revealed cell pathology and 

bacteriology were in their infancy. Continual advancements led to increasing 

specialisation and, during the twentieth century, medical science was underpinned by a 

whole range of scientific (biomedical) disciples. 

Li the doctor-patient relationship, detachment was equated with objectivity: doctors 

could not reliably diagnose a patient's illness if they could not distance themselves 

emotionally. William Osier (1849-1919), the so called 'father' of modern medicine, 

advocated an approach to doctor-patient relationships in which doctors should remove 

any subjective bias which might affect their reasoning process - and this included 

controlling their emotions (Halpem, 2001)^. 

^ Lawler (1991) in problematising the body in the practice and theory of nursing comments that nurses 
are also expected to show no emotion. She emphasises that it is not the same as being 'emotionless' and 
believes that the trend towards an increasing scientification of nursing will mean a further distancing of 
nurses from their patients' bodies. Gadow (1980) also expresses concern that the scientific objectivity is 
at odds with the caring role of the nurse. 
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The use of the body to establish knowledge 

Where did the dead bodies that were used to build medical knowledge come from and 

whose bodies were they? Foucault does not seem particularly concerned with this 

question and, whilst acknowledging the existence of a history of grave robbing because 

of opposition to the act of dissection, seems to deny that this was the case in reality/ 

The reasons for refuting the existence of the practice are twofold: first because he 

believed there was little public opposition and secondly, because he believed there was, 

in fact, no shortage of corpses: "Morgagni had no difficulty in the middle of the 

eighteenth century in carrying out his autopsies; nor did Hunter, some years later (...) 

So there was no shortage of corpses in the eighteenth century, no need to rob graves or 

to perform anatomical black masses; one was already in the full light of dissection" 

(Foucauk,1973:125). 

Richardson (2000) in her historical account of dissection in Britain tells a different story 

and reveals how the Anatomy Act of 1832 was passed because of a concern about the 

practice of grave robbing by 'resurrectionists'. Anatomists paid the resurrectionists for 

the delivery of bodies for dissection and, according to Richardson, this practice was 

commonplace by the 1720s. The only 'legal' bodies available prior to this time were 

those of criminals whose bodies, as part of their sentence, had been designated for 

dissection. These were, however, limited to a small number per year and were not 

enough to meet the demands of the anatomists and their students. Prior to 1832, 

therefore, legal dissection was associated with punishment for serious crime (for 

example, murder). The resurrectionists stole bodies from paupers' graves which tended 

to be populated by people from the workhouses whose pit burials afforded easier access. 

The anatomists' practice of flaying ensured that bodies could not be identified. As 

Richardson points out, cultural views about death were influenced by religion and 

superstition; there were strong beliefs that the body and soul remained joined for a 

period after death during which time a person was considered neither dead nor alive 

(ibid.). Having one's body stolen and dissected during this time, could, therefore, be 

viewed as being tantamount to being skinned alive. However, such beliefs were seen, 

by the growing 'enlightened' community, as irrational and anti-scientific. 

France, may of course, have had different experiences in relation to resurrectionists. 
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Richardson paints a grizzly picture of the commodification of dead bodies prior to the 

1830s: 

Corpses were bought and sold, they were touted, priced, haggled over, 
negotiated for, discussed in terms of supply and demand, delivered, 
imported, exported, transported. Human bodies were compressed into 
boxes, packed in sawdust, packed in hay, trussed up in sacks, roped up 
like hams, sewn in canvas, packed in cases, casks, barrels, crates and 
hampers; salted, pickled, or injected with preservative. They were 
carried in carts and waggons, in barrows and steam-boats; manhandled, 
damaged in transit, and hidden under loads of vegetables. They were 
stored in cellars and on quays. Human bodies were dismembered and 
sold in pieces, or measured and sold by the inch (.. .) No longer worthy 
of respect, the body of each of these people became a token of 
exchange, subject to commercial dealing, and then to the final 
objectification of the dissection room (ibid.: 72). 

The Anatomy Act of 1832, whilst attempting to present itself as a piece of enlightened 

legislation - benefiting science and in the name of progress - seeking to outlaw the 

practice of the resurrectionists, ended up serving up more dead bodies to anatomists and 

medical students. The Act included a provision for any 'unclaimed' bodies to be used 

for dissection; however, unclaimed bodies were most likely to be from workhouses or 

hospitals for the poor sick (ibid.). The fact that these bodies tended to be from the poor 

is no coincidence. The bodies of the rich or well off, dead or alive, were accorded more 

status and respect. Ignoring the existence of social structures, or thinking that they were 

not relevant in the pursuit of science, resulted in the fact that one of the founding 

disciplines of medicine was build on the exploitation of the poor and the 

commodification and exploitation of their dead bodies. 

If the practice of medicine was predicated on the dead objective body it is perhaps not 

surprising that it is sometimes characterised as being inhuman and lacking feeling. As 

Leder points, out this presents a paradox for medicine: 

After all, the dead body is frequently the symbol of failure and 
termination of the therapeutic project. The business of the doctor is to 
attend the living, not the dead, and to preserve life in all but extreme 
circumstances (Leder, 1992: 17). 
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Institutional Power in Medicine 

Criticism of the practice of medicine and the medical profession is nothing new. In the 

eighteenth century, Hogarth used his work to depict the doctor and his practices in 

various guises, none of which were particularly flattering. The final picture, The 

Reward of Cruelty, in his series. The Four Stages of Cruelty (1751), famously illustrates 

a public dissection of a criminal. As Porter (2001: 49) comments: 

So upon what is the President - or Hogarth - sitting in judgement: the 
felon or the business of anatomy? And what precisely is there to choose, 
this moral twist invites us to ponder, between murderous malefactors and 
dissecting doctor? 

Doctors were depicted as 'quacks' dispensing medicine of a dubious nature that could 

do more harm than good. (See, also Hogarth's Drs Rock and Misaubin in A Harlot's 

Progress.) The nineteenth century saw a rise in respectability of doctors and their 

practice alongside the developments in medicine outlined above. This trend was 

epitomised by the Medical Act of 1858 which set up the General Medical Council 

(GMC) as the body which would register all doctors and control their training, marking 

the increasing professionalisation of the practice of medicine. Doctors in the Victorian 

age might be depicted as men of science engaged in reforming activities for the social 

good (ibid.). 

It was this growing professionalisation of medicine that became the subject of criticism 

a century later. Friedson (1970) believed that it was not in the interests of professions 

to share their knowledge and skills with outsiders, as to do so would mean that their 

services would soon not be required; it was in their interests, therefore, to maintain 

control over all aspects of their service. The medical profession was characterised, 

particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, as a powerful institution that caused harm rather 

than one that was trying to relieve suffering; and, in addition, it was accused of 

'medicalising' everyday problems. (See, for example Oakley, 1984 on the 

medicalisation of pregnancy and Gabe and Williams, 1986, on the prescribing of 

tranquillisers for women.)^ This trend towards medicalising people's lives was also 

^ Interestingly these issues have now been incorporated into the medical literature. The BMJ produced a 
series of articles on 'non-diseases' in 2002. See, for example: Clark (2002) on the medicalisation of 
dying; Johanson, Newburn & Macfarlane (2002) on the medicalisation of childbirth. 
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seen as a way in which the profession was able to gain more control over people's lives, 

in effect, empire building or 'medical imperialism' (Illich, 1977). Some radical 

feminists, like Corea (1985), took this argument one step further and saw the use of 

reproduction technologies in medicine as another way in which men could gain control 

over women's lives. 

Strong (1979), whilst acknowledging that such criticisms provided necessary checks 

and balances for the profession, cautioned against adopting simplistic arguments against 

medicine, in particular because they underestimate, or ignore, the benefits that it can 

confer and because medicine cannot be represented as a homogeneous profession. 

Williams (2001), in his recent review of Strong's work, also highlights the fact that 

there is now a current trend towards the de-professionalisation of medicine; for example 

the rise in litigation against doctors; the increasing use of complementary medicine; and 

the blurring of boundaries between the role of the doctor and the role of other health 

professionals. Medical professionals may also be losing some of their independence, 

for example through the growing power of non-medical managers in the NHS (Hunter, 

1991). 

Moreover, Osborne (1994:29) cautions against a certain 'sentimentalism' within anti-

medical perspectives, by which medicine is seen as having little regard for people and 

alternative models are idealised as "humanistic, caring, individualizing, preventative, 

progressive, person-centred, phenomenological, ideographic, or whatever." 

A further problem with a professional dominance model of medicine is that it can have 

a tendency to underplay, or treat as passive, the role of the individual. Individuals can 

gain knowledge about their conditions and choose alternative approaches because they 

are dissatisfied in some way with medicine. The growth in the use of complementary 

medicines and self-help groups can be viewed as examples of where individuals have 

done precisely this (Kelleher, 1994). 

There is also a growing body of literature focusing on the notion of power as something 

that is not centralised around particular groups of people. This has interpreted the 

practice of medicine from a perspective that draws on Foucault. Rather than adopting 

an essentially Marxist view that power is essentially repressive, can be possessed by 
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particular groups of people and operates from a powerful centre downwards, power is 

seen as essentially productive, is exercised and not possessed, and flows from the 

bottom up (Sawicki, 1991). Sawicki, in an alternative approach to Corea's (1985) 

mentioned above, subjects reproductive technologies to this type of analysis and 

acknowledges that, whilst they may reinforce existing power relationships between men 

and women, they also open up possibilities such as questioning established ideas about 

infertility and the whole concept of natural 'motherhood'. 

Disciplinary power is exercised through individuals to normalise certain practices and 

can confer both benefits and disadvantages. This type of power is represented by 

Bentham's panopticon - a building in which everyone can be seen by a central observer 

(the all-seeing eye) - which ensures that people discipline themselves, even when they 

are not under surveillance. Medicalisation of everyday problems can be reinterpreted as 

the creation of new forms of disciplinary power and surveillance: an extension of the 

medical gaze into people's everyday lives. Nettleton (1994) outlines how the mouth 

was increasingly medicalised and how disciplinary power was exercised through 

increasing attention being paid to daily rituals relating to teeth cleaning. Although this 

growing disciplining of the mouth might be seen as being in dentists' best interests, one 

can also see some benefits in having a 'healthy' mouth. 

Countering the Medical Body 

Attempts to 'humanise' medical practice can be seen to reflect the conflict between the 

medical and the everyday body, or between the body as object and the body as subject. 

This is exemplified in calls for doctors to adopt a more whole person approach to the 

care of patients, which takes account of the patient's experience and feelings; in effect 

to pay attention to the everyday body. 

The body has always been central to the practice of medicine, which has the physical 

objective body at its centre, as disease was considered to be located in this body.^ The 

bodies at Alder Hey and in the Marchioness disaster can be seen to have been viewed, 

by the medical practitioners involved, as disembodied, possessing no emotional 

® To avoid confusion, I have steered away from discussing the mind as the subject of psychiatry in this 
work. 
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meaning. In addition, the live body can also be seen as being disembodied within 

medicine. In some respects the very notion of needing to think about one's body 

because it needs attention in some way renders it an object (Radley, 1997) - 1 have a 

body. However, according the patient body the status of the medical body has 

consequences for patients. According to McDonald and Mclntrye (2001:237): 

Disembodiment, through the objectification of bodies in medical or 
technical discourse, serves, we would suggest, to undermine the essential 
experience of the patient, but also interferes with the meaning-making 
process that accompanies, for many, the experience of illness or 
disability. 

This disembodiment can be illustrated through a number of different medical practices; 

for example Anspach (1988) looked at the language used during case presentations.^ In 

her discourse analysis, she found that case presentations had four characteristics, all of 

which contribute to objectifying the patient's body and to underplaying the role of their 

experience of illness. These were: separating the biological processes associated with 

the disease from the person, leading to a de-personalised account; using the passive 

voice in reports and removing the agent of an activity (this is standard scientific 

discourse), for example "the patient was admit ted . . .us ing medical technology rather 

than a person as the agent of an activity; and, finally, treating patients' accounts of their 

illnesses as subjective viewpoints lacking status. 

Mishler's (1984) discourse analysis of the medical interview (or history taking) showed 

how the encounter was structured in such a way as to restrict a patient from telling their 

story within what he calls the inherent tension between the 'voice of the lifeworld', 

which reflects the patient's narrative, and the 'voice of medicine' which is focused on 

the doctor's agenda. The latter tended to dominate the encounter but the tension 

remained throughout. Similarly, Waitzkin (1989) showed how doctors suppress the 

patient's voice through inattention to contextual information which doctors deflect by 

offering technical solutions and advice on adjustments to daily living. Whilst doctors 

may feel they are unable to deal with such contextual information, Waitzkin links these 

' The case presentation is the process of presenting to either peers or more senior clinicians. Case 
presentations form part of clinicians' work and the ability to deliver a case presentation competently is 
seen as an integral part of professional practice and is, therefore, important in medical education. The 
patient is usually physically removed from the student and others listening to the case presentation. 
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interactions to structural issues of control: "The exclusion of social context from 

critical attention is a fundamental feature of medical language, a feature closely 

connected to ideology and social control" (ibid.: 232). 

Such work illustrates how people's 'subjective experiences' have made a 

(re)appearance in the practice and criticism of medicine. In 1977, Engel, then a 

Professor of Medicine and Psychiatry, brought together a number of concerns in an 

influential paper outlining the shortcomings of a professional knowledge of disease 

which was separated from any social or psychological context (Engel, 1977). Engel 

proposed that the biomedical model should be adapted to take into account the social 

and psychological dimensions of disease as well as the 'scientific' as, without the 

former dimensions, patient care would be compromised. This model, whilst 

challenging the status quo by outlining the importance of people's subjective 

experiences in the 'business' of medicine, advocated that they be incorporated into the 

essentially scientific model. Others have criticised Engel's biopsychosocial model for 

retaining a value-neutral view of science and attempting to turn people's experiences 

into objective facts (see, for example Shotter, 1993). 

However, the attention on people's subjective experiences may have other, perhaps 

unintended consequences. Armstrong notes "Steven's Medical Diagnosis of 1910 

offered 3 pages out of 1500 to the 'interrogation of the patient'" (Armstrong 1984: 738). 

As I outlined above, the role of the patient was to speak for their illness or pathology in 

order that the doctor could make the correct diagnosis. Armstrong charts the growing 

tendency, during the twentieth century, for medical texts to include more questions for 

doctors to ask about a patient's history. This was particularly the case after the mid-

twentieth century, when a rise was also seen in an interest in psychological illness and 

an associated interest in individuals' 'social spaces' such as their anxieties. This can be 

viewed as medicine incorporating patients' subjective experience into their practice or, 

as Armstrong believes, as another way in which medicine extends the medical gaze into 

hitherto uncharted territory. 

The irony may be that increasing calls for a more humane approach to medicine in the 

second half of the last century, which have spearheaded initiatives like the development 

of a 'patient-centred clinical method' (Stewart et al, 1995), may have served only to 
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medicalise what Armstrong calls the "social spaces between our bodies" (Armstrong, 

1984:739). 

The patient-centred clinical method requires a doctor to conduct a consultation, 

interweaving knowledge about the patient's disease and their illness (i.e., the patient's 

experience) in order to come to an agreed decision about treatment. In this method, 

however, a differential diagnosis - most likely diagnoses — is developed from asking 

and listening to answers to questions that relate to 'disease'. So, although the patient's 

experience is taken into account, the information seems not to be directly relevant to the 

diagnosis of the disease; rather, it is used to help agree on a management plan (Stewart 

et al, 1995). The social and psychological aspects of illness are considered important 

primarily because they help the doctor to practise a more 'humane' and acceptable form 

of medicine; but knowledge about the disease remains objective and patients' 

interpretations of their experience remain subjective. 

The concept of patient-centred medicine can be seen as a means to counter criticisms by 

using an emancipatory discourse to make doctors' role appear more holistic and 

enabling the medical profession to maintain its powerful position. So a focus on the 

objective physical body and its disease could also be viewed in an alternative, more 

positive, light. 

The Medical Curriculum and the Body 

The developments in medicine and the challenges to its practice are reflected in the 

undergraduate medical curriculum. In 1889, the John Hopkins Medical School in 

Baltimore was established and this School was the first to organise medical education in 

a systematic way; the professors of the various disciplines of medicine, surgery, 

obstetrics and pathology ran the teaching units. In 1910, Abraham Flexner produced his 

influential report on medical education that became the blueprint for twentieth century 

medical curricula both in America and the UK. Flexner was convinced that medical 

students needed a thorough grounding in the natural sciences and the split between pre-

clinical (sciences basic to medicine) and clinical aspects of the curriculum, which still 

exists today, emanated from his report. Science was seen as the key to progress and, for 

the first two years of the curriculum, medical students would essentially be taught by 
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scientists not physicians. Flexner's recommendations excluded the incorporation into 

medical education of alternative approaches which were seen as unscientific quackery 

(Kennedy, 1981; Porter, 1997). Kennedy (1981) points out that the approach to 

teaching about health was essentially interventionist: students would learn about what 

medicine could do and what drugs were most appropriate. This was underpinned in the 

US by huge amounts of private funding for medical science and education. 

The recommendation for the pre-clinical/clinical divide was formally adopted in Britain 

as a result of the Goodenough report in 1944. It also spearheaded the introduction of 

subjects like social medicine, psychiatry and child health into the medical curriculum 

(Milnes Walker, 1965). These were gaining recognition as relevant subjects for 

medicine as interests in patients' social spaces gained ground as outlined above. The 

increase in specialisation was also represented in the developing medical curriculum: 

clinical components were organised around attachments in the specialist areas. The 

Goodenough report also instituted the GMC as a validating body - ensuring quality of 

medical education - for medical schools but also ensuring professional control of the 

medical curriculum. 

It should be noted that not everyone agreed with the predominance of the biomedical 

sciences in the medical curriculum. In 1933 a pathologist, Sir Andrew Macphail, wrote: 

I am well aware that in these days, when a student must be converted 
into a physiologist, a physicist, a chemist, a biologist, a pharmacologist, 
and an electrician, there is not time to make a physician of him [sic]. 
This consummation can only come after he has gone out into the world 
of sickness and suffering, unless indeed his mind is bemused by the long 
process of education in those sciences, that he is forever excluded from 
the art of medicine (quoted in Porter, 1997: 533). 

By the time the GMC recommendations for undergraduate medical education appeared 

in 1993 under the title of Tomorrow's Doctors, some medical schools were attempting 

to break down the pre-clinical/clinical divide by incorporating problem-based learning 

curricula in which students studied both clinical and scientific aspects of cases 

throughout their training. Others were organised around body systems in the first two 

years and essentially retained the divide. The recommendations focused around 

external factors which influenced medical education; for example a growing recognition 
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about the fbllowmg: that disease is not just a concern of the individual, public health is 

also important in determining treatment and planning for services; that the majority of 

medicine is now practised in the community setting rather than the hospital; that there is 

an increasing demand for non-traditional or complementary medicine; and that doctors 

need to communicate effectively with their patients.^ 

Unsurprisingly, the medical curriculum has been the focus of interest for researchers 

outside the profession. Early work, particularly in the US, was concerned with how the 

medical curriculum contributed to the professional socialisation of medical students. 

For example, Merton et al (1957) focused on how medical students were effectively 

'student physicians' and how their training facilitated this role. Boys in White (Becker 

et al, 1961), explored the role of student culture in determining students' actions. This 

culture encompassed the 'best' ways that students saw for dealing with patients, staff 

and other medical students. For example, students' views about patients differed but 

appeared to draw on a set of practices relating to being a medical student. Students 

viewed patients who had a 'real disease', that is one with an identifiable pathology, as 

being the best patients because they felt they could learn the most from them. 

'Interesting cases' were those (patients) who could teach students something they didn't 

already know and so cases differed from student to student. The following extract 

illustrates this point: 

Prentice and Farmer were discussing who ought to get the patient they 
had just been shown in the clinic. Farmer said, "I'd kind of like to have 
him because I haven't had a haemorrhoid case." Prentice said, "Well, 
I've had two so I'm not particularly anxious to have another one. We 
can just trade. I'll take the next one." Farmer said, "Gee, that's nice of 
you." Prentice said, "Oh, that's all right. It wouldn't do me much good to 
have another one (ibid.: 330). 

Rather terrifyingly, this extract reminds me of the commodification of the body for 

dissection before the 1832 Anatomy Act discussed by Richardson, above. However, it 

also highlights how students' educational needs (or the way that these are presented or 

perceived) may conflict with a requirement to show concern and respect for patients and 

their bodies (see also Hicks et al, 2001). 

® Tomorrow's Doctors was updated by the GMC in 2002 but there is little substantive difference between 
the two reports. 
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Lief and Fox (1963) introduced the concept of 'detached concern' again linked to the 

professional socialisation of medical students: the curriculum served to socialise 

students into an attitude of detached concern for their patients, the "process by which 

students gradually learn to combine the counter attitudes of detachment and concern to 

obtain the balance between objectivity and empathy expected of mature physicians in 

the various kinds of professional situations they encounter" (Fox, 1988: 56). They 

studied students' activities in both the pre-clinical and clinical years and also identified 

the training as training for uncertainty.® Fox (1988) writes how students' experiences 

of autopsy (post mortem in the UK) promote an emotional response of detachment. 

During the autopsy, certain rituals - for example washing hands, rolling up sleeves -

alongside referring to the body by a number rather than a name, served to de-

personalise the activity. Detachment was further reinforced by attention being focused 

on the medical science related to the autopsy and engaging students in an intellectual 

activity. Discussion amongst students about the autopsy did not tend to include any 

emotional responses, helping to maintain detachment. Students had to find a balance 

between this detachment (seeing things objectively) and being concerned for their 

patients. This process forms part of socialisation into the profession and acts as a 

preparation for their engagement with patients. During the clinical years, students are 

socialised into the use of a language that portrays detachment (Lief and Fox, 1963) 

paralleling Anspach's (1988) work outlined above. 

When comparing the socialisation of medical students in 1950s America with practice 

in the 1970s, Fox paints a rather idealised version of what she terms the 'new medical 

student' who she hoped would be the doctor of tomorrow. This new medical student 

would not objectify the body of their patients and would have scant regard for the 

traditional 'detached concern' model of medical practice: 

A "detached concern" model of relating to patients is not one the new 
medical student admires or would like to exemplify. Rather he [sic] 
places the highest value on feeling with the patient. Although he 
recognizes the need for maintaining some objectivity in this relationship, 
he does so with regret. For him, he says, to feel is to be human and 
compassionate; it dignifies and heals; and the more one feels the better. 

' Atkinson (1995: 115) has criticised this focus on the theme of uncertainty in medicine by Fox and others 
as being sociologically reductionist and has posed an alternative view that knowledge and experience in 
medicine are seen as "warrants for certainty". 
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However scientifically and intellectually inclined he may be, the student 
believes that it is all too easy to distance oneself &om patients (and 6om 
one's own humanity) by approaching the problem for which they seek 
the doctor's aid in an overly conceptual or technical way (Fox, 1988: 
100). 

This rather 'rosy' picture was painted at a time when the biomedical model of medicine 

was being challenged in an attempt to humanise medicine, showing how the calls for 

the introduction of patient-centred clinical method were mirrored in curriculum 

developments; for example, the increasing attention to the teaching of psychology and 

sociology applied to medicine and the introduction of communication skills training. 

The introduction of problem-based learning can also be seen as a way in which 

curricula were attempting to reflect a less disease and more patient-orientated approach. 

Fox is, however, advocating a view of medical education in which the everyday body is 

seen and acknowledged. 

Two more recent additions to this literature, Carter (1997) and Giegerich (2001) follow 

medical students, again in the US, during a period of anatomy classes. In both cases, 

the full body dissection was followed by a memorial service for the bodies that served 

to remind students of where the body they had been working with had come from. 

Carter, a literature professor, sees students' learning on the body in anatomy as 

necessary preparation for their work with bodies of living patients: work with dead 

patients provides the necessary training in detachment. Once again, knowledge about 

the dead body is seen as the model for knowledge about the live body. However, rather 

contradictorily, Conrad (1988: 325) does acknowledge that this 'necessary' detachment 

with dead bodies may not be an appropriate approach to adopt with patients' live 

bodies: 

To some extent this de-personalization is an occupational hazard for 
medical practice, but much of the subsequent medical education serves 
to extend this attitude unnecessarily to living patients. 

Hafferty (1991) also focuses on the dead body and the Dissecting Room (DR) in the 

medical curriculum and its use as part of the emotional socialisation process of medical 

students. His work showed how medical students perceived and reacted to the body in 

different ways but, the more reminders that the body was human, the more likely it was 
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to provoke anxiety (the "human referent"). He also explored how the medical school 

transmitted the norms and values of medicine to medical students and how students 

took on professional roles, much as Merton had written about; and how students 

developed coping strategies particularly in relation to the work-load, similar to that 

outlined by Becker. Part of the socialisation process was the suppression of emotional 

responses: 

(...) all were aware at some level that under certain (but largely 
undefined) circumstances, a public display of empathy and corresponding 
personal anguish was frowned upon within the culture of medicine. 
Introspection and reflection are terminal diseases in medical school. In 
the eyes of one first-year student, there is no place in doctoring for 
personal understanding (Hafferty, 1991: 191). 

Thus the students must suppress their own self or everyday body as they train to be 

doctors (see, also Smith & Kleinman, 1989). 

A recent insider/outsider account from the UK is Sinclair's Making Doctors (1997), in 

which he charts medical students' socialisation into medicine through an education and 

training that enables students to develop four dispositions: Experience, Knowledge, 

Status and Responsibility. Physical examinations can be seen as gaining experience, in 

what he believes "is a matter of learning to recognise what there is to be found, which 

(as in the DR) means knowing what you're looking for (...). The techniques of 

examination are frequently taught and students are urged to practise them again and 

again, so as to learn to recognise abnormal 'signs' of disease from the normal" (1997: 

202). So the patient's body is a medical body represented by signs of disease and it is 

these signs that students are encouraged to be interested in and to practise looking for. 

Other aspects of the patient's body are out of sight and we can see again how the 

medical curriculum might serve to encourage the objectification of a patient's body. 

In 1988, Light criticised the focus on socialisation and social psychology in the 

research, which underplayed the institutional or structural aspects of medical education. 

The focus on humanising medical education through the introduction of humanities, 

communication skills and early patient contact had not led to "evidence that seeing 

patients sooner or discussing literature makes clinicians more sensitive to patients" 

(ibid.: 312). Bloom (1988: 294) sees the humanising agenda of medical education as 
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"little more than a screen for the research mission which is the m^or concern of the 

institution's social structure" in an attempt to explain the resistance to change. 

Misher's and Waitzkin's work outlined above confirm this view, along with the 

importance of attending to political aspects of medical encounters (see, for example 

Waitzkin, 1991). Hafferty does identify ways in which wider social issues are played 

out in the DR; for example, issues related to gender and age: "Although the age of the 

cadavers at death was unknown to students, virtually all bodies seemed old, even 

"ancient" and the older the cadavers looked, the less human they became" (Hafferty, 

1991:194). 

Atkinson (1997) observed medical students undertaking the clinical parts of the 

curriculum in his book. The Clinical Experience}^ His research attempted to reveal 

what happened 'at the bedside', which had been seen as a taboo subject only open to 

insiders (see, for example. Crooks, 1974)/^ He illustrates how the bedside encounter is 

a central act in the 'drama of the clinic' and how it plays its part in the production and 

reproduction of a culture of medicine and medical education, which treats patients as 

'clinical entities'. 

Insider accounts or autobiographies have been written by doctors themselves; for 

example; Klass (1987) who likened the DR to the initiation process for priesthood; and 

Konner (1987) who expressed a view that medical education was constructed so as to 

prevent concern for patients; and that there was no space to discuss feelings of 

discomfort when, for example, examining someone of the opposite gender. Rothman 

(2000), in another such account explored the tension between too much and too little 

intimacy with patients. 

Although this was written about the situation in the US states 15 years ago, it resonates with today's 
financial agenda in UK Universities which are driven by the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE). 

" 1997 is the date of the second edition of this book by Atkinson, originally published in 1981. 

Interestingly, I sometimes struggled during my research with the notion that perhaps I was not qualified 
to comment on students' experience, precisely because of my status as an outsider. 
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Rationale for the Research and Research Questions 

In my introduction, I outlined the differences in response between the medical 

practitioners and the families of the dead to the use of the dead body. One 

interpretation was that they each saw the body in different ways. As Richardson's 

work, outlined above shows, this difference is also played out in historical accounts of 

the use of the body in medicine. Lupton (2003:50) notes: 

(...) there is historical evidence of a schism between the 
conceptualization of the dead body in medicine and that of the lay 
person; the former viewing the body as a commodity and teaching tool, 
the latter continuing to invest the corpse with respect and fear. 

I was interested to explore how these differences in how the body is conceptualised 

affect how medical students work with the body, both alive and dead. The medical 

curriculum, as work on professional socialisation has shown, serves to introduce 

medical norms and practices to students and their medical education is, therefore, likely 

to help form students' understandings about the nature of the body in medicine. How 

the body is conceptualised by students is likely to have consequences for how patients 

and their bodies are treated. 

My primary concern in my research was to explore how students work with the physical 

body. In particular, I was concerned with the complexity and tensions that surrounded 

their encounters and how these affected their interactions with patients. I attempted to 

uncover how they reconciled some of the tensions between these different views of the 

body bearing in mind that medical students span two worlds: that of the lay person early 

on in their studies and that of the doctor as they progress further into their programme. 

I was also interested in how the medical curriculum at Southampton University might 

serve to support or discourage students objectifying the patient's body, students' 

reactions to these educational requirements and the place of their agency. 

Furthermore, I was keen to use the findings from the research to suggest practical 

implications and possible ways forward. 

I use the work 'curriculum' in the broadest sense to cover both the stated/formal course or programme 
as well as the 'hidden curriculum', that which is embedded in the environment in which the stated 
curriculum takes place and "being more concerned with replicating the culture of medicine than with the 
teaching of knowledge and techniques" (Hafferty & Franks, 1994: 865). 
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Students encounter the body in different forms throughout the undergraduate medical 

curriculum: as dissected or recently dead; as an anaesthetised, unconscious patient in 

the operating theatre; and as conscious patients. These have acted as organising 

frameworks for my work. 

The design of the research has developed over time with a first exploratory phase 

enabling me to refine my research questions by gradually focusing on specific areas of 

interest. At the end of the first phase the following emerged as my major research 

questions: 

1. What is the ontological status of the different bodies that medical students 

encounter during their medical education? 

2. How do medical students experience and work with dead bodies and 

unconscious and conscious patients' bodies; and what affects the ways that they 

approach and interact with these different bodies at macro and micro levels? 

3. How do students deal with the tension between working with the body which, on 

the one hand, they may need to objectify or view in its component parts and, on 

the other, to view as the body of a person? 

4. How does the medical curriculum support or contribute to this tension? 

In my next chapter, I provide and discuss the rationale for the way that I approached 

exploring and attempting to answer these questions and the methods I used. 
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C/?apfer 2 

Mef/?odo/ogy & Mef/?ocys 

In this chapter, I begin with a summary of my research which includes the key aims of 

each phase and an outline of the research design. I then turn to ontological, 

epistemological and methodological issues of relevance to the research, which are 

followed by a section which details the research methods I used throughout the work. I 

finish this chapter by revisiting some methodological issues which arose during the 

study. 

Summary of the Research 

My research was organised around four different phases, each designed to contribute to 

an exploration of my research questions, which are stated at the end of the previous 

chapter. Phase 1 set out to help me, primarily, to identify my research questions and 

begin to identify some key issues. It involved a longitudinal study with the same group 

of students from years one to years three of the curriculum. Phases 2, 3 and 4 then 

aimed to address aspects of the research questions in different contexts. Phases two 

and three involved interviewing fifth year and third year medical students respectively, 

and phase 4 was concerned with the analysis of key curriculum documents and texts. 

Table 2 below summarises the 4 phases, their main aims and the relationship between 

each of the phases and my research questions. 

Phase Aim of the phase Research questions 

1 To develop and clar i fy research questions by explor ing students' encounters w i t h 

3 di f ferent physical bodies in the medical curr iculum: dead and dissected, 

conscious and unconscious patient body over a three year period. T o carry out 

an in-depth explorat ion o f students' encounters w i th dead and dissected bodies. 

Development o f the 

research questions 

and beginning to 

address questions I -4 

2 To carry out a focused in-depth explorat ion o f students' encounters w i t h the 

conscious and unconscious patient body in their fifth and final year. 

1-4 

3 To carry out a focused in-depth explorat ion o f students' encounters w i t h the 

conscious and unconscious patient body in their th i rd year. 

1-4 

4 To ident i fy the di f ferent ways that the body, and how they should in teract w i t h 

it, is represented to students through texts. 

1 & 4 

Table 2: The four phases of the research 
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I shall discuss the methods used and the rationale for their use in more detail later on in 

this chapter; however the primary research method I employed was in-depth interviews 

and the data generated 6om these was supplemented by documentary analysis of key 

documents that students are referred to throughout the curriculum; Figure 4 illustrates 

the main research activity of each phase of the research. 

WORKING WITH 
THE BODY 

Phase 4 
Documentary analysis of 
key texts 

Phase 3 
In-depth interviews 
with 3"* year students 

Phase 2 
In-depth interviews with 
5"' yr students 

Phase 1 
Longitudinal study: in-
depth interviews over a 
3-year period 

Figure 4: Outline of research design: methods used in the four phases 

Ontological, Epistemological and Methodological Issues 

This section sets out to consider my research in the light of the three main components 

of any research project: ontology, epistemology and methodology, making up what 

Denzin and Lincoln (2000) refer to as the paradigm or interpretative framework. (See 

Figure 5 for summary.) 

ONTOLOGY 
Ideas/theories about 
the world and area of 
study. 

What is the nature of 
what I am studying? 

EPISTEMOLOGY 
Set of questions to ask 
about the area of study. 

What can I know about 
what I want to study? 

METHODOLOGY 
Different ways in which 
the questions can be 
answered. 

How can I know about 
what I want to study? 

Figure 5 : The three components that make up the framework for a research project 
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During the time I have spent on my thesis I have travelled full circle in terms of how I 

have approached these issues. I began the work with a fairly pragmatic view about 

questions such as: What is it that I want to know about? and How can I know about it? 

As I began to consider these questions in greater depth I found myself attempting to try 

to fit my thinking and my work into a particular category: for example, the need to 

adopt a constructivist approach or to avoid a positivistic approach to my work. 

However, I then worried when I felt I was not being consistent or that a different 

epistemological position, like post-positivism, appeared appropriate for particular 

aspects of my work. Seale (1999: 25) helpfully reminded me that philosophical 

differences should be "resources for thinking" rather than "problems to be solved". It is 

in this light, then, that I attempt to discuss the different positions and aspects of them 

that are appropriate for my work. 

Cohen et al (2000) adopt Burrell and Morgan's scheme for thinking about the three 

components of research and this is a useful starting point which I have adapted in figure 

6 below. 

Nominal ism 

Anti-positivism 

Ideographic <-

< Ontology Ontology 

Epistemology 

Realism 

Positivism 

- > Nomothet ic 

Figure 6: Different dimensions for three components of research 
Adapted from: Cohen et al (2000) 

Essentially the scheme identifies the extreme ontological, epistemological and 

methodological positions within the subjectivism/objectivism dualism that permeates 

thinking about the nature of social reality. Objactivist approaches could crudely be 

interpreted as explanations for society which have an independent existence (realism), 

can be known objectively (positivism), and which consist of structures and institutions 

which determine individual and group actions. In contrast, subjectivist approaches arise 

from an understanding of society which cannot be separated from the individual's 

consciousness (nominalism) and therefore can only be known through the subjective 
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actions of, and interactions between, individuals (anti-positivism). Objectivist 

approaches can be seen to adopt methodologies which are designed to determine 

generalisations; whereas subjectivist methodologies focus on the interpretation of 

individual behaviour (Walsh, 1998a; Cohen et al, 2000). 

My work is concerned with exploring medical students' encounters with the body in 

various settings: how they interact with different bodies and what social or structural 

aspects influence their interactions. I am, therefore, interested in the nature of the body 

that students work with; how students work with the body; how what they do may 

impact upon the settings and structures in which they work (agency); and how these in 

turn influence students' interactions (structures). 

In attempting to explore how students work with the body, it is essential to 

acknowledge the complexities that surround the notion of the 'body'. Western 

conceptions of how we view bodies since the eighteenth century, particularly in the 

field of medicine, have been founded on both Cartesian and positivistic views of the 

world in which the body can be seen as an objective physical reality existing 

independently from the mind; in effect, then, the construct of the 'medical body' can be 

seen as a Cartesian stereotype. In The Treatise of Man Descartes likened the body to a 

machine: "I assume their body to be but a statue, an earthen machine" (quoted in 

Watson, 2000). The medical body can, therefore, be fixed if we know the 'correct' 

cause (aetiology) and apply the 'correct' treatment. However, within such a viewpoint 

the body and mind are not just separate entities; there is also little interaction between 

them. This separation has led disciplines to focus on different entities: medicine and the 

natural sciences have been concerned with the realm of the objective body, whilst the 

humanities covered the subjective mind (Turner, 1992). 

Objectivist approaches, although very different from each other, also have their 

foundations in a positivist approach to reality and knowledge and thus are founded on a 

similar ontological and epistemological viewpoint and, dating back to Comte (1798-

1857), reflect a naturalistic view of the social world which can be known and 

discovered through systematic observation. The acquisition of knowledge, as in science 

and medicine, is predicated on the Cartesian principles of measurement, reason and 

objectivity. Knowledge about the 'natural' world, because it is seen to exist 
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independently from human beings, is regarded as value neutral. Such knowledge, when 

uncovered through the use of scientific or other systematic methods, can be considered 

the objective truth; the world and social reality can be controlled, observed and 

measured to reveal its secrets. Once something has been objectively defined using this 

process, reason can then be applied to make generalisations (or to construct universal 

laws) and predictions about the truth. 

'True' knowledge then, within a Cartesian and positivistic paradigm, is that which can 

be objectivity known, is generalisable and exists independent of the knower. 

Knowledge is not subjective and is not influenced by either the 'subject' of the research 

or the researcher. Hence, if I was writing up research using such a paradigm, I would 

not expect - or be expected - to write up how my actions or thoughts as a researcher 

influenced the process and the outcomes. If I adopted a positivistic approach to my 

work, therefore, the physical body which I am attempting to explore would only have 

meaning as an objective physical entity and my understandings about students' 

interactions with the body would not necessarily encompass students' individual actions 

and experiences. Any research approaches that I adopted would be more likely to be 

quantitative in nature and would be systematically applied to reveal a 'truth' that could 

be reproduced by others if they carried out a similar study. 

The major problem with this approach, in the study of the social world, is that it 

assumes that human behaviour is predictable, controllable (in order to enable the 

researcher to study it) and measurable. One reason why object!vist approaches may 

focus on structural aspects of society is precisely because human actions and 

motivations are unpredictable - subjective - and therefore cannot be controlled and 

measured. For example, functionalism has its foundations in a notion which asserts that 

societies exist in order to carry out specific functions or needs. Parsons, one of its 

leading exponents, was concerned with developing a theory for understanding society in 

which three components - culture, social systems and personalities - are integrated 

within an ordered society. Personalities relate with each other and act (predictably), 

both according to practice and tradition and to their allocated position within the social 

system (Cuff et al, 1998). Parsons' theories have been criticised for a number of 

reasons; not least because they are predicated on the assumption of an ordered society in 

which people function in predictable ways. An additional reason, however, which can 
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be applied to other fimctionaHst thinkers, is that 'society' tends to be accorded attributes 

like 'needs' that can really only be applied to individuals, and yet individual agency is 

not the focus within this approach (Giddens, 2001). 

Subject!vist approaches, on the other hand, have attempted to overcome these potential 

limitations by focusing on explanations of social actions and interactions and their 

meanings, whilst eschewing generalisations and predictions in favour of the search for 

meaning and the interpretation of unique situations. Within such interpretative 

frameworks, social actions can be understood not by trying to control the setting, but by 

studying events in their natural setting (naturalistic inquiry) and adopting more 

qualitative methodologies. Within these approaches, the subjective individual 

experience is given priority but, in order to make valid knowledge claims, this 

experience and its interpretation need to be seen as objective knowledge in some way 

(Schwandt, 1998). In effect, then, whilst these approaches might be classified as anti-

positivist (see Cohen above), they are a variation on the theme of positivism and could 

be classified as post-positivist. 

Two examples of interpretative theoretical approaches are phenomenology and 

symbolic interactionism. Phenomenology has a long tradition: in the 1920s, Schutz 

questioned the assumption that we should rely on science and scientific methods to 

construct knowledge, rather than using any other means such as common sense to help 

us make sense of our lived experiences (Cuff et al, 1998). Phenomenology is concerned 

with describing and analysing people's individual experiences of their lives, the 

objective truth about which can be found within people's consciousness rather than 

externally. Society can be understood through people's shared understandings and 

experiences. Symbolic interactionists rely on three major assumptions in seeking to 

explore people's actions. First, how people act is dependent on the meanings that the 

things/people they are acting on, have for them; secondly these meanings come from the 

social interaction between people; third, these meanings are modified through 

interpretation. Truth arises through actions. The world is, therefore, understood 

through the study of individuals' behaviours and interactions (Schwandt, 1998). Such 

research tends to adopt a grounded theory approach in which theory is derived directly 

from empirical data using a clearly defined set of procedures, systematically applied. 
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In phenomenological and symbolic interactionist thinking, the Cartesian split between 

mind and body is also undermined: the two are seen to be inextricably linked. Hence 

the notion of the 'lived body' in phenomenological thinking which I referred to in my 

previous chapter: "The notion of the lived body rejects this conflation [between mind 

and body]. It holds that the body of a living thing has an essential structure of its own 

which cannot be captured by the language and concepts used to explain inanimate 

nature" (Leder, 1992: 25). Within a phenomenological discourse the body is embodied, 

as Toombs (1992:51) explains: "At the level of the lived body I do not "have" or 

"possess" a body, I am my body". To reiterate, the body and self are one and it is 

through bodily senses that one experiences the world. 

These two theoretical approaches are relevant to my research as they are concerned with 

deriving meaning from individual experiences and from interactions between people: 

my work seeks to understand students' experiences with different bodies and the 

interactions they undertake in different contexts. Moreover, attention to the 'lived 

body' is necessary because adopting a purely Cartesian view of the nature of the body 

would bind me to its conceptualisation as essentially 'medical'; rather than enabling me 

to incorporate the further construct of the 'everyday'. 

Both positivist and interpretive approaches have been censured by critical theorists for 

their lack of attention to the politics, ideology and power relations within which social 

action takes place. For example, focusing on a group of individuals' experiences may 

lead a researcher to understand and interpret meanings within a particular social context 

but such understandings need also to be understood in the light of repressive structures 

and practices in society. For Habermas (1972), a leading exponent of critical theory, 

'worthwhile' knowledge can be 'technical' (positivist) and 'practical' (interpretive) but 

must also be 'emancipatory': 

Its intention is not merely to give an account of society and behaviour 
but to realize a society that is based on equality and democracy for all its 
members. Its purpose is not merely to understand situations and 
phenomena but to change them. In particular it seeks to emancipate the 
disempowered, to redress inequality and to promote individual freedoms 
within a democratic society (Cohen et al, 2000: 28). 
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Critical theorists might adopt research methods such as ideological critique or action 

research. Whilst critical theory adopts a discourse of emancipation which, I think, is 

unlikely to be realised in practice because of structural constraints, it has relevance to 

my work in that part of my research seeks to identify how the different views of the 

body impact on patients. I hope that my work may have practical and political 

implications for the use of the body in the medical curriculum and it is for this reason 

that I am interested in approaches that may change the way that patients' bodies are 

used in medical education. 

One further research tradition that I will now address is constructivism. Dualisms such 

as subjectivist/objectivist approaches to social reality or everyday/medical bodies are 

seen as essentially irrelevant in a post-modem world in which knowledge and structures 

are viewed in terms of individual power and discourses. A postmodernist position 

would question the pursuit of any objective knowledge because knowledge can only be 

socially and historically situated; what might be seen as the truth in one historical 

context would not be in another (Kuhn, 1970). The world can never be separated from 

the knower and so all knowledge becomes subjective; there can be no objective truths. 

The world is not out there ready to be uncovered or understood; rather it is constructed 

in the minds of individuals in order to make sense of the world. Multiple realities or 

truths exist in the signs, practices and discourses that we construct. How knowledge is 

constructed and what is viewed as valid knowledge is dependent on the norms and 

practices of the society in question; that which is seen as valid today might not be 

tomorrow. Groups of people, for example scientists, agree and share their constructions 

of knowledge claims; all knowledge, therefore, becomes relative and subjective (Guba 

& Lincoln, 1998). Social constructionists believe that our constructions are influenced 

by social structures and processes. An extreme position to take up would be the 

contention that the body does not exist as a separate, natural entity as it cannot be 

separated from cultural influences; 

There is no such thing therefore as the purely 'natural body', the body 
that may be separated from society and culture. This is not to argue that 
the material world or 'real' phenomena such as pain, disease, or death 
do not exist. Rather it is to contend that we can only ever know, think 
about, and experience these realities through our specific location in 
society and culture (Lupton, 2000). 
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A 'weaker' social constructionist position would be one in which bodily experiences are 

merely influenced by society and culture (ibid., 2000). 

A relativist approach to social reality has its own drawbacks: if everything is relative, 

how can we know anything and, therefore, how can we make decisions about what is 

morally right or ethical? One further consequence is that, if one adopts an extreme 

position that nothing can be known outside our own subjective constructions, then there 

can be little point of undertaking research other than research into ourselves; and in fact 

some autobiographical research arises from this viewpoint. Whilst such 

methodological research might be interesting, and I believe aspects of my 'story' form 

an important part of my research, on its own it will say very little about students' 

experiences of their encounters with the body/ 

My discussions so far have focused on four major paradigms of research and the 

underpinning beliefs relating to these are summarised in Table 3 below. 

Component Positivism Post-positivism Critical theory Constructivism 

Ontology Knowable 'real' 
reality; naive 
realism 

'Real' reality but 
knowable only 
imperfectly and 
probabilistically; 
critical realism 

Historical 
realism - virtual 
reality shaped 
over time by 
different values 

Relativism -
constructed 
realities 

Epistemology Objectivist; 'true' 
findings 

Modified objectivist; 
critical tradition; 
probably true findings 

Subjectivist; 
value-mediated 
findings 

Subjectivist; 
created findings 

Methodology Experimental; 
verification of 
hypotheses; mainly 
use of quantitative 
methods 

Modified experimental; 
falsification of 
hypotheses; may use 
qualitative methods 

Dialogic/ 
dialectic 

Hermeneutic/ 
dialectic 

Table 3: Underpinning beliefs for four paradigms of research. 
Adapted from: Lincoln & Giiba, 2000: 168 

' Of course a counter argument would be that I should not then be trying to represent students' voice 
unless I involve them directly in the process of research but undertaking to do this would still not resolve 
the essential problem. 
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An important issue implicit within much of the above discussion is that of the 

relationship between agency and structure, between micro and macro levels of 

influences on social actions. The central question is whether society is formed through 

individuals and their social relationships (agency) or whether these relationships 

facilitate the formation of autonomous external institutions (structure) that then 

determine the actions of individuals (Walsh, 1998b). 

Research traditions have tended to focus on one or the other (ibid.): the problem of 

subjectivist approaches is the strength of object!vist approaches and vice versa. 

Within object!vist approaches individuals are subsumed by their social situation, as we 

cannot be seen to live independently of our social context. Such a viewpoint is 

deterministic in that the social system determines how individuals operate in the world. 

Social relationships serve to create social facts that make up the structures and 

institutions of society. Different theories are used to explain how society's structures 

operate; for example, simplistically, within Marxism, the way that social relationships 

are organised is seen to be dependent on the means and processes of production. A 

shortcoming of such theories is that they appear to underplay the role of the individual 

in making choices about actions and interactions, and objectify structures separating 

them out from the individuals who operate within them (ibid.). 

Opposing such theories are those that put agency at the centre of their inquiry: 

individuals make up and construct the societies they live in. People are seen to act 

according to their own interests and values. The problem with these theoretical 

approaches (of which symbolic interactionism and constructivism are examples) is that 

it is difficult to deny that when people act on their own or together there is something 

external to them which organises and influences the way they or the group operates. 

For example, two colleagues and I cannot change the culture of medicine just by 

making choices or performing certain actions; and anyway the fact that we might want 

to change it implies some external reality. To understand the complexities of culture I 

cannot just study individuals who operate within it. hi order to understand their actions 

I also need to understand the structures and institutions within which they are working 

and the different roles, hierarchies and forms of domination that exist within these. 

Different theorists have attempted to resolve the tension that exists between agency and 

structure; for example Giddens' (1986) structuration theory and Bourdieu's (1990) 
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genetic structuralism. Both have been criticised for failing to do what they set out to in 

this respect (see, for example Swingewood, 2000). 

All the different traditions and approaches outlined above have their strengths and 

weaknesses. Whilst I believe that we construct meanings, and these are influenced by 

the social and cultural context, I do not adopt an extreme view of this position in which 

everything is constructed and nothing exists independently of our constructions. I 

think it is difficult to study how students objectify or otherwise view the body without 

taking into account the dominant scientific discourse and the culture of medicine within 

which the medical curriculum is located; and I think I cannot research students' 

experiences and interactions without believing that these, and the interpretations that I 

attach to them, have some meaning. 

I have adopted a qualitative methodological approach as I am not setting out to quantify 

or measure students' actions, but to try and understand them in the context of medicine 

and the medical curriculum and to attempt to provide an explanatory framework for 

students' encounters with bodies. However, although my research is not underpinned 

by any one particular research paradigm, I have adopted a post-positivist/critical 

perspective whilst acknowledging that aspects of social reality are socially constructed. 

Adopting an "eclectic perspective that approaches the same research problems from 

different theoretical and methodological angles" can be seen as a strength (Lupton, 

2003: 21), and as Layder (1998:176) points out: 

Analytic approaches which presuppose that social reality can be 
understood by reference to some single unifying principle or feature, 
such as discourses, reproduced practices, figurations, intersubjective 
meaning, actors' reasons and motives, the duality of structure, must be 
abandoned since they embody and represent incomplete ontologies 
which lead to tendentious forms of analysis. 

In this next section, I turn to the discussion of some of the key methodological issues 

which form the background for decisions that I made about undertaking the research. 
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Methodological Issues Related to my Work 

Choice of methods 

Although the majority of data generated within my research was through one-to-one in-

depth interviews, I did consider a range of other possible methods to employ. 

Conducting focus group interviews with students would have enabled me to include a 

larger number of participants in my data sample; however I was aware that the area for 

discussion was quite sensitive in nature and I felt that interviewing on a one-to-one 

basis would provide students with a safer environment for them to discuss and disclose 

information about their work with the body. Undertaking observational methods were 

another option that I considered which again had advantages and disadvantages; one 

clear advantage is that I would have been able to observe students working with the 

body in practice; however I think my status as a lecturer would have impacted on the 

encounter and perhaps influenced the way that students behaved in the 'natural' setting, 

hi addition, I felt my presence in the clinical environment had the potential to be 

intrusive and the observational data would not necessarily reveal how students felt 

about their activities, how they viewed the bodies they encountered or the difficulties 

and tensions they faced. A mixture of both in-depth one-to-one interviews and 

documentary analysis of key texts had the potential to be most useful in terms of 

generating data which would then help me to explore my research questions. 

Interviews 

Some commentators have noted the rise of the 'interview society' (see for example 

Miller & Glassner, 1997) in which there is an increasing tendency for the interview to 

be chosen both for research purposes and for other activities generally - as, for 

example, the prevalence of the use of the interview within the media. This necessitates 

thinking through the purpose of using this method which is not without its critics as 

interviews can be seen as a form of 'face work'^: 

The participant is answering in this way in order to perform certain 
interactive functions, for example appearing to be a good interviewee, or 
using expressions in order to convince the interviewer that he or she, the 
respondent, is an expert on this topic. (Smith, 1995; 10) 

2 See Goffman, 1969 
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As I wanted to explore how students experienced working with the body and how they 

negotiated their way around the tensions and contradictions they encountered, one way 

of being able to understand the complexity of their different activities and to explore 

how different students reacted to them, was to talk to students themselves in an 

interview setting. I started from the assumption that what students discussed with me in 

the interview was based on a 'reality': they may be re/constructing and interpreting their 

experiences as they talked to me about them (and I in turn interpreted what they said), 

but these interpretations were at some level meaningful. In effect, this is the only 

position I believe I can adopt, as to think otherwise would be to undermine the student's 

voice and to render it not meaningflil and of little use to the research. As Miller and 

Glassner (1997:105) comment: "we have suggested that narratives which emerge in 

interview contexts are situated in a social world that exists outside the interview itself" 

Mason (1996: 38) outlines three characteristics of qualitative interviews: a fairly 

informal style similar to a conversation or discussion; being centred around the themes 

or topics that the interviewer wishes to cover; and based on an assumption that the 

interaction that takes place within the interview generates the data. This notion of the 

interview as guided conversations or "conversations with a purpose" (Burgess, 

1984:102) is problematic in that interviews differ sharply from everyday conversations 

when they are clearly based around the researcher's agenda. As Kvale (1996: 126) 

notes, there is a "definite asymmetry of power: the interviewer defines the situation, 

introduces the topics of the conversation and, through further questions, steers the 

course of the interview." Such semi-structured interviews are sometimes referred to as 

"focused interviews" (Merton & Kendall, 1946) or "exploratory interviews" 

(Oppenhiem, 1992) and use an interview schedule to guide the interview. 

Documentary analysis 

One of my research questions asks how the medical curriculum supports or contributes 

to the tension between working with the medical and the everyday body. I chose to 

include some documentary analysis in my research design as I was aware that the texts 

the students used were likely to represent or reinforce a view, or views, of the body and, 

therefore, might affect their encounters with bodies. 
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Slater (1998) outlines two key methodological approaches to the analysis of 'cultural 

objects'; content analysis and semiotics. Content analysis was initially used for the 

analysis of newspapers at the beginning of the twentieth century (Robson, 1993). It is 

essentially a quantitative methodology, which is underpinned by a positivistic approach 

to data and its analysis: 

The central aim is to render issues of interpretation as controllable and 
non-contentious as possible in order to move quickly on to the more 
'scientific' process of counting things (Slater, 1998: 235). 

Essentially, the researcher must identify 'recording units' which might be words, 

paragraphs, amount of space given to a particular area etc., with associated categories 

for analysis. This allows the researcher to then count up the number of times the 

category arises in the chosen recording unit; that is its frequency. There are a number 

of limitations to this approach: primarily it can be viewed as a blunt tool to measure 

social activities which are both complex and immeasurable (ibid.), and this is in part, I 

believe, why categories tend towards the lowest common denominator. The claim that 

it is an objective approach to analysis is, therefore, open to challenge. 

Adopting an approach based on semiotics has an advantage over content analysis in that 

it is clearly founded on interpretive methodologies. It is underpinned by Saussure's 

structural linguistics in which meaning is seen to be derived through a system of signs. 

Put simply, words derive their meaning from their relationship with other words in a 

system. Hearing or seeing the word 'body' is meaningless on its own without 

considering what conceptual meaning/s underpin it; for example the 'body' could be 

described as the physical shape of a human being if I am referring to the human body in 

its corporeal sense. The former is the 'signifier' and the latter, conceptual 

understanding, is what is 'signified'. Meaning is understood to be derived from the 

relationships between the two which are culturally and socially determined. Thus 

language is perceived as a social construct. Research using a semiotic approach looks 

at how signs relate to systems. So, for example, a literal reading of a piece of 

educational text on clinical examination would describe what it was about; a reading at 

a greater depth would attempt to interpret the text in relation to the cultural and social 

systems within which it has been produced; for example what does it tell me about the 

status of the patient's body that is represented and why this might be so. 
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Discourse analysis draws on semiotics and the notion that language has particular uses 

for particular ends. Discourses, here, might relate to "patterns of words, figures of 

speech, concepts, values and symbols" and are texts which describe particular people, 

groups of people, activities etc., in order to give them meaning (Lupton, 2003: 20). 

There is an underlying assumption that texts (or indeed other cultural objects) can give 

meaning to aspects of social systems and that we can therefore understand or 'read' the 

social activities or the social world through them. Whilst I do believe that texts can be 

useful indicators of the meaning of the social world in which they exist and which they 

represent, this is also problematic. As Mason (2002) points out, they cannot directly 

represent reality precisely because of their constructed nature and because the 

researcher is usually analysing the text in isolation from the author and their intentions. 

She recommends adopting a critical and sceptical reading of documents used for 

analysis, constantly considering the context and purpose of the documents and, where 

possible, using them to contextualise data gathered through other methods, (see also 

Robson, 1993). 

Data analysis and theory building 

One of the purposes of carrying out research is to build or confirm theoretical ideas or 

concepts (Mason, 1996; Silverman, 1993; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). An argument 

against the building of theory from research could be mounted, particularly if the theory 

so derived is then used to oppress the people who were being studied or to suppress 

their voice/s. This is particularly relevant when researchers engage people who are 

from different cultures - anthropological studies - or people who have less status and 

power than themselves in their research. This is not necessarily an argument against 

developing theory per se: rather it is a call to be reflexive about the consequences of 

one's research (Reinharz, 1992). 

Mason (1996) outlines three main approaches to theory building: 

1. Deductive reasoning. Within scientific or positivistic paradigms of research this 

is often held up as the 'gold standard'. The researcher has a research design 

(often called a 'protocol') at the start of the work which includes a series of 

hypotheses that they would like the research to prove or disprove. The 
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hypotheses are based on a theoretical position and so the research develops 

existing theory by strengthening, weakening or illuminating it. 

2. /Mc/wcr/ve rg&yoMZMg. An alternative view of theory building is one in which 

theory is derived from the data and so data collection and analysis comes first, 

explanation and theory second. The classic example of this approach to research 

is grounded theory. 

3. Abductive reasoning. In this approach, theory is generated alongside data 

generation and data analysis and each feeds in to the other simultaneously. 

In reality it is unlikely that any of these approaches exist in a 'pure' form. Scientists 

move backwards and forwards between theory and data; and, for example, grounded 

theory approaches include a need to be 'theoretically sensitive'. I do not consider it is 

possible to approach research a-theoretically or to conduct research without theoretical 

ideas feeding into the analysis and explanations. Research is not carried out in a 

vacuum and the fact the researcher brings their own preconceptions and biases to each 

piece of work is one of the problems of a 'value neutral' positivistic approach to 

research. As Layder (1998: 22) comments: "Even a researcher who claims his or her 

theory is unaffected by theoretical assumptions would, unavoidably, be making a 

theoretical claim in this regard". 

Given this debate, it is useful to outline the approach that I think is most appropriate for 

my research. Despite the proliferation of qualitative research using grounded theory 

and its use to signal rigour in analysis, (see Barbour, 2001), I have chosen not to use this 

approach as outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) or Strauss and Corbin (1990). As I 

discussed earlier, I wanted to address both agency and structure in the research and 

because my starting point was students' own accounts of their experience, I was aware 

my analysis may more easily raise issues of agency rather than structure. Grounded 

theory approaches might be more likely to compound this problem because of their 

focus on agency and the weaker link they provide to explore structures and institutions 

in society (see, for example Layder, 1998). 
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Mason (1996) does not give a name to her approach to analysing and theorising. Her 

recommendation is for the researcher to continually ask questions of the process that is 

being undertaken and to be ready to answer these questions about the research. She is 

concerned with the need to be transparent about the research process and intentions: 

data collection, sorting, organising and indexing, producing analyses and explanations 

being the major processes involved. 

Layder (1998) has developed a method he calls 'adaptive theory', drawing on aspects of 

grounded theory alongside already existing, extant theory. He is attempting to develop 

an approach to theorising that can encompass both agency and structure whilst 

acknowledging both the subjective and objective nature of reality: 

Adaptive theory attempts to reconcile the idea that many features of 
social life must be explained in terms of actor's meanings and subjective 
understandings with the fact that other aspects of social life have more 
in common with natural phenomena and must be explained in more 
'objective' scientific terms. Social phenomena, like structures, 
processes, settings and resources (as well as the mechanisms that 
facilitate them) must not be confused with human behaviour and activity 
even though they are directly implicated in it (ibid.; 140). 

His notion of 'objectivity' is not the same as positivistic notions of the 'truth'; rather, he 

contends, that social structures can exist independently of individuals and their 

interactions. This I agree with, as discussed above. The adaptive theory approach, 

therefore, sets out to take account of subjective individual experiences and social 

interactions whilst acknowledging that these operate within a wider social context: all 

actions take place within a 'social setting' - a university, a medical school, a family-

which is underpinned by norms, values and power relations, and because of this I think 

it is appropriate for what I am trying to explore. 

The method involved in adaptive theory is concerned with linking individual or group 

behaviour to 'systemic phenomena' - social structures, organisations, power relations, 

ideologies. If a researcher concentrates on behaviour without taking into account these 

systemic phenomena then it is difficult to decide what behaviour is relevant within the 

wider context of the research and where to stop interpreting any behaviour: in other 

words the ability to be discriminating. Linking behaviour to systemic phenomena and 
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considering how relevant each is to the other "has the effect of applying the brakes to 

the 'saturation' or 'carpet' generation of theoretical concepts" (ibid.: 154). 

Adaptive theory results from the interaction between emergent research data and extant 

theory. The latter can be of two types: general (for example, Foucault's theory of 

power) and substantive (relating to a particular area, for example medicine). It is, 

according to Layder, relevant to "research focus (...) that concerns the interweaving 

between (...) 'social settings' and the 'situated activities' that take place within them" 

(ibid.: 156). My work is about students' activities within particular contexts across the 

medical curriculum. 

The approach essentially involves undertaking the following activities after data 

collection: 

1. There are different types of codes: pre-coding or 

provisional codes which are likely to be changed or subsumed into other codes 

are identified early on in the analysis; core and satellite codes which then lead to 

the identification of possible concepts and may emerge directly from the data or 

be imported from the theoretical literature (orientating concepts). 

2. Identifying different types of concept. This involves identifying what aspect of 

social reality the concepts refer to (or concept-indicator links). See Table 4 for a 

summary of what these cover. 

3. Writing theoretical memos. As in grounded theory approaches, these are the 

researcher's notes that ask questions about and discuss the nature of the 

developing codes and concepts. 

4. Generating an adaptive theory. The theory developed needs to be both 

grounded in the data and influenced by extant theory. 

I found this approach to analysis and theory building towards the end of phase one of 

my research, after which I attempted to draw on Layder's framework in a bid to explore 

and link the role of both agency and structure in my theoretical explanations. 
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Type of concept Aspects of social reality 

Behavioural (ie description of some 
form of behaviour) 

For example: 

» types of participant (e.g. student, consultant, 
GP) 

• social activities 

« nature/quality of interpersonal relationships -
their meaning and interpretation 

Systemic or structural For example: 

• reproduced social relations, practices, positions 
- the setting and contexts of behaviour: 
bureaucracy, markets, types of organisation 

o underpinning power relations 

Bridging or mediating (covering both 
interpersonal and structural aspects) 

Behaviour that bridges the gap between agency and 
structure; i.e. grounded in behaviour but linking to 
structure; e.g. behaviour of those who are in control; 
interactions influenced by structures 

General or theoretician's Any of above but linking to general theory 

Table 4: Concept-indictor links in adaptive theory 
Adapted from: Layder (1998: 85) 

Judging the Quality of Research 

Qualitative research has sometimes been criticised for lacking rigour or lacking the 

expression of it; for example Bryman and Burgess (1994: 224) comment that it was 

difficult to tell how people who contributed to their collection of research articles came 

up with their issues and ideas. Mason (1996: 5) also notes that: "Qualitative research 

should be systematically and rigorously conducted. I do not think that there are any 

excuses for a casual or ad hoc approach to qualitative research." Further, as Silverman 

(2000) notes, we should not distinguish between qualitative or quantitative research in 

this respect. 

Given that research is carried out for consumption by others, it follows that we might 

need some sort of criteria from which to judge whether the outcomes of research should 

be seen as useful or not - is it good or bad research? However, this in itself is 

problematic: if I am working in an essentially positivistic paradigm of research, what I 

view as valid knowledge is likely to be different from that selected if I work within a 

social constructionist paradigm, precisely because we have different ontological and 
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epistemological viewpoints. As a result, attempting to define criteria that can be used 

to judge research is fraught with problems. 

Within positivistic, essentially quantitative, paradigms of research, the outcomes of 

research are generally judged according to how the researcher has dealt with issues of 

reliability, validity and generalisability of methodology and findings. Reliability here 

refers to the ability to reproduce the same result or measurement on another occasion, 

using the same research method or instrument. Within a scientific discourse, research 

outcomes need to be the same no matter how many times one or many researchers 

repeat the research, as the purpose of the research is to produce objective knowledge. 

The criterion of validity is concerned with whether or not the research is actually 

measuring what the researcher claims it be measuring; for example, a reader might ask 

whether the method/s used were appropriate to prove or disprove a particular 

hypothesis. Finally, the criterion of generalisability would be used to ascertain the 

extent to which research findings can be applied from a smaller population to a larger 

one - objective knowledge should be capable of being applied to a larger population 

than the sample used in the research. This leads to a requirement that the sample 

chosen is representative (statistically) of a wider population. However, such criteria 

seem inappropriate to judge the quality of research carried out within alternative 

paradigms that are focused on human behaviour, are more interpretive, or see 

knowledge as contingent or socially constructed. 

During the 1980s, Guba and Lincoln (both constructivists) attempted to address this 

issue and refer to the need to judge the 'trustworthiness' of research. In 1982 they 

believed that all research could be judged according to four generic criteria - truth-

value, applicability, consistency and neutrality - but that different types of research 

would need different specific criteria. These are summarised in Table 5 below. 

Guba and Lincoln then went on to suggest a series of activities to help in satisfying the 

criteria and these are summarised in Table 6 below. 
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Generic 
criteria 

Naturalistic 
criteria 

Questions to consider in interpretive/ 
naturalistic inquiry 

Equivalent 
positivistic 
criteria 

Truth value Credibility Is my research credible; for example do the 
participants in my research think that my 
analyses and interpretations are believable? 

Internal validity 

Applicability Transferability Is the information given in my research write-
up sufficient to enable me to make some 
judgements about transferability of research 
findings? 

External validity/ 

Generalisability 

Consistency Dependability Is there some stability in my findings, 
discounting predictable or unpredictable 
changes over time? 

Reliability 

Neutrality Confirmability Can I show that my findings relate to the data? Objectivity 

Table 5: Guba and Lincoln's criteria forjudging naturalistic inquiry (1982) 

Complied from: Guba and Lincoln (1982) 

Naturalistic criteria Activities 

Credibility « Prolonged engagement at a site 

• Persistent observation 

• Peer briefing 

• Triangulation 

• Referential adequacy materials (supporting docs, films etc) 

• Member checks (respondent validation) 

Transferability • Theoretical/purposive sampling 

• Thick description 

Dependability • Use of overlap methods (triangulation) 

• Stepwise replication (divide up research among inquirers) 

• Dependability audit (audit trail of methodological steps) 

Confirmability • Triangulation 

» Practising reflexivity 

• Confirmability audit (each findings can be traced back through analysis to 
original data) 

Table 6: Ways to satisfy criteria forjudging naturalistic inquiry 
Adapted from: Guba & Lincoln (1982) 

However, the problem with their approach, as Lincoln herself (2002) acknowledges, 

was that they really just changed the terminology and, despite subsequent attempts to 

add to or change these criteria, (see, for example Guba & Lincoln, 1989), the very 

existence of fixed criteria contradicted an ontological and epistemological approach that 
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believed in multiple realities and contingent knowledge. The paradox that I outlined 

earlier is apparent here: applying the logic of a constructivist approach to research 

would mean that there really is no way to judge whether research is good or bad, 

whether one approach is better than another, because effectively 'it depends' on your 

perspective: it is all relative. 

This paradox, has, in fact, led to what has been known as the crises of representation 

and legitimation in research, (see for example Scale, 1999). Lincoln (2002) attempts to 

deal with the problem by proposing certain 'emerging criteria' which are 'relational'; 

but it is, unsurprisingly, unclearhow these can actually be applied in practice. 

Meadows and Morse (2001) also eschew using set criteria for the same reasons; they 

suggest research be judged according to whether it has added something to existing 

knowledge, and good research would contribute to at least one of the following: theory, 

methodology or an understanding of a phenomenon. However, the limitation of this 

approach is they do not outline how I, as a reader, can make judgements about whether 

there has been any sort of contribution and, moreover, what the quality of this 

contribution might be. 

What follows is the emergence of two approaches: on the one hand, an approach to 

research which is essentially anti-criteria in relation to quality and, on the other, one that 

advocates the following of rules and meeting criteria (Scale, 1999). The latter, I think, 

is often apparent in qualitative research in health care. Barbour (2001) reiterates this in 

an article about the use of what she calls "technical fixes" or "checklists" to guarantee 

rigour: what she has also termed 'technical essentialism' (Barbour, 2003). She believes 

that, recently, five of these technical fixes are enjoying popularity amongst qualitative 

researchers and the groups/organisations that fund such research. These are: purposive 

sampling, grounded theory, multiple coding, triangulation and respondent validation. 

Looking in more detail at one of these can illustrate some of the dilemmas associated 

with certain assumptions. Multiple coding is used to ensure reliability: different 

researchers (or the researcher and an 'independent' other) code the data independently 

and then come together to reach agreement about the codes and emerging themes. 

There are two points to raise here: one, as Barbour points out, is that agreement is 

complex; and two, interpretations may change over time. Work she cites by Armstrong 
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et al (1997) showed that different researchers, although they may come up with similar 

themes, might vary the way they package "coding &ameworks". In addition, Mauthner 

et al (1998) found that researchers' interpretations shifted as they revisited data. 

Neither of these is very surprising: for the former, why should we expect different 

researchers to conceptualise actions/phenomena in the same way; and for the latter, it 

would be strange if I did not change the way that I viewed and interpreted data over 

time, especially as I got deeper into a subject and perhaps refocused my concerns. This 

is, in fact, what happened as I progressed through the study. The point, therefore, is that 

whilst the technique of multiple coding may elicit helpful discussions and encourage a 

thorough and more critical approach to research, it does not ensure reliability. The 

researcher always needs to account for what they are doing: "what matters is that a 

systematic process is followed and that this is rendered transparent in the written 

research report" (Barbour, 2001; 1115). 

Given my overall approach, I think there is a need to be pragmatic here as both 

approaches have their limitations. Mason (1996) sticks with the three criteria of 

reliability, validity and generalisability and adapts them to be relevant to judge the 

quality of qualitative research; and, in addition, she focuses on the need to be 

transparent about what has been done. She asks researchers to consider three questions 

from whatever perspective they are operating within and argues that these need to be 

answered in order to convince oneself and others that the research is worth considering. 

Acknowledging theoretical underpinnings of research should enable different 

researchers to answer the questions in different ways but each still should be able to 

convince others through their different answers. These questions are summarised in 

Table 7 below. 

I think the approach that Mason adopts - retaining the same criteria used to judge 

scientific method but, at the same time, reinterpreting their meaning in the context of 

qualitative or interpretive research - is one helpful way to approach the difficulties 

inherent in this process, because the terms are familiar for most researchers. However, 

the term 'generalisability' could be seen to be misleading and I prefer her reference to 

the ability to make 'wider claims' or to the extent to which the research has 'wider 

resonance' (Mason, 1996:152). 
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Question Subsidiary questions 

How can I demonstrate 
that my methods are 
reliable and accurate 

« Are my data collection methods and analyses appropriate to 
my research questions? 

® Can I show that my findings relate to my data? 

How can I demonstrate 
that my analysis is 
valid? 

® Am I explaining what I claim to be explaining? 

• What is the logic behind my choice of data collection 
methods? Have I tried to approach the data from different 
angles? 

« How did I carry out my analysis and how did I interpret the 
results? Why is my interpretation better than others' are? 
Have I given a reflexive account of my position? 

What kinds of 
generalisations or wider 
claims can I make on 
the basis of my analysis 
and explanation? 

• What type of generalisations can I make - empirical or 
theoretical? 

• Are my claims based on a rigorous analysis? How am I 
testing and developing my explanations? 

Table 7: Mason's questions relating to reliability, validity and generalisability 
Compiled from: Mason (1996) 

Aldridge (1993) also acknowledges the problem with the neatly constructed 'research 

account', (which, like my thesis, follow a rational pattern of literature review to 

discussion) which belies the messy process of research and the actual order in which 

research takes place and which are then disembodied from the researcher. Whilst I 

agree that this tidying up of research leads to a constructed research account, I do think 

that what I have to say is based on some notion of students' reality, as I have argued 

above, and that all I can do is be as transparent as possible despite the messiness of the 

research process that I undertook.^ Lincoln (2002) also raises the need to outline the 

relationship between the inquirer and the participants in the research and I have 

undertaken to explore this in the last section of the chapter as I do agree that researchers 

cannot just suspend their values and thoughts in the conduct of research. 

Apart from this reservation, I intend to adopt Mason's framework, drawing on some of 

the activities that Guba and Lincoln suggest to explore the quality of my own work. 

Some of these aspects I have covered already in this chapter, but I will return to them 

again at the end of this chapter. 

^ I think this is particularly problematic with the presentation of analysis. Appendix D gives an example 
of my thinking from codes to concepts but has inevitably been tidied up to a certain extent. 
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From Methodology to Methods used in my Work 

Overall research design 

The empirical research activity for the study took place over a five year period from 

1998 until 2003. At the beginning of this chapter, I summarised the study in Table 2 

and Figure 4 outlining the aims of each of the phases and the key research activities 

undertaken during each phase, hi total, I undertook 44 interviews during phases one to 

three and these are set out in Table 8. 

Phase No. of interviews i n c l u d e d 
in data set 

1 24 
2 10 

3 10 

TokU 44 

Table 8: Summary of numbers of interviews 

Table 9 summarises information about the four phases. Essentially, phase one was 

intended to be exploratory with phases two and three becoming more focused around 

the research questions and issues; phase four attempted to complement the previous 

phases by exploring how particular issues were represented or played out within 

curriculum texts. During each of the interview phases I concentrated on asking students 

about the activities they were undertaking at that particular time rather than activities 

from the past, such as previous year. In effect, this meant that the data generated about 

students' encounters with dead and dissected bodies came from years one and two of 

phase one as it is during their first two years that students work in the Dissecting Room 

(DR). Data generated about students' encounters with the conscious and unconscious 

body and about negotiating access to the body were derived from phase one students in 

their third year, phase 2 students in their fifth year and phase 3 students in their third 

year. 

In this section I outline what I did in each phase and provide a rationale for the 

decisions I made and the activities that I undertook. 
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Phase Purpose Key research 
activities 

Year 
ofBM 

Timescale 

1 Exploratory phase: 

® Discussion around relevant 
aspects of the curriculum 

» Exploration of 
expectations and anxieties 

9 Developing set of issues 
and themes 

» Exploration of major 
themes 

Longitudinal study 

In-depth interviews 
and analysis 

N = 8 X 3 = 24 

l*'to Sept 1998 to 
August 2001 

2 Focused phase 

• Exploration of major 
themes 

» Developing links between 
themes and theory 

In-depth interviews 
and analysis 

N=10 

5'''year Sept 2002 to 
December 
2002 

3 Focused phase 
® Exploration of major 

themes 
® Developing links between 

themes and theory 

In-depth interviews 
and analysis 

N=10 

3"̂  year Jan 2003 to 
Feb 2003 

4 Documentary analysis 

• Identification of questions 
• Developing links between 

themes and theory 

Documentary 
analysis 

Key 
texts: 
l*'to 
t̂h 

year 

March 2003 
to Sept 2003 

Table 9: Detail of research design across the four phases 

Phase 1: Sampling and interviews 

I chose to begin an exploration of the broad subject area of the objectification of the 

body in the medical curriculum by conducting a longitudinal study, starting in the first 

year, and finishing in year three of the five year Bachelor of Medicine (BM5) course at 

Southampton; this formed phase 1 of the study. One way to gain an understanding of 

how students worked with the body was to start by conducting fairly open in-depth 

individual interviews once a year with a group of medical students. The intention was 

that this would enable me to talk to them about different aspects of the curriculum as 
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they were experiencing them; for example working with dissected bodies during the 

first two years and working with patients' bodies during their third year/ 

I set out to explore a number of issues and aspects of the curriculum with a small group 

of medical students from the 1998/9 cohort. I wanted to find out about and explore 

students' views and their experiences across the range of different admission categories 

of medical student. Essentially, the School admitted three categories of students: school 

leavers, mature/graduates and overseas/ Table 10 gives details of the number of 

students in each category for the phase 1 cohort which was made up of 85 women 

(51.5%) and 80 men (48.5). 

Category of 
student 

Science 
A levels 

Science 
degree 

Non-
science A 

levels 

Total 

School leaver 108 24 132 

Mature/graduate 2 18 5* 20 

Overseas 12 1 0 13 

Total 165 

* these 5 all had science degrees so are subsumed within the 18 of this category 

Table 10: 1998/9 cohort information 

Medical students at Southampton on the whole tend to have undertaken science-based A 

levels but a few do have arts-based A levels and I wanted to include this category in my 

sample. Graduates also tend to have science-based degrees and I was unable to include 

any students with an arts-based degree as there was none in the 1998/9 intake. In 

addition, I was keen to ensure that I represented both male and female students in my 

sample. 

I chose a purposeful sampling strategy (Patton, 1990) in which I tried to include 

students from each of the different categories in order to elicit a range of experiences 

and viewpoints. I selected students from each category randomly, running through the 

* Whilst medical schools in general have been attempting to overcome the divide between pre-clinical 
(years 1-2) and clinical (years 3-5) parts of the medical curriculum by introducing earlier clinical 
experience, the 3"* year of the Southampton BM5 still marks the real beginning of students' exposure to 
clinical medicine. 

' 'School' from now means the School of Medicine at Southampton. 
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list picking out, for example a male graduate from one page and a female &om another, 

selecting 14 students in total: 7 male and 7 female across the range of categories. 

I then sent a letter to all 14 asking them if they would be willing to participate in the 

longitudinal study; I had hoped for a sample of 8 students. (See Appendix A for set of 

invite letters.) I received responses from 11 students, all of whom responded positively. 

I interviewed 10 of these of whom 7 were female and 3 were male.^ Table 11 gives 

details of the sample that participated in the first year of phase one. 

Category of 
student 

Science A levels Science degree Non-science A levels 

School leaver FM FF 

Mature FM FM 

Overseas F F 

F=female, M =male 

Table 11: Categories and number of students who participated 
in the first round of interviews in phase one 

The following year, when students were in their second year, I invited the group of ten 

to participate in a second interview. Two students did not respond and I assumed they 

did not wish to take part again after I had followed them up a couple of times with no 

success. This left me with 8 students who all participated in this and the following third 

year of the phase. Table 12 gives details of my sample for the longitudinal study. 

Category of 
student 

Science A 
levels 

Science 
degree 

Non-science 
A levels 

School leaver M F F 

Mature F M F M 

Overseas F 

Table 12: Phase one sample 

I wanted to represent the different administrative categories in my sample in order to 

ensure I elicited views from across these broad categories within the cohort and 

identifying the students within these categories was straightforward. I did not attempt 

to represent a range of other categories such as socio-economic status, ethnicity, 

religion etc., as to make any meaningful judgements about such differences would 

' One student responded too late for me to include him in my sample. 
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require a much larger sample size, and, in addition, such categorisations would have 

carried inherent problems of definition (Mason, 1996). I had not set out to compare 

experiences between different groups of students in my analysis; rather to identify and 

explore the issues that arise for the cohort of medical students. 

The interviews I conducted were semi-structured in nature. I used an interview 

framework for the interviews to act as a guide for me to steer the conversation. 

However, I did not stick rigidly to my framework as I felt this would be inappropriate 

given that there could be no standardised answers to my questions. I also allowed the 

participants to go off on tangents and explore some areas in more depth than others if 

they seemed comfortable with this. As I moved from year to year, I was able to 

explore issues in a more focused way around the developing themes. (See Appendix B 

for set of interview 6ameworks.) 

As each interview progressed, I attempted to follow-up and clarify aspects of students' 

stories if I was not clear what they meant, if I needed further explanation, or if they 

appeared to contradict themselves (Kvale, 1996). I also allowed enough time for a short 

de-briefing after the interview was finished and the tape was turned off Sometimes 

students followed up particular aspects in this time or we went back to a question they 

may have had about the curriculum. At this point I was able to acknowledge the 

students' contribution to my work and highlight, and sometimes discuss further, 

particularly interesting points. 

All the interviews were transcribed and then I carried out a cross-sectional analysis of 

the data which I discuss later in this chapter. 

Phases 2 & 3: Sampling and interviews 

Phase 2 involved interviewing a group of fifth year students and phase 3, a group of 

third year students. I considered that 10 interviews for each of these phases would be 

sufficient to provide me with data to allow me to explore, in a more focused way, the 

emerging themes from phase one. During phase one, I had been concerned that 5 out of 

the 8 students taking part had been graduates and the subsequent lack of input from 

school leavers to the data. I, therefore, chose to focus on interviewing school leavers 

who make up the majority of the cohort, in order to address this imbalance. As with 
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phase 1, the underpinning rational for my sample strategy was to ensure I represented a 

range of views from across the administrative categories of medical students rather than 

identify different categories of students. 

It is generally difficult to involve fifth year students in activities unrelated to their 

education: they are dispersed on placements in District General Hospitals around the 

Wessex region, which rotate throughout the year and students are very busy with 

different priorities, not least the finals examination as the year progresses. Moreover, 

during this year they follow an apprenticeship model of education which means that 

they are integrated into the 'firm' or team they are working with and therefore have a 

responsibility and commitment to them that is not evident in other years of the 

curriculum. 

A group of fifth year students is, however, always located at Southampton General 

Hospital and in other more local hospitals, such as Portsmouth and Winchester and I 

chose to invite a sample of these local students to participate in phase two. The 

sampling strategy for this group of students was a mixture between purposeful and 

convenience (Patton, 1990) as I targeted school leavers (male and female; science and 

non-science A levels) and targeted locally based students who would more likely to be 

able to participate. The advantage of this latter approach was that it was easier to 

arrange interviews at very short notice and it was also possible to conduct the interviews 

out of the students' working hours, as they were resident in Southampton or nearby. 

The cohort of fifth year students was, in fact, the 1998/9 cohort that I had used for phase 

one and so had followed the same curriculum. I needed to invite two sets of students 

from different rotations in order to achieve a sample of 10 students who agreed to 

participate. Table 13 shows the categories of the sample of fifth year students 

participating in phase two of the research. 

Category of student (S"" yr) Science A levels Non-science A 
levels 

School leaver F F F F F 

M M M M M 

Table 13; Phase two sample 
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Students in the third year (2000/01 intake) were, at the time, mostly located locally and 

so are more accessible and as a consequence organising a sample for phase 3 was 

somewhat easier. In this case, I randomly selected 19 school leavers (male and female; 

science and non-science) and invited them to participate (every 10th or 11^ student in 

the cohort list). Fourteen students responded positively, out of whom I interviewed the 

first 10 that I could arrange interviews with. The positive response rate amongst this 

group could, in some way, be accounted for by the fact that I was this cohort's pastoral 

tutor for their first two years at medical school and I was, therefore, well known by the 

students.' Table 14 gives details of the categories of students that I interviewed for 

phase three. 

Category of 
student (3rd yr) 

Science A levels Non-science A 
levels 

School leaver F F F F 

M M 

F F F 

M 

Table 14: Phase three sample 

I undertook the interviews for phases two and three using the same approach as for 

phase one and again used a cross sectional analysis. (See Appendices A for set of invite 

letters and Appendix B for set of interview frameworks.) 

Ethical issues 

When I first wrote to students in phase 1 of my research, inviting them to participate, I 

was very vague about what my research was about and just said that it would "involve 

discussing different parts of the first term." I think that this was justifiable given that, at 

that stage, I was unsure about what the focus of my research would be. In my 

correspondence inviting them to interviews in the second and third years, I was more 

explicit about my work being about different students' approaches to the physical body. 

After each interview, during phase one, I asked the students if they would be happy in 

principle to be interviewed the next year and in all my correspondence I tried to ensure 

that participants would feel they had the option not to contact me again if they did not 

wish to participate. I did this much more formally in the first year with a reply slip 

The pastoral tutors' role is to oversee the pastoral care and progression of a cohort of students 
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attached to the letter. At the end of the phase one, I gave each of the students a £20 

book token with a thank you card. 

For phases two and three, I was specific about the purpose of the interviews being about 

discussing working with the physical body. At the beginning of each of these 

interviews, I briefly outlined the themes arising from my work to-date and the sorts of 

issues that I wanted to discuss with them. In addition, I outlined what I thought 

confidentiality meant in relation to my study: that I would be the only person who could 

tie their names to the identifiers and that I would not use any quotes that I thought 

would reveal their identity. 

I informed participants that I would like to tape record the interview and then asked 

their permission before the start of all my interviews. I explained that the recording 

would only be heard by me and a secretary/or another person who would transcribe the 

tapes. I always gave participants the option not to be recorded; however, all the 

participants gave their permission on each occasion. If students discussed particular 

issues after the tape had been turned off, I did not use this as part of my data; although 

inevitably, it provided me with contextual information often. The tapes were stored in a 

secure place. 

My work did not require ethical approval from the NHS Research Ethics Committee 

(REC) as, at the time, it did not meet any of the seven criteria outlined in the REC's 

remit. (See Appendix C for a list of these criteria.) 

Transcriptions and quotes 

All the interviews conducted during phases 1 -3 were tape recorded and then transcribed 

'word for word'. However, I acknowledge the partially constructed nature of the 

transcript: different transcribers are likely to write the text in different ways (Kvale, 

1996). I used three people to transcribe the tapes: two were secretaries in the 

department in which I work and the third was someone outside the school whom I paid. 

I operated a fairly simple format for the transcriptions: I did not adopt a formal 

transcribing convention that would be necessary if I were using a discourse or 

conversation analysis. Essentially I just used the symbols that were useful to enable me 

to read the text and these are outlined in Figure 7. 
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One of the key issues relating to the transcripts is that the interview was conducted 

orally, yet the transcript is written and therefore the data generated from the interview 

appears in a different form or language from its original context. Essentially as the 

researcher, I was interpreting the text produced from the interview in my analysis rather 

than analysing the interview itself (ibid.). One way to stay in touch with the actual 

interview is to transcribe interviews oneself and so, during each phase, I transcribed one 

or two of them, (see for example Seale, 1998). 

overlapping or interrupted conversation 

(...) edited/removed sections of text 

?? unable to decipher what was being said. 

[ ] author addition for clarity 

(laugh) for laugher 

(pause) for a long pause 

Figure 7: Transcription symbols 

I have used quotes from the interview throughout chapters 3 , 4 ,5 and Kvale (1996: 267) 

outlines some general guidelines for using interview quotes; 

• Any quotes should relate to the general text. 

• They should be contextualised; i.e., where appropriate they should include the 

question or the response. 

• They should be interpreted within the general text. 

« There should be a reasonable balance between any quotes and the general text. 

® Quotes should be short. 

• Use the 'best' quote/s to illustrate the point. 

• They should be constructed in written format unless using some form of linguistic 

analysis. 

» The quotes should include simple systems to show where the text has been edited 

and I have used (...). 
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I concur with all the above guidelines and have attempted to incorporate these where 

appropriate. I chose quotes that illustrated the key themes that I was addressing -

supporting a point or giving an alternative view - and drawn from the range of 

participants in my study. I agree with the practice of 'tidying' up quotes, to a certain 

extent, as the purpose of the quotes within my text is to illustrate the point rather than 

emphasise particular features of spoken grammar. However, I have applied this using a 

'light touch' in order to retain the student's voice. One difficulty that I encountered as I 

wrote up was that sometimes if the quote was short it appeared misleading in that it only 

told a partial story and did not reveal the complexity of the point. I found that I needed 

to balance the length of the quote with the need to illustrate the fuller picture and so 

some quotes may appear 'long' rather than 'short'. 

Interview data analysis and theory building 

In phase 1 of my research, I set out to conduct a longitudinal study, following a group 

of students through their first three years of the medical curriculum. I originally 

intended to carry out a cross-sectional analysis of the data and that is what I did after the 

first year's interviews. This was done in order to explore the range of issues that might 

be relevant to a rather general and vague aim of wanting to explore how the curriculum 

influences students' objectification of the body. In order to begin to analyse the 

transcriptions, I attempted to sort the data under headings of various themes. I began by 

describing the content of participants' responses, what Mason (1996) terms reading the 

data 'literally', assigning codes as I went along. As I moved through the transcripts, I 

began to concentrate on particular sections that seemed more relevant to my general 

focus - primarily around students' work in the dissecting room (DR). By the time I had 

worked through all of the transcripts, I had identified a series of very preliminary 

categories or thematic headings which related to how students were experiencing and 

constructing the body. It seemed apparent that there were a number of tensions for 

students, for example between objectifying the body in order to cope with the activity in 

the DR and being respectful when certain specimens reminded them that they once 

belonged to a person. 

By the time I had completed the second year's analysis, I began to consider the 

appropriateness of constructing descriptive case studies illustrating different student's 

experiences of the different bodies they were encountering. However, as Yin (1994) 
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points out it is very difGcult to write anonymous case studies as the very act of writing a 

case study means that I would need to include little pieces of information about 

participants that would be likely to reveal individual identities. As I promised 

anonymity, I felt I was unable to proceed with this sort of analysis. 

As I progressed through the last two years of interviews and analysis for phase 1,1 

began to form a structure around which to organise my themes. I identified the types of 

body that students encountered; for example the dissected body, the conscious patient's 

body. By this point I was looking for themes which linked up to how students 

experienced the body, for example through sensory reactions; where they expressed 

viewpoints which appeared to objectify the body; and where objectification appeared to 

be avoided. 

During the third year of phase one and during phases two and three, I attempted to draw 

on some of Layder's (1998) suggestions that form his adaptive theory approach, 

identifying different types of codes and whether they were related to agency or structure 

and whether they linked into wider theoretical literature. Table 15 gives examples of 

the concepts I developed relating to students' encounters with the conscious body 

(Chapter 4). 

K e y b r i d g i n g 

c o n c e p t s 

C o r e c o d e s / c a t e g o r i e s W i d e r c o n c e p t u a l f r a m e w o r k s 

U s i n g the 

pat ients ' bodies 
• Educational use o f body 

• Lack o f reciprocity 

• A p p r o p r i a t i o n o f the body 

• A - symmet r i ca l relationships 

• D i s c i p l i n i n g the body 

B e i n g usefu l ® Rational ising act iv i ty 

• Reflect ing on patients' needs 

• Mediat ing use o f body 

• Rec ip roc i t y and symmetr ical 

re lat ionships 

• Student agency 

C o n n e c t i n g wi th 

the b o d y 
• Mediat ing use o f body 

» Ref lect ing on patients' needs 

• D i f f i cu l t encounters 

• Older patients as teachers 

• Student agency 

" Eve ryday body 

» Commun ica t i ve body 

• Symmet r i ca l relat ionships 

• Con t ingency 

I n s p e c t i n g the 

b o d y 
• Rational ising inspection 

« Lack ing control over process 

• Lack ing responsibi l i ty for process 

• Reproducing inspection through 

assessments 

• Older patients as compl iant 

« D i s c i p l i n i n g the body 

• P o w e r relat ionships (Student/doctor; 

student/pat ient; doctor/patient) 

» A g e i s m 

C h a l l e n g i n g the 

use of the b o d y 
• Accept ing role and lack o f responsibi l i ty 

• Micro-resistance 

• P o w e r and resistance 

• Rep roduc ing normal ised practices 

Table 15: Examples of concepts from research 
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Appendix D contains transcription excerpts with some associated codes and concepts 

showing examples of how I interpreted the data. 

Phase 4: Analysis of key documents 

The key purpose of documentary analysis was to explore how the body was 

represented within key curriculum documents and how this might affect students' 

encounters/interactions with different bodies. I chose a pragmatic approach to this 

phase of my research adopting an interpretive version of textual analysis that attempted 

to look at different levels of representation relating to the key themes arising from my 

work, in a bid to illustrate and support (or counter) my developing understanding of the 

interview data (see for example Atkinson & Coffey 1997; Mason, 2002). As well as 

looking at and attempting to analyse what is included in the texts I chose, I also looked 

for what appeared to be missing. Where appropriate, I have included examples in 

chapters 3 to 5 of my thesis. 

I chose a small sample of key documents relating to anatomy and clinical examination 

which were used by the students who participated in the research. Table 16 outlines the 

documents and the rationale for their inclusion alongside some contextual information. 

After I had undertaken the analysis, of the interview data, I identified key questions to 

ask of the documents or parts of documents and which chapter of my thesis they related 

to, and these are contained in Table 17. Appendix E contains some excerpts from the 

documents with associated levels of interpretation and as mentioned above, I will return 

to discuss this again at the end of my thesis. 
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Document Rationale for use in research Author/s Internal/ 
external & 

purpose 

Foundation 
Term (Term 1, 
yearl): Gross 
Anatomy 
Handbook 
2001/2 

First handbook for anatomy that 
students are issued with for the BM 
programme and the handbooks form 
the basis for their work in the DR. 

CLAS* Internal 

Students 
handbook and 
learning tool for 
the term's 
anatomy 

Policy on the 
rights of 
patients in 
medical 
education 

School pohcy document for use by 
students and teachers 

Adapted 
from 
Doy^, 
(2001) 

Externally 
generated but 
adopted for use 
by the School 

Year 3 Student 
Handbook 
2002/3 

This handbook provides information 
for students for year 3 of their 
curriculum and contains information 
about history taking and clinical 
examination. Students interviewed 
for phase 3 of the research would 
have been expected to refer to this 
handbook 

Year 3 co-
ordinator 

Internal 

Outline of 
curriculum and 
associated 
activities in year 
3. Includes some 
key information 
about activities 

Year 5 Student 
Handbook and 
Learning 
Portfolio 2002/3 

Provides information about year 5 of 
the curriculum and students 
interviewed during phase 2 would 
have been expected to refer to this 
handbook 

Year 5 co-
ordinator 

Internal 

Outline of 
curriculum and 
associated 
activities in year 
5. Includes some 
key information 
about activities 

Introduction to 
Clinical 
Examination 

A School recommended text for 
physical Examination 

Munro, & 
Ford 
(1993) 

External 
publication 

Clinical 
Examination 

A School recommended text for 
physical examinations 

Epstein et 
al(2003) 

External 
publication 

Table 16: Documentary analysis: documents used and their purpose with rationale for their use 

CLAS: Centre for Learning Anatomical Sciences, School of Medicine 
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Chapter Documents analysed Key question areas 

Foundation term gross anatomy 
handbook (pages 1-22) 

Year 3 Student Handbook 
sections: introduction & surgery 

Year 5 Student Handbook 
sections; introduction & surgery 

How is the body represented: as 
medical or everyday body? 

What are the indications that the body 
is or was once an everyday body? 

Are there any indications that how the 
body is viewed by students might vary 
over time/encounter? 
What references are there and what 
might be their underlying meaning, to 
how students' might be expected to 
interact with the bodies or parts of 
bodies that they encounter? 

» Year 3 & Year 5 Student 
Handbook sections: Revision of 
Introduction to History Taking 
and Examination (Appendix 2) 
& Medicine Block: General 
Medicine 

« Munro and Ford; 

Chapter 1; General Principles of 
History Taking and Physical 
Examination (p. 1-9) & Chapter 
2; The Cardiovascular System 
(p. 13-28) 

® Epstein et al: 

Chapter 2: General examination 
(p. 18-53) 

How is the body represented: as a 
medical or everyday body? 

What are the indications that the body 
is an everyday body? Is the body's 
contingent status represented? 

Are there any indications that how the 
body is viewed by students might vary 
over time/encounter? 

What references are there and what 
might be their underlying meaning, to 
how students' might be expected to 
interact with the bodies that they 
encounter? 

Is there any acknowledgement of the 
difficulties that students might 
encounter? 

» Policy on the Rights of Patients 
in Medical Education 

a Year 3 & 5 Student Handbooks 
sections; Introduction to Students 
in Chnical Areas; Revision of 
Introduction to History Taking 
and Examination (Appendix 2); 
& Surgery attachment 

How is the body represented: as a 
medical or everyday body? 

What aspects of the negotiating access 
process are outlined for students and 
what might this indicate? 

Does the patient's role in the 
negotiating access process appear to be 
represented as a passive or an active 
one? 

Table 17: Questions asked in the data analysis of key texts 
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Methodological Issues Revisited: Reflections on the Quality of 

my Work 

Finally, I want to turn to the consideration of the quality and limitations of my work. 

To summarise, the criteria I want to cover when making such judgements are outlined 

in Table 18 below. 

General criteria Areas to cover 

Reliability ® Appropriate use of methods and analysis to answer my research 
questions 

« Inclusion of examples of how I went from the data through the 
analysis to my findings 

• Explanation of the different methods and how they complemented 
each other 

Validity o Exploration of my research questions in relation to my findings 

® Understanding of the context in which the research is carried out 

• Explanation and critical approach to use of methods, analysis and 
findings 

® Exploration of my relationship with the participants 

Wider claims • Justification and limitations for wider claims 

Table 18: Criteria forjudging the quality of my work 

Methods and analysis 

In the first part of this chapter, I discussed the different methods that I used to explore 

my research questions and also their limitations and advantages in general terms. I 

found interviews a particularly useful method for discussing students' experiences with 

them and, despite the sensitive nature of some of the areas that we covered, they were 

mostly very open and willing to discuss difficult issues. I was very keen to draw on the 

students' voice for my research but this focus, inevitably, meant that I excluded other 

voices: in particular, those of patients and teachers. A recurring anxiety during the 

write up of the 'research account' was that, as I had not spoken to patients, I would in 

fact be compounding the very problem that I was writing about: reducing patients to a 

passive, object body. This is not something that I have resolved and, given more time, I 

would have liked to have included some patient interviews in the research design. 
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Moreover, I believe that whilst observations of student-patient encounters would have 

been interesting to undertake in addition to the interviews, I suspect my presence would 

have influenced students' behaviour, as I mentioned earlier, which might also have been 

accentuated by my role within the School. 

I found the documentary analysis phase of the research problematic and unsatisfactory, 

possibly because I chose to use it to support/explore the points coming out of the 

primary part of my research. It seemed somewhat of an appendix sometimes, although I 

do think that it was a useful exercise to show how texts can represent the status of the 

body and, perhaps, the importance of documents in this respect. I also found that, 

having worked on the analysis of interview and developed some of my concepts, I could 

look at the documents in a different light and from a different perspective. Given more 

time, again, I would have liked to have taken an historical perspective and analysed how 

curriculum documents and external publications have changed (or not) over time; for 

example, the patients' rights policy is a recent addition to School documentation. 

Looking at more external texts and comparing them would have also been another 

useful addition but, to do this comprehensibly, would have been a whole thesis in itself. 

The sampling strategy for the interviews was chosen to enable me to represent the views 

of a range of students but I also acknowledge that if I had been able to identify 

differences between students in my analysis, this would have added a further dimension 

and depth to my work. 

I have outlined how I analysed the data generated from my interviews and I found 

Layder's 'adaptive theory' approach a useful one to help me to think about the level of 

my concepts: macro or micro. On a couple of occasions — during phases one and two -

one of my supervisors independently analysed transcripts and we discussed the 

developing concepts together afterwards. I did not use this approach as any sort of 

guarantee of reliability, as discussed above; rather as another way to critically engage 

with the data and get a second opinion on the appropriateness of my concepts in the 

context of my work. I have included excerpts of raw data from interviews and 

documents and how I have interpreted this at various levels, in order to keep the stages 

of my analyses as transparent as possible. 
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My role as a researcher 

In the preface, I outlined my role in the School of Medicine at Southampton. During 

the interview phases of the work, I was clearly 'in control' as the interviewer/researcher 

and this was associated with a power dimension located within our respective roles as 

student and lecturer. The interviews were set up to explore students' experiences and 

not to discuss my role, and whilst I sometimes answered questions or discussed issues 

that students asked me about aspects of the curriculum, on other occasions I deferred 

these until after the interview had finished and I had turned off the tape recorder. 

During the first year of phase one, I was a tutor and course co-ordinator and was aware 

that that this was likely to affect our interactions, perhaps making students reticent 

about discussing certain things with me and/or giving me answers they thought I wanted 

to hear. ^ After the first year, I was no longer involved in any of this groups' teaching 

and I felt they were more relaxed on the whole in my presence and I was able to build 

up a rapport with them over the three-year period. I was the pastoral tutor for the 

students in phase three so this group all knew me in a different capacity; phase two 

students were from the same cohort as phase one. Whilst I attempted to create an 

informal atmosphere in terms of my approach and style, most of the interviews took 

place in my office or other available offices on different sites, which may have 

emphasised the student/lecturer divide. From one perspective, I occupy a position of 

authority in the medical school; however, from another, I lack authority both amongst 

my colleagues and the student population: many of whom occupy a higher social class 

category than me. Moreover, being located within a social science discipline also 

affords me a lower status in a medical school hierarchy. One advantage of my role 

within the School as an 'outsider', albeit one working on the inside of medical school, is 

that it may have led participants to tell me things that they would not have told anyone 

else. 

I was cognisant that much of what was discussed at interview could be seen as sensitive 

and sometimes intimate, and in all of my interviews I adopted a policy of not pursuing 

anything that appeared to make participants feel really uncomfortable. I tried to be 

aware of the participants' reactions to the conversations: if they appeared worried or 

^ I was joint course co-ordinator for a course that linked sociology and psychology to primary care early 
patient visits 
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anxious, I would give them some space to be silent or I would move the conversation 

on. 

There were also times where I felt worried, uncomfortable or angry with some of the 

things that participants were talking to me about especially when they mentioned 

activities or situations that seemed inappropriate to me, or when they seemed to have 

undergone an experience that was upsetting for them. I tried not to express my 

responses in front of students but, inevitably, I did sometimes reveal how I felt about 

things through my response or perhaps through the way I phrased another question. I 

also acknowledged that some things must have been difficult for them. Students 

sometimes asked me about aspects of our discussions after the tape recorder had been 

turned off and, to facilitate this de-briefing, I always allowed additional time. 

Some of the activities that participants revealed in interviews constitute, in my mind, 

unethical practice and this raised a number of issues for me, especially because I have 

included some of these situations in my work here. I am currently Lecturer in Medical 

Education in the School where I undertook the research, and whilst part of my role is to 

provide support and advice on curriculum developments, what I say usually takes place 

within the School - it is not public. This is a particularly sensitive issue, given the 

current heightened climate about unethical practice in medicine. Alongside these 

points, I am also cognisant of the fact that working within a school of medicine for 

sometime may mean that my critical voice may be compromised. 

My position in the School during the time I undertook the research enabled me access to 

students and the practicalities associated with this. Moreover, my experience of 

working within the School has given me the privilege of being able to gain a greater 

understanding of the context in which students find themselves, invaluable in terms of 

relating to students during the interview and analysing the data generated. My role as a 

researcher, however, is distinct from my current curriculum management role^° and this 

difference is important in terms of the impact of my findings; recommendations from 

the research may not be able to be implemented for, for example, political or resource 

reasons. However, my role as a curriculum manager does enable me to have some 

BM4 programme Deputy Director 
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influence over curriculum developments and has given me an understanding of how I 

might attempt to apply recommendations particularly in my sphere of influence. I shall 

return to this point again in the final section: Reflections on Practice in chapter 6. 

Findings 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are 'findings' chapters; however, I have chosen to write up these in 

a way that includes discussion about the findings and relevant literature because I find 

an artificial separation between findings and discussion chapters problematic. I have 

also attempted to outline some background context information in these chapters -

mostly at the beginning - in order to underpin the discussion of findings that follows. 

I have used my 'discussion' chapter to give an overview of the findings in relation to 

my research questions and I then attempt to move beyond this to some broader issues 

raised by the work. 

I do think my work has limitations as I have outlined above in terms of the methods I 

chose to use. Moreover, medical curricula are not static and change over time so any 

reading of my work needs to take this into account as I undertook the research over a 

six year period. However, whilst the research was located at Southampton, I think the 

issues I raise do have wider resonance because there are similarities across medical 

schools in terms of their medical curricula and the culture in which they operate; and, I 

believe, my discussion about encounters with bodies is relevant to all medical schools. 

Furthermore, they all sit within the same healthcare and governmental structures. 

hi these following chapters, 3 to 5, then, I set out and discuss the findings from the 

study, drawing on both data generated from interviews and documents. 
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Encounte rs w/fA? fA?e D e a d a n d U n c o n s c / o u s Body 

As I have previously outlined, knowledge about the body in medicine was founded on 

an understanding of the dead and objectified human body. The object body can also be 

seen as being scientific, open to observation and scrutiny. This chapter discusses 

students' work with the dead body within the disciplines of anatomy and pathology and 

with the unconscious body in surgery.' I have linked these two body states together in 

this chapter as they share the common feature of being non-sentient. Students do not 

have any social interaction with dead or unconscious bodies when they encounter them 

in the curriculum. One difference to bear in mind, however, is that the body in the DR 

is one that has only a purpose for students. 

I want to show, in this chapter, how the body is rendered an object in these two contexts 

and how this impacts on students as they negotiate their way through a set of 

contradictions and tensions. I also explore where the dead or unconscious body gains 

symbolic meaning or is interrupted by the everyday body: in effect, then, I explore the 

links between the object and subject body. 

Encounters with the Dead and Dissected Body 

Context 

The disciplines of anatomy and pathology can be seen as the foundations of the 

biomedical model of medicine. Both reduce the body to a collection of parts which can 

be observed and measured in order to define the 'normal' functioning of a body 

(anatomy) and the 'abnormal' (pathology). Traditionally, all medical students would 

undertake whole body dissection in their anatomy classes, which takes place in the 

Dissecting Room (DR): at the start of medical school, groups of students are allocated a 

body that they themselves dissect over the course of their studies. This dissection has 

' The unconscious body might also relate to the patient in a coma or similar state, but for focus I 
concentrated on the unconscious body in the operating theatre. 
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been identified as one of the 'rites of passage' into the medical profession, dating back 

to the eighteenth century (Sinclair 1997: 171). 

Good and Good (1993) note that, through the discipline of anatomy, medical education 

begins with students entering into the human body and that this exploration of the 

interior of the body is, in fact, a very intimate act. Given that this intimacy is combined 

with the sense that coping with the DR is a fundamental part of their education, it is, 

perhaps, not surprising that such activity can cause high levels of anxiety in students; 

for example, Lief and Fox (1963) identified students' use of humour as one way to 

relieve such stress and anxiety. Some more recent studies have examined students' 

attitudes to the DR and the dissection of human bodies that they undertake, (see for 

example: Abu-Hijleh et al, 1997; Charlton et al, 1994; Home et al, 1990; Nnodim, 

1996). These all involved the use of questionnaires to identify students' reactions to the 

DR, including levels of apprehension and certain physical responses, such as loss of 

appetite. Charlton et al and Abu-Hijleh et al reported that women had stronger 

reactions to the activity of the DR than men. In addition, some looked at the coping 

mechanisms that students employ. For example, Charlton et al (1994: 290) found that 

"Students rapidly develop a coping mechanism which enables them to view cadaver 

dissection as an occupation quite divorced from living human beings" and that any 

concern for those who have died decreases over time. They conclude: "Educators 

should be aware of the dramatic change of attitudes among students and the process of 

professionalization which might influence the caring of future patients" (ibid.). There 

is, therefore, an underlying assumption in such studies that how students work and 

interact with dead bodies in the DR impacts on, or reflects in some way, their 

encounters with live patients (see also Home et al 1990). 

The dead body in the DR can also be seen to represent the live patient's body. When 

Sinclair (1997) observed a group of students in a DR undertaking whole body 

dissection, he noted that students discussed what name they should give to the body: 

"She's an old woman.... Mabel? Winifred" which he acknowledges is "a time honoured 

but unofficial act of groups of dissecting students" (ibid.: 177). This act can be 

interpreted in a number of ways: Hafferty (1991) points out that it can be seen either as 

an attempt to personalise a de-personalised body or as a way of avoiding thinking about 

the actual person whose body it is, particularly if the name chosen is impersonal, 
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sarcastic or attempting to be Amny. (See, for example Lief & Fox's (1963) reference to 

students naming cadavers Hitler or Mussolini.) Interestingly, however, half of the 

students in Hafferty's study (1991) did not assign names to their cadavers as they found 

the very act of doing this inappropriate or dehumanising once they were faced with their 

body to dissect; and students who did give their bodies a name gradually stopped using 

it over time. 

According to Sinclair (1997:180): "Dissection confers Status on students. The body is 

therefore seen as a reciprocal element in the relationship involved in the disposition of 

Status, that of patient". Essentially, then, the body in the DR can be seen as a means by 

which students come to understand their superior position in the hierarchy between the 

doctor's and the patient's body in the medical encounter. The act of naming a cadaver 

can also be interpreted as a statement of ownership - the body becomes a possession 

(ibicL, 1997). 

From another perspective. Weeks et al (1995) propose that the 'student-donor' (as 

opposed to a student-cadaver) relationship is a good model for the doctor-patient 

relationship. They argue that anatomy and human morphology courses can be seen as 

the first opportunity for students to appreciate the patient as a 'whole person' - the 

donor representing the student's first patient (see, also Bertman & Marks 1985). 

Rodning (1989: 277) sees dissection as essential for the improvement of patient care 

and the development of medical science: "I would argue that it should be perceived as 

an expression of an interdependence among all sentient beings, and as such should be 

promoted as the Zeitgeist of all interpersonal relationships within contemporary 

society." I think this viewpoint is worrying, in particular the reference to the 

relationship between a student and dead body being a 'good' model for the doctor-

patient relationship, as it appears to reinforce and perpetuate the notion of the patient as 

being passive and dead.^ 

The contradiction between respecting the body through an understanding of its origins 

and needing to objectify the body in order to deal with the activity of the DR is 

^ Another way at looking at this is that such a argument acts as a rationalisation for the existence of the 
activity of dissection within the medical curriculum particularly within a climate which is questioning the 
medical profession and which is focused on the importance of the doctor-patient relationship. 
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problematic and complex and reflects the tension between the everyday body and the 

medical body that I outlined in chapter one. This is further complicated by the 

possibility that different students begin their studies with different conceptions of the 

nature of the body in the DR. Hafferty (1991: 63) identified two different student views 

of the cadaver in the DR: one that reflected "a biological-specimen perspective" and the 

other seeing the body as a "formerly living being". The latter group of students were 

focused on the need to respect the body while the former group were worried that the 

body would appear "too human" which would affect their ability to engage objectively 

in the activity: indicating that the objectification of the body acts like a defence 

mechanism and coping strategy. 

The shortage of dead bodies available for medical students to dissect during the second 

half of the twentieth century led some medical schools to pre-dissect the bodies 

(Nnodim, 1990), which can then be re-cycled, and this is the case at Southampton. 

Interestingly, the new Peninsula Medical School have developed their anatomy 

curriculum without the use of cadavers and, to-date, they are the only UK medical 

school to have done so. Their rationale behind this move was that doctors' actual work 

largely involves working with live patients and interpreting imaging technology and 

because of this learning anatomy might best be facilitated in the context of clinical care, 

rather than with dead bodies. They have substituted cadavers with plastic models and 

imaging data and introduced activities which require students to work with each; for 

example: living anatomy (identifying anatomical structures below the surface of others' 

bodies), projecting images of the internal body onto their own bodies, and body painting 

(McLachlan et al, 2004)\ 

Students at Southampton study prosections or specimens and their relationship is not 

with one cadaver that they themselves dissect; rather it is with pre-dissected body parts 

that could come from a variety of bodies.They do not take part in any dissection and 

so the activity they are engaged with is rather different. Links with an individual 

person's body would seem, therefore, to be more tenuous; however, the students that 

^ Additional information from John McLachlan's presentation at Southampton in December 2004. 
The terms specimen and pro-section are interchangeable: I refer to specimens as do some students, 

whilst others use the term pro-section. 
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participated in my study did reveal some similar tensions to those identified in the 

previous studies I have referred to. 

Students at Southampton begin to learn both anatomy and pathology from the start of 

their medical course, week one in fact. Anatomy classes take place in the DR and 

students are encouraged to be self-directed with the help of handbooks which guide 

their learning. They move around the pre-dissected specimens in the DR identifying 

parts and the connections between them. The DR sessions are complemented by 

tutorials with anatomy teachers and anatomy teaching takes place over the first two 

years. They currently have no formal DR sessions after the first two years and learning 

about anatomy is incorporated into the clinical teaching. 

Traditionally, pathology teaching was in a laboratory using preserved specimens and 

slides. However, during the first two years at Southampton, pathology is now delivered 

using computer software and tutorials and, as a result, this aspect of the curriculum 

forms only a marginal part of my research. Students do encounter the recently dead 

body through lunchtime PM (post mortem) demonstrations that take place every day 

and which can be attended on a voluntary basis. Typically, a pathologist would select a 

specimen from a recent case to discuss in the session and so again students would 

encounter part of a body but only at a physical distance, as the sessions are conducted in 

a lecture format; thus students do not actually work with the recently dead body during 

their medical education at Southampton. However, some students reported being 

invited, by their pathology tutor, to attend an actual PM that might involve a whole 

body. 

The following sections cover the issues surrounding participants' encounters with the 

dead, dissected body. 

The body as object 

When working with specimens in the DR, students rarely encounter a whole body. It is 

therefore, difficult to imagine any students giving a name and identity to the specimens. 

In effect, students are presented with specimen body parts that relate to the area that 

they are studying; this is mostly around the different body systems. For example: a 

trunk for the cardiovascular system; a head, or slices, for the nervous system. 
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I asked some of the participants whether they would like to know more about the people 

that donated their bodies. A couple of students were interested to know some 

information: why they had died, how old they were, and what kind of people would 

give up their body for dissection. One student told me that she was 'silently curious': 

<̂0 zY wAaf q/"peqp/e are, 
a peqp/g rAaf (fo zY are ve/y (fo zY ybr 

^Agzryw»e/'aZj'.('y/3 -

What she says resonates with the history of anatomy. She was curious about general 

information that would relate to all donors and what would motivate them to donate 

their bodies. I am unsure why she could not be openly curious; perhaps this is not 

something that students feel can be openly talked about, reiterating Fox's (1988) point 

that lack of talk about emotional issues helps to reinforce distance or detachment. 

Students in Hafferty's study (1991) were also curious about where the body they were 

dissecting came from but in this case some bodies were unclaimed rather then donated 

and students were uncomfortable about working with bodies that had not been donated: 

effectively showing interest in the origin of a body that they are using for their 

education. The student above reflects on the possibility that the donation may not be 

straightforward and may be done out of necessity rather than altruism and I think this 

acknowledges her privilege. Whilst she is not seeking information that would enable 

her to personalise the body parts, she is thinking about the relationship between her and 

the body parts. As Lief and Fox (1963) pointed out, however, there is a difficult 

balancing act to play: humanising a dead body (or, in this case, parts) may be helpful 

only to a certain extent as at a certain point it would raise anxiety levels which would 

prohibit students undertaking the activity. 

In contrast, there was also a strong negative reaction about the idea of knowing more 

about the bodies from which the specimens came from. One student said knowing 

more about the body would make her feel disrespectful about what she was doing to the 

specimens: 

^ (1/3): 1 indicates the phase number from which the data emanates. 3 indicates my student ID number 
and year is the year of the curriculum that the student was in when I interviewed them 
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/Wywj'r fAgrg ^eqp/g 6g /'/» nor 
rea/(y Mô zcmg ^ 7 a6owf Aavmg gzveM 
fAeir owr re^garcA /'m Mô  rga/Zy^aymg af̂ gMA'on, /(/oM Y 
Anow, zY'̂ ywMM}', / W / W ^ g g / 6^6/ rgaZ/y. (?/7 — 7̂ '_ygaA)) 

She went on to explain this need for de-personalising and de-humanising the body parts: 

/ jgg zY <3M gucgrc^g, ay jo/MgfAzMg c/mzcaZ, no^ oZZ gmorzoMaZ. 
TTzgrg 'j' MO gTMÔfOM fAgyg M/Agn /';» m fAgrg. /ywff ^eg if a j a Âzng, a 
non-living thing, but if Ifound out, Ijust don't think I could, I couldn't 
cope wzYA ;Y rga/^y. a6ow^ vvAo wgrg, gvgM ̂ Agfr 
»a/Mg, / (/o» Y 7 cow/c/. 7/7- 7 '̂ ̂ iga^ 

Keeping a distance from any sense of the personal, therefore, enables her to deal with 

the activity in the DR, particularly undertaking anything that would be seen as 

disrespectful to a living person and therefore distressing to her; for example, the 

practice of 'prodding' the specimen or not paying attention. Her sense that the exercise 

is something 'clinical' is interesting, given different meanings of the word. 'Clinical 

medicine' usually refers to working with patients (mostly from the third year, hence the 

'clinical years' of the curriculum); but its other meaning, and most likely the one 

referred to here is, "scientifically detached; strictly objective: a clinical attitude to life" 

(Collins, 2000: 302). 

Other participants also referred to seeing the specimens as de-humanised objects: 

I don't know what they call them [specimens], it's just like bits of meat 
OM <3 (7/2 - 7 '̂}'ea7)) 

When I asked this person how he connected up the different parts of the body in his 

mind, he told me that he understood how the "buckets of bits go together. " (1/2 - f 

year) Less stark, but along the same lines, another student said they viewed the body in 

this context as 'like a model' as opposed to being related to a human: 

7(^0 yggZ 7(fMfoc/arg fY <3̂ (7 zY'̂r a /»o<7gZ, zf'.y fAaf wAgfAgr 
it's like a whole body or whether it's like a bit (...). The inside bits are 
like totally different, that's the model, that's like a model. " 
(7/J- 7̂ '}'ga7)). 
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She acknowledged that this disassociating oneself from any sense that the specimens 

once formed part of person might be viewed as rather strange, especially to people 

outside the profession, and she reported a recent conversation she had had: 

7 rAz/zA vgA}" zj (fo ( f z j ^ o c z a ^ g z ^ . 
/ was talking about it with some friends the other night because I had a 

Ao/Me co/Me (fown M/Zzo â/Azng a coẑ pZe wj meĉ zcaZ 
jfWgMrj .ŷ zyzMg, )/ozz /zow _)/ow f/zaf zf 'j' fo 
f̂ẑ gzẑ fzMg, /̂ou fAof 'j' A OM. Y zf zf 

cfoM Y fAz«Â  a6ozẑ  f/zaZ, 7 Y r/zzn .̂ (7/^ - 7'" 

Working with body parts from different bodies and rarely encountering a whole body 

means that it is not really surprising that students objectify the body parts and there is an 

implicit requirement to adopt this approach. Furthermore, the parts have been 

preserved and the colour and texture of the body parts bear little relationship to a live 

body. 

However, this process of objectification of the body parts was not always easily 

achieved by students, indicating - as in Hafferty's (1991) study - that students may 

begin their studies with differing perceptions of the body. For one participant, the 

origin of the specimens and its relationship to a person meant that this objectification 

was problematic. She explained how she had had to 'toughen up' and say to herself 

"f/zẑ y z.y a or woLy a Mow zY'̂ , f/zerg nof/zzMg fAere, ẑ  a " 

(1/3 - f year), but she acknowledged that she found it difficult to "get in there" like 

some students and indicated that this struggle prevented her carrying out certain 

activities in the DR: 

I can't go in there [the DR] and get people's arms and really tug them 
a6ozzf cfo (̂ ...̂  6zzf 7cczM Y. (V/3 -

She talks about getting people's arms and tugging them so despite a quite rational belief 

that she is being presented with parts of a dead preserved body, 'just' a body, she still 

finds it difficult not to remember that it belonged to a person; in effect the everyday 

body interrupts the medical body. The following year this student reported some 

change in her approach: "All in all I think I am more inclined to look at them as kind of 

pro-sections now" (1/3 - 2^^'^ year). She indicated a certain sense of achievement about 
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being able to overcome her difficulties and no longer humanised the specimens. She 

did, however, acknowledge that the activity still presented her with difficulties: 

/'/» TMorg vvf/Zmg fo AaMck-OM, w/M zY yro/M ancf 
q/"rAmgf j/ow arg Zoohng /'vg f a f z m g ^ 

fgr/M, / Aavg fFg// / mgan Mof a/̂ ogg^Agr a ^/ga^'anf 
g^gn'gMCg 6g fAgrg 6gcawjg org /z^e, ancf g^gczaZZy 
w/zgM j/ow org (fga/zMg wẑ A ?? ẑ  (Zogj TMoAe )/ow^geZ a Zzf̂ /g 6zY .yzĉ . v4M<̂  
zY'̂y M/AgMjyow ĵ w/̂ /owr AaW zn ^wZẐ /owr /zcMc/ aW^/ow'vg 
just got gunk all over your hand and it makes me cringe for a minute. 

J Z'/M MOf j'o j'cargcZ/o ôwcA aA^/norg. Tn^acf z» OMg q/f/zg 
classes we had to locate the spleen and I called over and I said can you 
j/zow /Mg /̂zg jpZgg/i a7Z(Z j:Ag j'ozW rzgA^ gzvg /Mg '̂owr Aancf ZzYgraZ/y / 
f/zznÂ  /zâ /?z_y armz (fzj:a^garg(f zM̂o Âz.y ^gcz'/Mg;; 7 a ZzŶ/g 
a6ac^. (7/3 - 2^}'gaA)) 

Similarly, another participant appeared to find the whole activity pretty distasteful when 

I first spoke to her. When I asked her if she ever picked up the specimens, she replied: 

"}'ow Aovg fo ̂ o/MgfzTMĝ y" (7/^ - Z '̂̂ 'ga/)); and when I asked her about looking inside 

them, she answered: "yeah I'm not a great one for doing that but some people do". 

Little had changed for this student in her second year: she remained rather matter of fact 

and distant about her experiences and continued to display little enthusiasm for the task. 

However, she thought that she needed to distance herself from the specimens, even 

though this was difficult for her: 

It is never really pleasant but I suppose the more like an actual person 
Âg}" /ooA; fAg worjg zf M / can Y c/azm fo 6g jomgOMg wAo gogf ZM 

there religiously and really enjoys it (...)I try to mentally dissociate from 
zY. (V/̂ -2 '̂̂ }'ga72) 

These students began by adopting a fairly 'hands-off approach to their work in the DR; 

others (both male and female) were quite the opposite and were very much 'hands-on' 

in their approach and seemingly had no problem 'getting in there': 

TTzg .ygcfzoMiy /̂zâ  f/z^ Aavg â -g ̂ /z}'<yzca/, yow ca/z gg^ m 
can touch them, you can peel the muscles back and have a look. (1/2 -

Totally hands-on (...) and in fact people like said to me 'oh well you 
know why are you touching it?' I think I didn Y have a problem with it 
co^ / Am;g (/oMg zf 6 ^ r g j'o ẑ  Y Jo /zorn6/g. (7/J - 7 '̂ )/ga/)) 
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7 To go <3 OM fAe <3 /or. (̂ 7/7 - 7 '̂ yga/)) 

For these last three students it is almost as if the body that they encounter and touch is 

different from the body the previous students encountered: they appear to have the 

ability to view the body parts as part of a medical body without the everyday body 

interrupting their activity. The result of this is that they are able to view certain 

activities like picking the specimens up and physically doing things with them as 

unproblematic. 

Reminders that the parts have a living human origin 

Maintaining a view of the specimens as objects is somewhat more challenging with 

certain specimens. As has been pointed out elsewhere (see for example Penny, 1985; 

Lief & Fox, 1963; Hafferty, 1991; Sinclair 1997), some body parts are more 

problematic for students than others. Participants confirmed that those that most 

resembled 'human' body parts and attributes were the most disturbing. These included 

the head, hands, feet, nails, teeth, freckles and hairs on the skin as these are parts that 

are related to personal identity or represent notions of humanity which link with our 

ability to think and feel, what Hafferty (1991: 90) termed, "anxiety provoking 'human 

referent'". One student (1/7), told me that when she saw teeth in the head of an elderly 

body and realised that they were false, she at first laughed. She then felt sorry that no 

one had bothered to take these out; the teeth gave the head human qualities that had 

reminded her of her granddad, illustrating again how the everyday body can impact on 

the medical body. Similar observations included: 

I just tried to focus on individual areas of the body (...). I didn't like to 
look at the faces. (1/3 - f year) 

I don't know whether I just distanced myself (...) but the fact that this 
hand looked so life-like, I kept thinking it really did come from a human 
(...) it just turned my tummy a bit. (1/7 - year) 

(...) it was quite a funny experience in the neuro term because then you 
were presented with just heads and that's quite, you know funny, 
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However, one student reported having no problems dealing with the specimens that 

resembled human body parts. If anything, he said that he found they motivated him to 

learn as they revealed a specific connection to what he was trying to learn about: 

7 (foM Y f j ' o MO, ygaA 7 gef wzYA 7 Y 
really have much trouble thinking about what it is and what it isn't 

ayzMggy, /ZooA af a W f A / j ZooAiy a 
can re/a^g wzYA zY /More cô y /00A3 /More Aw/MaM you 

ô zY a /Moz-g 6gcaaye zY .ygm̂ g a /wore. (7/6 - 7 '̂ 
)/e<37)) 

This student seems to have the ability to maintain an objective eye on the body parts 

and despite its human-like qualities he engages with a medical body. Of course, as 1 

outlined earlier, 'scientising' and objectifying the body parts can also be seen as a 

defence mechanism (see, also Lief & Fox, 1963; Hafferty, 1991). 

Term five of the medical curriculum (during 1999/2000) covered the human 

reproductive system and students were presented with male and female whole bodies in 

the DR, which was not a usual occurrence. I asked the following participant whether 

they had been expected to touch the bodies and when she replied that they had, I asked 

if this was more difficult. She replied; 

Yes it actually was and I actually thought about that because I mean we 
Aavg y-ow A?zow rga^yonaA^ wAoZe 6ocfze.y /o r we 
Am/g Aacf fo forZ q/̂ yow Anovy, wg 'vg fo ̂ yorf OM f/za gZovgiy 
and touch them and things like that and I've never had any problems 
with things like that before. I don't know, it did make me think I 
Z/zowg/zZ, w/z}/ a/M 7 Mz/z}' (fo 7Mor Zz^ f/zz.y a j /Mwc/z, w/zjx ẑ  ̂ /zw a j?ro6/e/M 
for me? But I think mainly I didn 't feel it was adding, it wasn 't of any 
ecfwcâ zoMa/ ̂ w/po^e/br mg. 7 (fz6&7 V ĝg/ 7 gammg an̂ /̂ /zzMg Ajy 
having those there, so actually I thought they were really superfluous. I 
TMgaM /̂za/, jyow VZ Zzm/g fo faZÂ  fo of/zgr /pgopZg. 

For this student, then, being presented with a whole body raised issues for her that she 

herself had attempted to identify. In effect, the appearance of a whole body seemed 

unnecessary and was thus seen as gratuitous rather than being of educational use. I 

asked this student if there was something less acceptable about these bodies in the DR 

and she responded: 
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M)/" JO mi/cA Mof" j-o Y ATzow/ zj" fAg r/gAf 
//Mean / zf f W 6ecawje zj j'z^g/yZwowj, 

fAgM zY aZ/Mô r z& / ca/z Y ÂznÂ  q/"oMô Agr M/<zx q/^wffzng zY, 6wr / a/M 
jwrg /̂zâ  zY zj no ,̂ zY ẑy /zor <3cc r̂<36/g, f/zz»^ zY zj /may^g gozng 
a ZzYf/g 6zf, Anoiv ivg (foM Y, wg <foM Y rga/()/ /zggcf fo zY. ("7/9 - 2"̂ ^ 
}'gaA)) 

Perhaps the encounter with a whole body reminded her of the living person and that this 

was an unnecessary contribution to her education. One might also speculate that seeing 

no educational value in the whole body specimens may be a way for her to rationalise 

her dislike and discomfort about working with them. However, the dislike of what 

might be seen as gratuitous specimens showed a respect for where the body had come 

from; in effect, a specimen needs to be of use to her in order to justify its use in that 

context. 

Another student reported similar thoughts but at the same time hinted that the difficulty 

might be related to intimacy. He also hints at the gratuitous nature of these specimens: 

Um the classes have been quite intimate, that's the problem, um there 
woj', ̂ yga/z, /̂zgrg w&y jo/Tzg wAo/g o7zg.y zY ^ee/Mgc/ g'uzfg 
ôzMr/gĵ .y /̂zgrg M/aj a vi/AoZg Aocfy ^gcfzo/7 ẑ  w/ofM Y 
really dissected at all and it just referred to male and female genitalia 

_yow COM q/"gg^ a/z zWga q / ^ a r e Zẑ e aZrga^^. (TawgAj;) 
(7/7 - Z^ /̂gaA)) 

I asked this student whether there was something more personal about these specimens. 

His response is not terribly direct and he never referred to any sexual connection 

explicitly; "I think so, yeah I think so. There's, it's just I don Y find it as nice. I don Y 

yz/z6̂  zZ Of gajy go zYz Z/zgA-g Aancf/g fAg/M zf M/gre, go ZM f/zerg (7/7 - 2"'̂  

year). Perhaps not surprisingly, he adopted the strategy of missing these DR classes: 

zf'f /̂ga/z zY'ĵ  /MgoMf fo 6g Zẑ g an)/ ô Agr jy r̂g/M 7waj ^gaAing 
fo a6owf fAzf garZz'gr z» f/zg Zgr/M a/zcf 7 7'm g'wzfg, 7̂ /zzMt f/zzj z.y 
the reason that I haven Y been in there that much this term because I 
cZoM Yĵ ar/zcw/arZy ZzAe zAg (ZzfiygcZzoMf. (7/7 -

One student described the content of the DR in these sessions as being "more involved 

than usual at the moment cos it's like all the reproductive stuff so it's all genitals. " (1/5 

-year) Another student did explicitly refer to the sexual nature of the specimens in 
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the DR during term 5/ 7 a /of arg q/̂ g:cwa/ 

a/jo fAgrg are ̂ gqp/e wzfA rgZ/gzoz/̂  fa6oof fAe qj::;y70̂ zrg ĝ%. " (V/2 - y'^}'gar) 

In effect there is a 'double whammy' for students: both encountering a whole body 

which may be more difficult to objectify and having to think about and touch genitals, 

making an explicit link with the sexual act. The appearance of a sexual body, which has 

explicit links with the everyday body which is alive and engages in intimate social 

activity, is problematic for the process of objectification. For some students this means 

avoiding such encounters. However, others reintroduced the link between the body in 

the DR and the patient's body and saw emotional reactions as something to get used to 

or suppress in order to be able to adopt a professional approach to the practice of 

medicine and their future engagement with patients, reiterating the notion of the 

patient's body as a medical body and the role of the activity in the DR as preparation for 

this: 

Tow ATiow /'/» Mof a c a Z / o u j ' / ' / » a/j'o Mof a 
a/ztf//eg/ Aave /o Aave cerfaz/i 

of rAz/igj'. (7/9 -

A.J fo a /wMCffoMaZ (/oc/or f/zgy Aorwg pof fo geZ over fAaf j'orf o/ 

The balancing act between seeing the whole body as an objectified medical body and 

recognising its link to the everyday social body which needs to be treated with respect is 

indeed complex and students' struggle with this tension is well summed up by one 

female mature student: 

ffeZZ f/zg ̂ gop/g m rAg â -g, M/ere aZfo /pgqp/g 
(fzW (̂ ...̂  j'/zVZ ^gaf fAg/M rgjpgcf 

joyzMg f/zaf /Mo^/AgfAg joozMf q/̂ v/gw q/"7Ma}'6e fAg 
g;^cf fAg /)A}'̂ zca/ or g/MO^ona/ g/^cf zf on <z ̂ gr^on. j'ggzng 
ŷoTMgoMg vy/zo (/zg(f aWzf'^ f/zg w/Ao/g A/zow f/zg}- arg 
f/zgrg one/ f/zg» zf'f /zof a ̂ gr^o/z T4//zo zj' Amzca/̂ ;̂ now, 
scientific material. I know that sounds terrible and it sounds very cold 

Aajzca/Zy zf 'f Aggn ̂ rgj'ervgc^. Tow, }'ow ̂ fqp, .yfqp q/ 
it as a person, you go in and it's very difficult to think of them being 
ĝ/̂ ygcf jDgqp/g cô y ̂ /oz/ are ĝgzMg 6zŶ . (7/9 -



CAg/p/gr 3. vt/z/A fAg azzf/ (/nconjczouj Boc(y 

Unking with the imperfect patient's body 

I wanted to explore how the body and its parts that the students encountered in the DR 

may reflect the body of a patient. Lief and Fox (1963:19) noted how students used 

words that might also refer to practices with patients; for example: "cutting into, 

exploring the human body, death and things dying". One student in my research (1/2) 

who had experience of dissecting animals told me that he was used to putting a 

'professional' distance between himself and what he was dealing with; however, he also 

recognised that this distance would not be appropriate when interacting with patients: 

only so much distance is professional. Another felt that touching the specimens was the 

same as touching patients, (which she had had experience of), thus reinforcing the 

notion the even if the body is pre-dissected it may still reflect the body of a patient in 

some way for some students: ^'picking things up and you know, so it's the same as it 

wm /(Ae wzY/z " (7/^ - 7^'yea/)) 

There is a tension here: students may need to de-humanise or objectify the body parts in 

order to work with them but at the same time might acknowledge the connection 

between the body parts and the body of living patient. Furthermore, if this latter 

connection is not made it would be difficult for students to understand why the 

dissections are used to help them to understand structures within the human body. 

The dissections were seen as looking/seeming like the 'real thing' in three dimensions 

as opposed to pictures/diagrams in books that were seen by some to bear no 

resemblance to what structures in the body really looked like. Juxtaposed with the view 

that the specimens gave students a 'real-life' view of the body parts, was the notion that 

diagrams gave a 'perfect' view of the body. One student told me that the specimens 

were not as anatomically perfect as in the books that gave you the ideal: 

a/iâ oTMZcaZ^ zV z'j' zVz 6w /̂̂ /zzM^yoM Afzve /-gcogTzz^e 
wAaf ẑ  ZM an z&aZ jyow go cMcf j-ee f/za^ zf 

o^Aerwz'j'e z V Y /̂zz»̂  7 
<3̂  an ar/M fo //y ancf/z^ ^oggf/zer 7 f/zzM^ /W /zave 

<2 600A: ("7/3 -
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Similarly, another said that the diagrams set things out in an orderly fashion like a 

'normal' person, whereas with specimens, things were not always found in the 'right' 

place: 

a// /azW m ZzAe rAz'j' a Mo/vna/ 
wAgnyow are acfuaZ(y m fAe fAg}' ("..J gzvg^yotf a ant/ 

j/ow f/zgM Am;g fo Zoo^yor orAgr fAmgj, /̂ow Anow evg/y^Amg'̂  nof 
gwzYg m Z/zg rzgA^^/acg J w/AgM zZ co/Mgj' /o gxa/M or ô/Mgf/zzMg, /̂ow 
AMOM/, }'ow arg ufg<^ zY wAa/ /a /n /7]/zMg fo (Zo - 6gcomg 
TMorgyZz/MzZzar wzYA zY ZooAg /zAe ZM reaZ-Z^. (7/6^ — 

Here 'real-life' specimens appear to be abnormal rather than normal and this is further 

complicated by the fact that anatomy as a discipline aims at helping students to 

understand the 'normal'. However, the specimens represent a chaotic, unordered world. 

One student indicated that he preferred using books or the computer: "especially as 

f/zgfg 'f MoZ an}" (̂ 6Zoo(Z czMcZ jZ^^Zz^e Z/zaf /waAzMg z^ZgM/̂ cafzon /Morg ̂ Zẑ cwZZ. " 

(1/1 - f year) Normal is characterised by what can be idealised in a diagram rather 

than in actual dead human body parts facilitating learning. 

Not engaging with the prosections may mean that certain students become 

disadvantaged in the DR; they may, for example, be unable to see/feel certain parts that 

they need to identify in order to understand the structure of the body, and may, as 

outlined by one student above, visit the DR rather less frequently than others. In effect, 

such students must conform to the requirement that they distance themselves and 

objectify the body parts in the DR or risk missing out on certain aspects of their 

education.^ For students to undertake the activity in the DR, they need to identify the 

body parts as belonging to the medical body and suppress any interventions from the 

everyday body and, even though students at Southampton are not dissecting in their 

anatomy classes, the body parts still reflect aspects of a patient's body. The assertion 

by Good & Good (1993: 97) in essence appears to hold for the participants in my 

research: 

^ I am assuming here that learning anatomy using actual body parts provides something in addition to 
what students can learn from CAL software or from books but I think this assumption needs questioning. 
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Our point here is not that anatomy is a 'dehumanising' experience, 
substituting technology for humanity, but simply it is one significant 
contribution to the construction of a person as an object of the medical 
gaze, an object identified as a case, a cadaver, or a patient. 

Moreover, if the less than 'perfect' body parts in the DR are associated with the patient 

body, might this mean that, as no person will ever be able to present with this perfect 

body, all patients may be associated with a flawed body? 

Working with the recently dead body 

Students are encouraged to attend the post-mortem demonstrations that take place at 

lunchtimes and are delivered for teaching purposes by the pathology staff Each day an 

'interesting case' is chosen to be presented and then appropriate body part/s are used to 

illustrate the pathology/ My understanding is that these are rarely whole body 

presentations. All the participants from phase one of my research had, however, 

attended at least one of the post-mortem demonstrations^. 

The main differences between these demonstrations and working in the DR appear to be 

as follows; 

* Students are part of an audience whereas in the DR they are expected to work on 

their own or in groups to a large extent. Students don't pick up the specimens. 

« The specimens are explicitly linked to a recent clinical case and therefore to an 

individual. 

o The specimens are different in respect of their texture, colour (blood) and their 

smell because they have not been preserved. 

Participants indicated that the post mortem demonstrations served the purpose of 

helping them to identify what was 'abnormal', as opposed to 'normal' with the DR 

specimens, and helped them to link their knowledge base with clinical problems in 

order that they might begin to solve them. 

' 'Interesting cases' mean unusual cases or specially useful for learning (see, for example Becker et al, 
1961) 

^ I did not speak to participants in phases two and three about pathology demonstrations as their focus in 
years 3 and 5 of the curriculum was clearly on working with patients. 
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In general, the participants tended to find these motivating in terms of linking to the 

clinical aspects of their training and, given what we understand about the need to 

contextualise knowledge, it is not really surprising that the students confirm this in 

relation to their learning: 

Tow q / " g a j ' z T y wAen j/ow Aave geen 
or wAgM fo/»g6o(/y Aay a caj'g w/YA (̂ 7/V - 2'"^}'ga/)) 

TTzerg 'j' f/ze c/mzcaZ re/gvaMcg m we/Z, vi/Azc/z zj' (^gr a/Z wAaf 
M/g afg aZZ zM ĝrgffĝ Z m. Zf 'j' nzcg, zf Am;g gOMg ̂ /zowg/z 6of/z 
because then you can compare the ones that are normal to the abnormal 
OMg& - 2^}'ga/;) 

The post-mortem demonstrations give students the opportunity to link body parts with 

an actual story of what has happened to someone and why their organs have ended up in 

the demonstration. For example: 

When I go into the post-mortem demonstrations I'm not so interested in 
fAg ĵ gczTMgMj' ('..J zf'.y /Morg q/"̂ /zg way ^/z^^rg^yg/i^ /̂zg -

The body parts are linked to a 'case' but the flip side of these demonstrations is the 

explicit connection to the everyday body: to 'real' life and to a person with a story and 

by implication, to being a doctor: 

7%g vyaf 27, j'/zg W gong ZM fo Aavg a j/zg Agca/ng 
Argar/zZĝ ŷ y f/zrgg (Ẑ ^̂  ZaZer f/zg Ẑz'g&Z. 5'/zg W ĵ wZTMOMa/y 
(Z^czgMQ/, 6ajzcaZZy ̂ Zzg W /za(Z a ?? o j a cAzẐ Z w/zzc/z /zâ f 6ggM on 
/zgr r g c o r ^ Z j ' 0 - 7 6ẑ Z f/zg)/ ̂ ZzcZM Y q/"pzc^ wp OM zZ ZM Z/zg MzgZzf. 7 
ZAz/zA: ZZzey wgrg awarg q/"zf, 6wZ zZzg)/ (Zz(Z» 'Z, /'/» Mof zf waj 
negligence or anything like that but it just gave us an insight into how, 
and the things that can happen and the things you have got to look out 

ybr 5'o zZ, Zf Zoo^Mg aZ a wAoZg (Z^rgM^ ̂ yZtZg q/"mĝ ZZczMg rgaZ^. 
(?/P-2^}/gaA)) 

They have got a history, they have got a story behind them and I tend to 
think of relatives more with regard to that. I don't really think of 
relatives up in the DR (...) but this you know these people are arranging 
aywMgraZybr Z/zẐ , zZzgjg orgaw rgaZZy J f/zgj'g jpgqpZg /zWn 'Z wanZga^Zo 
(Zzg. (7/3 - 2'"^};ga/)) 
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I wondered how students dealt with this connection, and whether this connection with 

the everyday body intruded on their encounter with medicalised body parts. The 

following student illustrates that the body in this context is not just an objectified 

medical body but is at the same time an everyday body which makes her think about the 

activity she is engaged with: Mevgr oMyone /Azigw To 

Aave <2 

She struggled with the difference between her relationships with bodies that have been 

donated for the DR and therefore it was known that students would be using them for 

their education and the parts of bodies that ended up in post mortem demonstrations. 

This raised issues of consent for her and made her think about how the person who the 

organs belonged to might feel or have felt about the use of their body for this purpose: 

she recognises the issue of consent here and makes it explicit:^ 

But for whatever reason the people in the DR have willingly donated 

Am/gM % f/zg}" AorygM q/cowrjg fAg)/ Am/gM Y gzvg/z Âgzr 
coTMg/ẑ  /o, Anow, To Aavg ̂ Agfr organj' ztygcf/or /Mor̂ g/Mj 

Interestingly a student who struggled with the DR found it easier to objectify the body 

parts in the post mortem demonstrations: 

In the post mortem demonstrations it's very much more dissociated so 
you don't find yourself thinking that this was actually once a person 
gvg» org AqppzVy //j'^gnrng Âg f q / " A o w wg/"g 
wancfgnng Âg f^gg/, wzYA a Agarf M/gz-g 

This may of course be because she is physically removed from the specimens in the 

demonstration and does not have to touch them. It may also be because the 

demonstration is conducted in a way that is de-personalised. This and the fact that the 

demonstrations are voluntary may account for the fact that, on the whole, participants 

that I spoke to reported few difficulties with the post mortem demonstrations. 

However, as was apparent in relation to certain other activities, it can be 'other students' 

who have problems. The following student observed an actual post mortem: 

I shall pick up on this point again in chapter 5 
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7 wzYA gzW wzYA me a gw};, ancf rAg gW 
Aacf /gave zn rAe rAere were on^ ^n/o wAzcA wa^ 
really brilliant (...). Yeah she felt sick. I don't know it was fine, it didn't 

/me. 7 wa.y a 6zY, yow 6ecaw.ye rAej'g ̂ gop/e Aavg /zA:g 
ywjf cfzg^ f/zg}' (foM Y Zoo^ /zA% fAg <̂ ga(̂  6o(fzgj' fAaf ̂ yoz/ /2m;g zn Âg 

fAg}" ZooArj/ou AMow TMwcA /Morg Zẑ g rga/^gopZg, wm 6wf MO 
^Mg, z/̂ '̂  A-ga/Zy, rga//y ZMZgrĝ rMg, /rgaZ^ gM/b̂ /ggZ zA (^ / j -

Encounters with the Unconscious Body 

Context 

The surgical attachments in the medical curriculum at Southampton occur in both the 

third and the fifth year. In theatre, students reported observing the surgical team and 

their activities: holding implements, and sometimes examining patients. Outside theatre 

they are advised to follow a patient through clerking into the operating theatre and out 

again so that they have a sense of who is in theatre and why. In this sense, students are 

encouraged to make links between the physical body in theatre and the patient and they 

reported various benefits from doing this as opposed to going into the theatre 'cold': 

• It increased their interest and motivation and therefore improved their ability to 

learn something from the encounter: 

Probably it increases my interest in what is actually going on and yes I suppose 
^ Z M f o f/zga/̂ -g fggM, / cfoM Y f/zg^ / AW MoZ /Mgf fAg 

wafcA zr 6g (2/70 -

• It enabled them to feel part of the surgical team if they could answer questions 

about the patient when asked: 

O/ze /̂zzMg, :yo/Mĝ z/Mg.y Âg wz7Z g'wgjAoMj' }'ow can a/z^wgr wAzc/z z.y 
always quite nice and very useful and probably the anaesthetist wanted to know 
w/zgf/zgr j/zg /zm gof an)/ vafcw/ar ̂ roA/g/M ŷ or M//zgf/zgr f/zg /zaf gvgr / (foM Y 

aM}" /prevzozty or aM}/̂ Az}zg /zA:e ZAaf. (2/3 — 

» It made them aware of the patient and the problems they were experiencing: 

/ j'w^ojg^'OM Aorvg /g^j' ZM̂ grĝ f z» gozMg OM wẑ /z fAg/w ^}'ow'vg 
never seen them before and personally for me the part of medicine that I really 
enjoy is the interaction with the patient and the talking and the medicine bit (...). 
(2/^ - J'* 
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The body as object in theatre 

The transformation of the everyday body to the medical body is one example of what 

Young calls 'realm shift' in medicine; "Crossing over from the realm of the ordinary 

into the realm of medicine entails a change of ontological condition" (Young, 1997: 

13). The body in theatre can be seen as the epitome of the medical body: passive and 

objectified; the difference between this body and that of the dead and dissected being 

that the body in theatre is alive. As Young (ibid.: 89) states; "Unconsciousness 

appears to complete the transformation of the body from subject to object", and 

students reiterated this: 

/yZncf zY g'wzYe g o a q/"Mo/vMa/, 
wa/Az/ig, fa/AiMg, A'/Mg are 

It's almost like they turn from being a human (laughs) into just, I was 
going to say a slab of meat, but that sounds really had (...) and I 

no Zonger a (2/7 -

A number of the participants told me that in theatre the body is completely covered up 

except for the part being operated on; what is revealed in theatre is only a part of the 

body and in this way the body is divided up in the same way as in the DR. The focus on 

the body part rather than the whole body enables the everyday body to be subjugated to 

the medical body and students referred to this loss of personhood or self: 

TTzg}' ggf Âg}" Yg aZZ covgrgcf /AeM 
w A a f . y a w waf a co/onzc cancgA" 6gzMg rg/MOvê f j'o 

f/zg a6<:̂ o/MgM fAaf gxpojgc/ (^.../ a way af zY 
af <3 ra^Agr fAa/z a ̂ gfiyo/z j'Z7?̂ (y Agcaztyg / /Mean 

af fAg a6&i/MgM ("...̂  ̂ vgr)/ q/^g» fAg wow/cZ cAgcÂ  
that you know all the tubes were OK and I thought, oh yeah, it is this 
yg/Zow ZM fAgrg ay wg/Z, .yo j/ow cZo ĝM(/ fo ybz-gĝ  .y/zg/zf^ ẑ/Tzp/y 6gc<3wjg 
z '̂j'aZ/covgrg^i^wp. (7/(^-3"^ ̂ yga/)) 

/ ^Azn̂  zY waj vg/y gayy fo ybrgg^ ZM / M ) / Z M Âe ̂ Aga r̂e 
ybrgg^ Ââ  w/zcfgA-Mgâ A Âg grgg/z Âg ancf vg/y 
ayga ^Aâ /̂oẑ  org opgraA'/zg o/z, z\y a pa^zgn^ ra^Aer /̂z<z?z yw-ŷ  <3M 
WMj;pgcz/zc wzYA am opgra6/g ^gc^zon. (2/P - J'* jygar) 

The practices and routines that support the work in the theatre might also serve to place 

the body in its object position: 
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a jprofoco/ ca/z j'ge Zog/c 
gve/y^Amg. 7 caw ^Aere fj- goz»g Aojopen 
Mexf 6gcaw.yg 'j' A014/ zf 'f wrzY/̂gM (/ow/M 6ŵ  fAe j'amg fi/Mg ff a/^o 

zf very c/zmzca/, aZ/MOĵ  zY (fe^acAecfyrom /ac/ w/Aâ  
_yow org aĉ waZ(y (/ozMg ẑy qperâ ZMg on a ̂ er^on. (2/7 — yga/))^^ 

The objectification of the patient's unconscious body in theatre may be necessary in 

order for the act of surgery to take place. Young (1997) points out that if the body were 

not objectified in theatre then the very act of surgery would be inhumane; the shift from 

subject to object enables the removal of the self which is necessary for both the patient 

and the doctor: 

This dislocation of the self from the body is crucial to the humane 
practice of surgery. It ensures that surgeons do not commit trespasses 
against persons but perform operations on objects (ibid.: 97). 

One student illustrated the problem for them of seeing the patient's face (as with the 

human referents in the DR) in theatre: 

S: I remember I was in theatre and someone was sort of awake 
[presumably local anaesthetic] and they were having something 
ĉOMg fo /̂zgzry^cg an&f arg a /azM .̂ / 
rga/^ (fo Aavg fAzMA; fAg/» <3j a /)gr,yoM 

A: So you actually fainted? 

& Tg ,̂ 7 (fo gwẑ g A-ggw/ar .̂ Zz^g w/zgngygA" zf z\y (fer/Mafo/ogy or 
something is being removed from the face and bleeding from the 
y^cg .yomĝ z/»g:y 7yazVz^ (2/7 — y* ygar) 

Connecting with the unconscious body 

So, like in the DR where students need to construct an objectified medical body in order 

to undertake curricula activities, so in theatre the medical body status is necessary for 

patients, doctors and students. However, this may have some negative consequences 

for how the patient's body is treated in theatre. For example, one student reported that 

in her experience the body was not treated with respect in theatre: 

' Clinical, here again, appears to mean objectified 
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& /'vg fo /Ae /Aea/re ('..J ve/}; jw/pr/jmg 
a6ow^ Aovy jpoor 6o<^ ^reaW 6y aZZ r/ze 
(^oc^orj <3M<i 

A: How is it treated? 

& gwzfg 6a(f(y, Mor Zz^ ĵ /ow A ôw ̂ Aj/^zca/^ 6 w f z f / M o r e Zz^ 
<̂ zfrg:̂ gcZ/wZ(y aW_yow f/ze, yw.yf /Ag com/Menrj' ̂ .. J Zẑ g z/"zf'j 
fo/Mgo/zg /Aaf'j' gwzfg ovgm/gzgA/ f/zgn /̂zg_y VZ aZZ /na^ a co/»7MgMf 
aAozzZ zY J zr'j' ĵ wrgZx ZzAg f/zg c/zâ  ̂ Aaf goê y on zn /̂zg Âeâ ?"g. 
rV/J-y^jxea/:) 

This student was concerned that patients might wake up and remember what had been 

said and worried about how they would feel about what had been said. I think that the 

transformation to the medical body is incomplete for this student and this illustrates 

again a connection with the everyday body. Another student made a similar connection 

in relation to the patient being covered up: 

/find that fixriny because you know you 'd feel claustrophobic if you had 
jo/Mĝ /zzMg ovgr}'owr_/acg oAvzoŵ yZ)/ /̂zĝ /'z-g WMCOMJCZOWJ â Ẑ ZZzĝ -'̂ g 
got ventilators or whatever but it always seems a bit cruel to me I think 
wAg/z ̂ /z^ covgr fAgz'ryhce.; w/M }'ow (ZoM % zY Mo/ a ̂ gr̂ yoM on ZZzg 
fa6Zg rgaZZx 6gcaw.yg zAg}" ' v g f / z g ) / Yg rgcogMzj'aAZg (zy a ĵ grj'OM. 

Moreover, some students were very aware of how vulnerable a patient was in theatre: 

They 're just completely vulnerable to you and the people around you. 

(2/2 - y* 

;S'ggzMĝ â zg/ẑ ŷ, zZ êgZ rgaZZy vwZMgraAZe AavzMg Zo go 
into theatre [as a patient] because you are just covered up by a sheet and 
^gqpZe are (ZzggzMg arow/z(Z z'/z Tbu are v^ZMgra^Ze. (2/7 - jyea/;) 

This last student explained that this acknowledgement was connected with how they felt 

when they themselves had undergone an operation so they could put themselves in the 

patient's position. 
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Drawing on Documents 

I put the dead and unconscious body together in this chapter because of the essentially 

objective and passive status accorded to the body in both these states. Curriculum 

documents appeared to reinforce this view although more explicitly in relation to the 

body in anatomy than perhaps to the unconscious body, which I will now discuss. 

Body representations in anatomy 

The gross anatomy handbooks, that CLAS produce, act as both workbooks and 

textbooks for students' learning in anatomy and are organised around organs and 

systems of the human body which are supported by specimens in the DR.'' Students 

are given the first of such handbooks in their foundation term and this, therefore, also 

acts as an introduction for students to their work in the DR. 

hi the introduction to the handbook there is a clear message that the purpose of the 

anatomy sessions is for students to gain anatomical knowledge: 

One of the general aims of the anatomy sessions in the Foundation Term 
is to allow all students to attain a similar basic knowledge to cope with 
the anatomy contained in the systems courses of subsequent terms 
(GUIS, 2001: ly 

At this point, therefore, there is no mention of patients' bodies, perhaps because 

anatomy is characterised as the study of the 'normal' rather than 'abnormal' body. The 

body is clearly represented as a medical body: an object of inquiry from which students 

can gain knowledge and facts about anatomy; for example: "One approach to human 

anatomy is to realise that the human body is composed of cells and extracellular matrix 

which together form tissues" (ibid.: 6). 

Whilst there were references to the "human body" and the "body as a whole", body 

parts were referred to as "specimens" and there was little other indication of where the 

body might have originated from; for example, students are asked to "examine these 

specimens of the human head" (ibid.: 7) but there is no acknowledgement in the text that 

Centre for Learning Anatomical Sciences 
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this might be a problematic encounter for students because of the 'human referent'. 

What is stated is very matter of fact and 'scientific' in its approach. Students are asked 

to 'examine', 'identify', 'write a definition', or 'list' in terms of the activities they are 

asked to carry out. Whilst in the introduction students are encouraged to "examine 

your own body and if possible that of other students" (ibid.: 1), indicating a link to the 

everyday body, this recommendation was not referred to again in the rest of the text. 

There are (outline) drawings of whole bodies with faces sketched in and one of a female 

body wearing a swimming costume, but these are very much outline drawings of the 

body in the 'anatomical position' (ibid.: 11-12).'^ 

The only indication I could find that the specimens being referred to might once have 

formed part of a living person was in the introduction - in a 'do and do not' section. 

Students are asked to "cover specimens when you have finished" and not to "take 

photographs" (ibid.: 2). However, this is stated without any explanation as to why these 

instructions may be necessary. Both might be seen as needed as acts of respect; on the 

other hand covering the specimens is also practically necessary to prevent them from 

drying out. On reflection, I think there is a lost opportunity here in terms of 

acknowledging the previous status of the bodies/body parts. 

There was no reference to how the students might respond to the specimens, what 

encounters might be difficult or what students might do if they did experience 

difficulties. Whilst I had expected the handbook to represent the body in the way that it 

did, I was surprised by the lack of any information about the specimens themselves: 

where they came from, how people donate their bodies, why they might do this. In 

effect the specimens are almost perfectly represented as objects within the text, with no 

prior life or history. How students should interact with the specimens is implied rather 

than explicitly stated: their interaction is with objects. 

Body representations in theatre 

How the unconscious body was represented in curriculum texts was rather more 

difficult to determine, not least because I did not find many references or allusions to 

the body in theatre. The year 3 and year 5 student handbooks for 2002/3 (School of 

I can only assume that the addition of the swimming costume represents an act of modesty. 
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Medicine (SoM), 2002a & 2002b) contain the same introductory section called 

"Instructions to students in clinical areas" which sets out 'rules' of behaviour relating to 

such aspects as communication, examination, health records, and practical procedures; 

however, this contained no reference to patients in theatre, only aspects of 

communication with patients and their families. 

The year 3 handbook has a section specifically related to surgery but this again focused 

on the conscious patient's body for example, with reference to taking a history and 

examining a patient. This is not surprising in one respect as one of the main aims of the 

third year is to help students develop these skills and assessments of students' learning 

are focused on these; however, the unconscious body is conspicuous in its absence and 

its invisibility. The section does make reference to gaining experience of "theatre 

work" but there is no further explanation about this. 

In the surgery section in the year 5 handbook there was also a lack of reference to the 

unconscious body. There is more detail in this handbook about the clinical skills and 

abilities that the students must develop during the surgery attachment, including a list of 

technical and practical procedures, but these are abstract and listed; for example 

'suturing and removal of stitches', 'digital rectal examination', 'recovery position for 

the unconscious patient' (SoM, 2002b; 59-60). In the aims of the surgical attachment, 

where patients are mentioned specifically, they are represented as passive entities and 

the object of students' observations and experience: 

To see patients with the conditions usually encountered in surgical 
wards and clinics in hospital 

To have some experience of the operating theatre, and to watch 
commonly-performed operations, (ibid.: 53) [My emphasis] 

Both handbooks emphasise the importance of informed consent for surgical procedures 

and I will return to discuss this in chapter 5. Again there is no reference to how 

students might interact with the unconscious patient body; but, in addition, there is no 

acknowledgement that there is any difference between the conscious and the 

unconscious patient body. One interpretation of this is that the unconscious body is 

afforded the same status as the conscious body in the texts (perhaps as a medical body); 
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however, as my discussion above showed, the unconscious body is treated differently in 

theatre and one consequence of not acknowledging this difference is that almost no 

status is accorded to the unconscious body: in effect, its invisibility is its objectification. 

Summary: Encounters with a Medical Body 

In this chapter, I have explored students' work with the dead and recently dead body in 

the DR and in pathology demonstrations and with the unconscious body in theatre. I 

would argue that, in these contexts, the body is primarily rendered an object and this is 

reinforced by the fact that that the body is in a state where there can be no social 

interaction between it and the students. Students described ways in which they viewed 

the body as a medical body and indeed the necessity of so doing in order to carry out the 

activities required of them as part of their medical education. Furthermore, documents 

confirmed this view of the body as object. Despite this and the non-sentient nature of 

these bodies, the everyday body still makes something of its presence felt in each of the 

contexts, and in similar ways, revealing another view of the body and provoking 

reactions from students. For example: through the bodily reminders that the body parts 

have a living human origin; students' thoughts about whether someone would have 

consented for their body parts to be used for teaching in a pathology demonstration; and 

observations and resulting anxieties about the way that the body in theatre is treated. 

Students are faced with the following dilemma: if they do not objectify the body in 

these contexts then the activities are more difficult to undertake precisely because you 

would not behave in these ways outside a medical curriculum; however, to objectify the 

body can also be seen as disrespectful. The curriculum appears to demand that they 

engage in the activities I have outlined but does not explicitly seem to acknowledge this 

dilemma. 

Whilst it can be argued that the medical body may be pre-requisite for certain activities 

to take place, it also carries certain consequences, illustrated by students' accounts of 

how the patient's body can be treated in theatre. Although I do not agree with direct 

comparisons between the student-donor relationship in the DR and the student-patient 

or doctor-patient relationship in clinical medicine, I believe that this incomplete 'realm 

shift' serves as a useful and essential reminder of the body beneath the 'covers'. 
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Encounters f/7e Consc/ous Body 

This chapter is concerned with medical students' work with the conscious patient's 

body. What I am concerned with here is substantively different from the previous 

chapter in that students are engaged in a social interaction with patients and their 

bodies. However, as with the previous chapter I will first provide some context to what 

I discuss in the second part of chapter, which arises from my interpretations of the 

interview data across the first three phases of the research. I end the chapter with some 

supporting comments from the analysis of key texts. 

Context 

The participants in phases one and two had very little physical contact with patients 

during their first two years of the medical curriculum. Students participating in phase 

three (S"' years) had experienced a new course in the curriculum, Medicine in Practice 

(MiP) which involved learning about history taking and physical examination with 

patients; however, even for these students actual physical contact with patients' bodies 

had remained fairly minimal. This physical contact means that students must touch 

patients' bodies and, whilst the aim might be to undertake this activity in a matter of 

fact manner, touching the skin is at once both a physical and a social act. As Synnott 

(1993:169) explains, as a social act, touching expresses a range of emotions and 

relationships, including power relationships and hierarchies: "The general rule is that 

superiors touch inferiors more than inferiors touch superiors". Students must learn to 

touch and engage with patients' bodies as part of the process of 'clerking'; ie taking a 

history and undertaking a physical examination. This term 'clerking' has historical 

foundations: medical students were known as 'clerks' who carried out the essentially 

administrative tasks of gathering information for the senior doctors (see, for example 

Newman, 1957). 
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The ultimate aim of learning these two clinical techniques is to lead students to the goal 

of making a diagnosis and, following this, constructing (or negotiating) a management 

plan for dealing with a patient's condition. The aim is to uncover clinical signs that will 

reveal what the possible diagnoses might be; a sign is what the doctor uncovers and the 

symptoms are what the patients outline. The focus for the third year student is on 

developing these clinical skills through gaining experience of, and practising with, 

patients. In the fifth year, however, the focus shifts to diagnosis and management. 

According to Sackett et al (1991: 3), diagnosis is the "crucial process that labels patients 

and classifies illnesses, that identifies (and sometimes seals!) their likely fates or 

prognoses, and that propels us toward specific treatments in the confidence (often 

unfounded) that they will do more good than harm." The language here is biomedical 

(the authors are clinical epidemiologists): patients are labelled and classified. They 

identify four diagnostic strategies: 

• Pattern recognition. Within this strategy, a doctor instantly recognises a known 

(or learned) pattern of disease. Visual signs are often detected in this way; for 

example when a patient presents with psoriasis, doctors may be able to diagnose 

the complaint by just looking at the affected skin. 

• Multiple branching. Using this strategy, an observation or a response leads the 

doctor down a particular route or pathway. The process essentially entails the 

person following a pre-established algorithm. This also enables people other 

than doctors to carry out the diagnostic process if they have access to or know 

the different pathways. 

® Exhaustion. This strategy involves undertaking what is termed a 'full' or 

'complete' history and examination, which means collecting rather copious 

amounts of data and then sifting the information to find the diagnosis. As 

Sackett et al (ibid.) remark, medical students and some clinicians believe that 

this is the 'right' way of undertaking the diagnostic process but most clinicians 

do not use it. 
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® Hypothetico-deductive. It is this method that most clinicians adopt and it 

involves identifying, from clues, a number of different possible diagnoses 

(differential diagnosis). Taking the history, performing the examination and 

ordering tests are all undertaken in order to reduce the number of possible 

diagnoses. Barrows et al (1982) found that clinicians simultaneously generate 

hypotheses (usually three at a time) and conduct the parts of the history taking 

and examination which will enable them to narrow the field down to one 

working hypothesis, which the clinical signs and the patient's symptoms 

support. 

Students in their third year are asked to practise history taking and examination 

techniques by using the exhaustive strategy although it is accepted that for any one 

patient students may not (or should not, in the case of vaginal or rectal examinations) 

cover all components of both (SoM: Revision of Introduction to History Taking and 

Physical Examination, 2002/3). The history taking part entails: undertaking a history of 

the presenting complaint (what the patient is 'complaining o f ) ; a history of the present 

illness; questions about any pain; past medical history; a systematic inquiry which 

involves questions which cover the different biological systems and which aim to help 

students screen out or include other important information concerning a patient's 

symptoms; and finally a social history to uncover aspects like the impact of the illness 

or issues which may affect management and a family history of the symptoms or related 

conditions. The examination involves a general assessment (mental state, physical 

observations) and then examinations of the six biological systems: cardiovascular, 

respiratory, gastrointestinal, genito-urinary, nervous, and locomotor. The examinations 

involve the particular skills of: inspection (sight), palpation (sight and touch), 

percussion (sight, touch and hearing), and auscultation (sight and touch and hearing 

using a stethoscope) (Sinclair, 1997). 

Students in their third year reported that taking a full history and examination took up to 

an hour, so it is not a 'quick' process and the examination can be physically demanding 

for patients. Neufeld et al (1981) found that students do in fact adopt the hypothetico-

deductive method and indeed students did report focusing on particular systems for 

history and examination depending on their relevance to the possible condition. 
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Students are asked to clerk patients and present information to clinicians, sometimes 

informally, sometimes more formally as 'case presentations', as well as practise 

clerking as many patients as possible on the wards on their own. Students may also be 

asked to clerk patients 'on-take', which effectively means clerking new patient arrivals 

through casualty, and in these circumstances students are asked to report their findings 

to the consultant or senior doctor responsible for the patient. Bedside teaching or ward 

teaching may involve returning to a patient that the student has clerked; following 

clinicians on their ward round or teaching round; students demonstrating examination 

techniques or undertaking particular tasks such as listening to a heart murmur, feeling a 

swollen kidney and reporting/discussing their findings. 

Essentially, students engage in the activity of examining a patient's body within the 

medical curriculum because it is part of the curriculum: this might be as part of an 

assessment; when they are part of a teaching situation; when they are told to do 

something; or it may de driven by the need to practise examination techniques in order 

to pass their assessments and ultimately to be able to practise as a doctor. 

Atkinson (1997) in his work on students' clinical experience identifies how students 

differentiate between 'hot' and 'cold' medicine; 

On the one hand, hot medicine is seen as exposing the students to real 
medicine: histories are being taken for the first time and are crucial to 
the patient's treatment; the illness must be managed and diagnosis 
attempted. There is a sense of the dramatic, the unpredictable, and the 
rough and tumble of acute hospital medicine. Cold medicine, on the 
other hand, is characterised as contrived, involving carefully managed 
encounters that lack the same sense of immediacy and unpredictability 
(p. 146-7). 

Being 'on-take' can be seen as hot medicine whereas clerking a patient who has already 

been diagnosed, and whose presenting complaint may be essentially 'lost' in the 

patient's memory because of subsequent events in hospital, would be seen as cold 

medicine. This distinction is helpful in understanding students' attitudes and 

approaches to activities undertaken in different contexts. 

I found an underlying contradiction in students' engagements with conscious patients' 

bodies, similar to the dilemma outlined in the previous chapter, but amplified because 
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there is now a social interaction: essentially they are stuck between a rock and a hard 

place. They need the experience and practice of examining patients and yet at the same 

time need to engage with the patient and their body in a respectful (non-mechanical) 

way and it is this tension (or conflict) that they must negotiate their way through; 

essentially they are often engaging in a fairly 'unreal' situation which lacks the purpose 

that the doctor/patient interaction is founded on. As I outlined earlier, medical students 

have been characterised as becoming detached or, indeed, dehumanised as they progress 

through the medical curriculum, but I think that this underplays the complexity of the 

students' activities and engagements with the patient's body and their role in mediating 

activities. However, students' ability to undertake the latter is also limited by their 

place in the medical hierarchy and the status that is accorded patients' bodies in 

medicine. In this chapter, I attempt to focus on the student's voice to portray and 

explore their perception of their engagement with conscious patients' bodies and how 

they perceive and grapple with this tension, which is well articulated by the following 

student: 

(...) examining is a kind of mechanical thing. But I mean you know you 
can't do that with people because they have got things to do in their day 

that because that's part of your training. So that's pretty much the 
Aave goA (3/^ -

Using the Patient's Body/Being Useful 

Students have to undertake an activity that would have a very different purpose if they 

were in the role of doctor. A doctor would examine a patient to confirm their developing 

differential diagnosis or to check something in a patient's body once their condition has 

already been diagnosed; the act is carried out ostensibly to benefit the patient and the 

focus is presumably on their body and condition. Conversely, for students, the act of 

examination is primarily carried out for the benefit of their education and is motivated by 

their need to learn to become doctors rather than for the treatment or care of patients. It 

is important to remember that students do not 'have' any patients, as all patients would 

be the responsibility of a doctor. 

Students were well aware that many of the activities that they carried out, or were part 

of, were actually for their educational benefit and were of little, or sometimes of no 
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benefit to patients themselves; essentially by allowing them to practise taking a history 

and examine them, patients were helping them with their learning and their assessments. 

For example: 

A: Why were you doing that? [clerking a woman on the ward] 

& f z/Mp/e /br /or /ne /earn 
c/ear wAaf Agr gzgnj' were J. yb/" 
TM}" /gafMZMg ĝ ĝ gn'gMcg. ((2/& J'* _yga7)) 

y4.' wowM);ow (̂ eczWg go c/gr^ jOTMeo/ze m Âg }'gar? 

S: Oh, it's all about, well for me it's all about being focused, I think 
ybr <3 /of q/^pgop/g, fAg g%a/M.9 6ecaw^g af f/ze gm̂ f gac/z 
affacA/MgMf we Aavg owr ajjg:y.y/MgMf:9 or g%:<3/MA' wAzcA arg faAzMg 
a A f̂OAy ancf gxamzMZMg a jpafignf fAen gn^ng zY fo ^ o 
coMJẐ Zfa/zfj' .90 (fwrz/zg fAg affacAmgnf yow wa/zf fo ggf 
much practice as possible taking histories and doing an 
gxa/MZTzafzo/z ancf fAg/z ̂ rg^gM^Mg zY fo ^o/Mgo»e. (2/7 - /̂ga?;) 

Some students acknowledged that their activities might be invasive or intrusive to 

patients, which made them feel awkward about asking if they could take a history or 

examine them, especially in their third year when they needed to practise a lot on the 

wards and lacked the confidence to 'cold call' patients: "But I do get a bit kind of: 

Ooo/z, //zavg fo go /zMcf a ̂ a^zg/zf, /^fon Y /o 6g aMMÔ ymg." (3/2 - j'^'^ygarj 

Students are thus faced with the notion that they are 'using' the patient and their body 

for their own gain: "7ow feel a bit rude, you know, because you, if you don't feel it is 

Mgggj'fa/yybr f/zg/M, ybr f/zgzr Ag/z^/, f/zg» z/ zj' /oW^ zzjz/zg f/zgm " (3/^ -

The effort involved for patients in the process of a full clerking should not be 

underestimated: as I have already mentioned, participants told me that to do this 

'properly' took up to one hour. In order to feel comfortable with the task and not a 

'pain in the neck', I think students need to feel that they are being of some benefit 

to patients. Being faced with social interactions with people, which are only of 

benefit to them, is, perhaps, an almost impossible burden to bear. Such an 

interaction would act counter to a symmetrical rule of conduct in which each party 

involved has reciprocal expectations and obligations (Goffman, 1969). I think this 
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is a clue to why most of the students that I spoke to, whilst acknowledging the use 

of the body, attempted (and sometimes struggled) to find ways to justify their 

activities with patients as being of some benefit to people other than themselves; 

that is, being useful. 

Taking a history was often seen as being less problematic because the interaction 

involved could be seen as having a chat with someone: some patients might like talking, 

need to talk, feel scared, bored or lonely. Essentially, students could see the activity of 

history taking as having the side effect of being 'a friend' to patients, thus giving 

something back during the interaction: 

7/ vg/y /MwcA are, 
fAe Zo are zn genera/ 
j'wrge/y. (3/2 -

But I felt in psychiatry, when I did, I didn 't do any examinations in 
rea/^, //wj/ (fzW faAzng /eeZ vefy 

useful there because the people I talked to gemdnely just wanted to tell 
^Aezr ybr ageâ  ancf / jee/Me<̂  Aave a q/".^are 
time and I was able to just sort of sit there and listen to them. And I 

Y fAmA: fAar / fo e/icowragg or aj^ 
wanW /a/A:ancf (̂ ...̂  aM(/ /Aere wa^ /Afj' Zove/y /a(^/c/er^ec/ 
/Ae o/Aer (fa)/ wAo /Aave Aeen 6ac^ /o a ^ / w e j ^ecawje fAe 

7a/M fo 6ore(/, co/we 6ac^ aM(/ ̂ ee /we'. 6'o m Aer ca^e //eeZ a^ 
though I am benefiting her in some way. (3/3 — 3'^'^ year) 

Students in their fifth year had more experience and were more confident about their 

knowledge and there was a suggestion that an additional benefit for patients was that 

they could answer patients' questions and not just do the clerking and then report to the 

doctor: 

/mea/i /or /Ae jcâ ze/;/ zY ca» gwzYe va/wa6/e are co/^f^enf zn 
interpreting then that can be really valuable to the patient because they can 
â Â _yow gwê ôM^ /Aaf ofAer (/ocfor^ Mof Aave /zme /o a»j'wer. Tow 
would be able to go through it with them (...). In fact I have started asking 
^eop/e more a»(/ /More q/"/Ae g'we.yA'oMj /Aey /Ma}" Aave. 7%^ are no/ 
Mecej'̂ arẑ  co/MpZ/câ ecf gfwe:yfzo/î  i4/Ae/z _xow are on caZ/ a/!c/ }'ow can gzve 
anjwer.;. - j'* ̂ lea/)) 
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Being part of the 'team' 

Finding ways to justify examining patients other than for their own educational use was 

more difficult, however. One possible way of being useful was to feel that they were 

contributing to the work of the medical team (and thus to patients' care) and many 

students highlighted this, both in the third and fifth years. The following student 

outlines how they were able to pick up things that doctors might miss, although they 

still struggled with the notion that they are not doing anything for the patient: 

If they do want to see me [the patient] you know I respect that they 're 
gzvmg wp fz/we, 're /Mg a r A e or/zer 
wary ybr fAe/n. TTzaf j'azW z/"youyeeZ 

ZM can (fo, are 
ggM /̂gman a rAg)/ [the doctors] Y 
picked up on that. (1/9 - 3'^'^ year) 

Actually being able to feel part of the team may be more possible when students are 

'on-take' as they are often seeing a patient for the first time and then reporting the 

results of their clerking to the doctor in charge; the activity is more akin to that carried 

out by a doctor and essentially gives students a role, and there might even be the 

possibility, as the above student notes, that the patient benefits in some way as well. 

Feeling part of the medical team is perhaps somewhat easier for fifth year students as 

they are individually attached to a firm^; however, both third and fifth year students 

indicated that being 'on-take' meant there was some mutual benefit: that they could feel 

part of and perhaps contribute to the team, learn something useful and feel that they 

themselves were being useful in some way: 

I feel a lot better about seeing a patient on take because you just feel 
ZzAg 'rg (/ozMP M Agng^czaZ /o f/zg/M vvg/Z a j voz/riyg/f 

Well now that I am getting close to graduation, if I am clerking patients 
on take it is as part of the team rather than as a tacked on medical 
:ŷw<̂gMA j'o zY wzVZ gzYAg/- 6g /Mg or /̂zg Aoztyg q/^cgr li/Ao goe.? jgĝ y a 
jparz'g/ẑ  vzgw/ / am, Am;g 6ggM, 

q/"̂ Ag ̂ ga/M Aavg 6ggM rgvz'gwgtf ŷgg/z 6}" jo/Mgong 
:9g/zzor. Fro/M /M)//)oz/%^ q/"vz'gw fAgrg z'j a f/zg ̂ ga/M 

ybr /My ow/z gĉ wcâ zon. (2/P — };ga/)) 

A 'firm' just means the small team of health professionals who work closely together. 
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That patients might actually see somebody more quickly if students were on-take was 

seen as a definite benefit for patients and so being involved with 'hot medicine' was not 

just a case of students wanting to be involved in the more exciting aspects of medicine: 

Aavg cooie zn wzY/z 
jo/Mê /zzMg Mor JO cnYz'ca/. /zô  Aave Aeen 
.ygg/z ybr a cowp/e q/Aowrj: 6ecaztye fAe)/ are fo co/Zapjg o/z }'ow 
or a/z};̂ AzMg. ;5'o j/ow ggf go azzJ jgg /̂ow ca/z jorgje/z^ ̂ Ag/?z 
Âe/z are j?ro6a6(x j'ee/z /More (2/7 - j/ea/)) 

/ (fo/gg/ ^oz/zf 6ecaztyg geMgm/(y z.y jo mz/cA goz/zg OM 
a/z^ gyg/yo/ze zj Jo ^wj}" a/ẑ f _ye.y regz^y^ar (fogj' Aavg ro ẑ/?ze oŵ  
to listen to your history but it means that they don't have to go through it 
aZZ rAg/Mj'g/vg& J a/z6f fAĝ (zfzgMf ^ / z a f a j - h ' / z g o j wg/Z/g/̂  
q^rgcza^zvg g^gcza/^ ^ A a c f 6gg/z waz^zTzg/br o/ybzzr or^zvg 
hours and then they had actually got someone who looks like they are 
ĉ ozMg JOTMgrAz/zg. oMg, ^Ag/zrjf A'/Mg o/z-faAg ac^z/a/(x, G 
âA'gyẑ  M/Ao AacZ Agg/z z/z / or a6ow^^vg Aoẑ r̂ y ŷ̂ razgA^ o/Tgr / 

clerked her - it had nothing to do with me - but she said 'thankyou so 
wzwcA ybr gg^^zMg /Mg wp ^Agre'. zY wmM Y a/zyrAzMg ^o (fo vvzYA zMg 

J "̂0 /6fz(f/geZ fAaf / i v a j zVz a j!P0JzVz0M ̂ o Ag^, fAa^ 7 AacZ /zo^ 6gg/z 
ztyg/gyj a j ̂ r jAg wcw co7zcgrMg<̂ . (3/3 — }'ga/)) 

Using the justification that students are of some benefit to patients because they are seen 

more quickly is not unproblematic, particularly if students are firmly identifying 

themselves as students, as they may reflect on what it might be like for patients who 

have waited a number of hours only then to be seen by a medical student. The 

following student articulates this difficulty especially if she puts herself in the patient's 

position: her involvement may also be a possible irritation or frustration for them. 

I mean when you do it in clinic, you end up with your own room and a 
desk and you are the only one in there with a patient (...). But if you say 
to them I am going to do this, I think they are relieved that they have got 
jo/MgoMg ô jpgaA^ ô, JO ̂ Aey/ggZ Âg wAgg/j org zn A»ô zo/z ô ̂ Agm 
ggff̂ zMg jggfz. "̂0 j/ow /'/» gozMg fo (fo fAzj aMff f/zgM fAg 6/ocfor wzZ/ 6g 
in to see you. But I do find that, I personally do find it difficult, that 
z/zzfzaZ joyzMg Za/M a TMgĉ zcaZ jfzz(fg/zr 6gcazzjg 7 ÂzVzA arg goz'/zg ô 
go 'What, I have sat there for four hours waiting for a doctor and I have 
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Ward teaching 

When students are involved with teaching on the wards the patient's body is used, by 

definition, for students' educational purposes and there is little doubt that it is the 

patient's physical body that is of use to students; the social interaction that takes place 

through history taking is disregarded. This was also uncomfortable for some students: 

rAg ^/z^ are z//zz/Mpor̂ a/ẑ  AgcaM ŝe no-o/zg zj 
gozMg rgaZ/y^7Z(f ozẑ  zj M/m/zg li/zYA fAe/Tz Ag^ rAg7?z. 

7%^ orgyzt;^ cfozMg z/ /z/ẑ f ozz/ z\y wro/zg w/zY/z jo wg cam 
7ga/?z. ^ rAofg .;zYz/afzo/M (fo 6gco/»g T/zoA-g 7z^ a z/ẑ r̂z/zMgnA 
(3/3 -

We sometimes have teaching sessions and it's like: Oh here you go this 
person's got a heart murmur and then ten of us listen to the murmur. I 
(foM Y /"ga/̂ x gpiprovg q/"f/zaf To 6g /;g7^cf/y /zo/zg.yr Awf f A a f z - y 
OMg q/"fAgyew wa}/;; c^/gamzng a6oiẑ  Â zow J. fgqpZg 

ẑ  z/i ̂ y^rg/zf wcryj, ô/Mg ^z/^orj g%p/am fo fAg ̂ afzg/if wAaf'j' gozMg 
OM w/Aâ  'j' gozng Aqppgn a/zâ  j'ome wz/Zyz/ff fAzj' ̂ grfon 'j' 
gof a /Mzzr/Mz/r aW /̂ozz <â ag};oẑ  a// m aW zY'.y foo /MAM}" ̂ gop/g 
and it's I think it's impersonal, and the patients often lie back and take it 
jKOz/ (foM Y rga/(y Aavg a/z Zo/ q/̂ j'ory zVz zr. (7/P -

Despite this last participant saying that she doesn't approve of the practice and 

acknowledging that the patient has little choice in the situation, she can still see that the 

practice and activities employed are useful for her education as she needs to learn about 

heart murmurs. In effect the patient is no longer a 'patient' in the sense that they are 

part of doctor/patient relationship founded on patients' needs; rather their bodies 

become primarily an educational tool. 

However, students continued to look for justifications, other than for just their education, 

for the use of the patient's body in such circumstances. Some identified ways that such 

encounters also might be of benefit to patients, for example: by feeling that they were 

contributing to students' medical education; being entertained; or having the attention of 

a group of students and a consultant: 

5'o7Mg joafzgM ĵ' ĝg/M g'z/ẑ g /̂ roẑ â  acfz/aZ^ fAgj/ 'rg 6gzMg fo AgZ^^Z fo 
}'Oẑ /zg /Mg<̂ zcaZ j'̂ z/ffg/z ĵ a/z^f/yzW rAg 6g f̂ fzfwa^zoM J 6gcazz^g 
/̂oẑ  /gg/ /g^j gizz/(Y a6ozz^ zY. (2/2 - J'* 
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7 a 6zf more Zẑ e meaf or wAafever, 
grw/̂ g q/̂ gM f/zg)/ are a/zcf //"f/zey 'vg go^ j'o;»gf/zfMg fAaf gwzfg 

m̂ erê ŷ zMg Âey eveAyoMg ̂ o Aavg a /ẑ ên ancf zn my 
gug;grzgMce Âg ̂ arz'g/zr̂  Aavg j'gg/Mĝ f gwzYe co»^r^a6/e wzYA 6gcawfg 
f/z^/ggZ, /̂ Az/z^ yggZ q/"gwẑ g co/z^rfa^/g 6gcawjg Âg 
C0M.ywẐ a/z/ or rAg rggz.y^ar zly ^Agrg ^o ̂ /ow A?zow ^o/Meong z.; ̂ Agrg wAo 
^ o w j wAâ  arg f̂oz/zg morg. (?/J - J^^^/gar) 

Another student expanded on this by explaining that such situations may benefit the 

patients because they are actually getting more time with their doctor and therefore 

more information from them; in effect the very fact of their presence facilitates this: 

Some doctors can be great and it can be like a really good teaching 
jgj^zoM ybr ZAT, /̂zg .yamg Amg zY can 6g a rga/(y gooc^ &i^grzg/zcg 
ybr /Ag /)â zg/zf 6gcaz/jg arg gĝ ẑ/zg a 6z/ /Morg A'/»g wẑ A /Agzr (foc^or 
and the doctor will often, (...) a really caring doctor will spend a bit 
ZTzorg ̂ z/7zg wzYA Âg ̂ â z'g/ẑ  ô Âg/M a 6zY a/zc^ gugp/azn ^Azng; a 6zY 
TTzorg c/gar^ To Âgm. (?/7 - /̂ga/)) 

I think this latter reason may be stretching a point: if students were not there, the 

patients may get additional time anyway with their doctor especially if they are 'caring'. 

Whilst I am sure that some patients do not mind, I would also argue that students need 

to believe that patients don't mind about what happens in order to continue to engage in 

certain activities. It is not surprising that students may need to rationalise this activity 

similarly to the way that they needed to rationalise their clerking. These examples 

illustrate students' need to find ways to justify what they do and the fact that these 

reasons need to be over and above their own individual educational needs. What also 

appeared to be the case was that the more intrusive the activity, the more need there was 

to justify it in this way. 

Connecting with/Inspecting the Body 

Practising the activities of history taking and examination could be seen as another way 

that students learn 'detached concern' (Lief and Fox, 1963): balancing objectivity and 

empathy in their relationships with patients. As Atkinson points out, students expect 

their attitudes to 'harden' but also that they and their teachers should be able "to 

establish sympathetic relationships with their patients" (Atkinson, 1997:74). 
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The students who participated in my study illustrated the tensions that existed between 

what I now call connecting with and inspecting the body. Sometimes one would take 

precedence over the other, or sometimes one would act as a brake on the other. For 

example, connecting with a patient and their body seemed to mediate the effect on both 

a patient and the student, of the distancing process involved with the inspection or, in 

effect, to personalise an objectified body. 

The act of examination is essentially an inspection of a patient's body: students are 

looking for signs that back up the patient's symptoms and that will eventually enable 

them to make a diagnosis: 

ybcuaecf OM ffyzMg fo OM)/ fAzMA: f/ze c/zz/<i ?MzgÂ  Aave 
ro Ae/p yoATM a ^^/zzYe (fzagMOj'ẑ y. ((2// -

hi general terms, students acknowledged how difficult it must be to be a patient in 

hospital. When I asked students about their experiences of being in hospital and what 

they thought it would be like to be a patient in hospital, the most common descriptions 

of what it was/might be like were overwhelmingly negative, acknowledging patients' 

vulnerable, often humiliating position. The following student describes how they felt 

humiliated and exposed after undergoing minor surgery; 

/ywj/ re/Mg/MAgr zY AezMg a// e/MAarroj'.yzMg J jaf zM a gowM ̂ /zâ  

yzty/ ŷ̂ a/ẑ fzMg fAere, ecf To wAoever zr (foz/zg ẑ . 
And after the procedure waking up and feeling totally disorientated with 
eve/ŷ AzMg, zn comp/g^e(y a/zcf fAen ̂ ẑ/Z Aezng zn Âz'j' 
exposed condition and everything and the surgeon who had done it did 
not come back round. (3/3 -3'^'^ year) 

Participants also acknowledged what it must be like for patients during ward teaching 

but again might try to rationalise this as something that some patients might not mind: 

7 w/oizM/z Y Zz^ fo a j;arzgM^ wz/A gzgÂ  /»g(̂ zca/ me 7 
don't know I think they try and choose patients who don't mind as much. 
/(ZonYAMOw. (3/^-
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Controlling the process 

The tension between connecting with and inspecting patients' bodies revealed itself in 

different ways depending on the different purposes of encounters. Unless directed by a 

clinician, students must find patients to clerk in both their third and fifth years in order 

to practise their history taking and examinations skills. Most third year students 

reported asking the nurses who might be a suitable/appropriate person and then 

approaching the person to ask for their consent to the process. Many were worried that 

very sick patients, or patients who had previously given time to other students, would 

find the process too exhausting, and the latter appeared to be a particular problem for 

third year students who were essentially competing for patients to practise on. Students 

identified a number of ways in which they could make the encounter more comfortable 

for patients; for example ensuring the curtains were drawn which at least created an 

illusion of privacy; encouraging patients to undress and dress themselves where 

possible; postponing the examination if patients looked tired or were in pain.^ 

hi this context, establishing a relationship with a patient was identified as being very 

important, particularly to enable students to move from the history taking to the 

examination component of the clerking. The history component essentially appeared to 

help students to build up a rapport that then allowed them access to the patient's body in 

the examination; without a relationship or connection, the examination, or inspection, 

would be more invasive: 

I like to do the history first because it gets you sort of in with the patient 

examine them, because if you just went in to examine them, I think this is 
g'wzYg fMva.yzvg. (3/5 -

cAarfmg fo f/zey are mwcA 
more open at the end of the history taking, usually anyway. (...) They 
have kind of got to know you; they have kind of tested the water first. 
(3/V -

^ The curtain forms what Goffman refers to an 'evidential boundary' which identifies and covers up parts 
of the body that have symbolic significance. As Young (1997) observes the curtain serves as a 
replacement for clothing in the medical examination. 
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Participants described how they would use their intuition or 'feelings' to judge whether 

a patient really minded participating in the clerking process or whether they had had 

enough at various points in the encounter. (I think this is problematic and I shall 

explore this is the next chapter.) Students reported abandoning or shortening the 

process if they felt it was getting too much for the patient, again sometimes linking this 

to the lack of perceived benefit to the patient; 

It was because he had abdominal pain and so I just, I ended up not 
palpating properly and did actually just listen to his stomach and went 
OM gwegfioMa oMcf (Amga. .Because 7 (fzcf/ggZ 
ij/grgM Y gamzMg /ng Aemg /Aerg - 7 w&y gomg go 
away and help them at all. So I just did not think it appropriate to keep 
gozMg. (3/3 -

Another interesting consequence of students' awareness of the patients' experience of 

the encounter was the adoption of a different method of clerking: instead of carrying out 

a full history and examination, they might adopt a shorter version more akin to the 

hypothetico-deductive model outlined above or just concentrate on the most relevant 

system. The result of this was that they were then actually able to focus in on what was 

related to an individual patient's condition. 

m a c/za/r, wajM Y w/M/y .yo / 
to, I wanted to make it as quick as possible. So it's a kind of 
ybrgfAorfgMgcf gxammaf/oM Tow ore 
pulses as well; these are things that medical students miss out lots of. 
Tow Yg fwppojg^y To, Anow, /eg/ybr a// fAg (7/9 -

One student explained that they did not want to undertake the full clerking process 

because it took too long and so picked one system to work on which might be related to 

the patient's condition: 

I would worry that I would keep people for a long time, because you are 
not a doctor, you don't feel you have got the right to do that, even 
thought most of the patients would be fine with that. So what I do is I 
tend to pick a system to do and then I will go through it in the order that 
M/g 'vg 6ggM (fo. (3/J - j"^yga^ 

The importance of maintaining a relationship throughout the clerking process was 

emphasised by some students; for example, through talking to patients during the 
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examination and explaining what they are trying to do and why. This again might be 

somewhat easier for fifth year students: 

Tif Aovy j/ow are cez-fam q/" 
/ Aave 6eco/Me gw/Ye anaf / Aave Aecome 

gwẑ e co/7[/br̂ <26/e ZM com/MMMzcaAMg wz/A 
- j'* _ygaA)) 

The ability to balance connecting with a patient and inspecting their body might well 

depend on a number of factors such as confidence and maturity. Fifth year students 

who are attached to teams on an individual basis may be at an advantage because they 

get to see the patients within their particular team more often: 

& TeaA, fo A/zow gwzYe we// Jo 
even );ou ^ow, / Aave 6ee7i more con^r^ab/e wzfA 
A?zow (/ozMg /̂ze e%<3/MZMâzoM.y. 

^e/z were z/z ̂ Ae Âzrc/̂ -ea/" zly nor ̂ /ze caje j'o 7Mz/c/z? 
J Tow Y r/ze/» z/z f/ze .yame 

S: No, I think there is so many more other stuff to learn in the third 
j/ear (".. J zf AzM̂f q/'/za/?^erj'}'oz/, z/^ow wa/zf fo gef A?zow 
/̂ze ̂ a^zen^^ j'/z/̂ /zA% (2/<̂  - };ea/)) 

Being around more to get to know patients in the fifth year may also mean that if they 

want to ask a patient if they can clerk them on the wards, then they are not cold-calling: 

some sort of familiarity already exists. 

What does appear to be the case is that when students are clerking patients on a ward on 

their own they have a certain amount of autonomy in terms of how they might approach 

and progress through the clerking process; in effect how they might balance the acts of 

connecting with, and inspecting, a patient's body. However, this autonomy can not be 

independent of the patients with whom they interact and I will discuss this in more 

detail in the following chapter. 

Lacking control of the process 

The relative autonomy to mediate curriculum requirements or the demands of clinical 

teachers contrasts heavily with other situations in which students are less able to make 
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choices or act on their own judgement in relation to what they are undertaking. For 

example, if students were clerking to present to a clinician, to be assessed or if they are 

joining the clinician on a ward round or for ward teaching, they are less able to make 

choices about how the encounter should proceed. 

Some teaching situations on the ward involve students clerking a patient and then 

returning to the patient's bedside with the consultant, hi such situations, the focus for 

the teaching encounter may be on the examination, but the student will have had some 

time alone with the patient to get to know one another. Encounters during ward 

teaching, when students have not spent time alone with patients, might be particularly 

problematic, as the practice and culture associated with such encounters can so easily 

objectify the patient's body. The following participant illustrates how the patient is then 

more easily turned into someone with something abnormal, and despite saying it is not a 

'freak show', she goes on to describe something resembling this; with the emphasis 

firmly on the act of inspecting the patient's body: 

patient and you do feel a little bit uncomfortable that they 're sort of 
r/zzj. 7/ Mof a ' j ' f/zey af fAzj 

jyoz/ fAg}" W gof jo/Mgr/zzMg a6»or/?za/ wzf/z ̂ /zg/M, Zgfa/Z 
co/Mg aw/ /zm/g a Zoz/cA jx â/z (foĝ M Y/gg/ co/p^r^aA/g (Zoz'/zg 

Another was explicit about the use of patients in bedside teaching having a de-

humanising effect: 

I think you lose, you lose sight of that especially when in teaching you 
walk round and this is the patient with appendicitis and this is the 
patient with Crohns. But that patient is also the person that you might 
jgg /̂zqwzMg ZM Tgj'coj' wzf/z /zer c/zzMrgn, zf a (fz^rg/zZ /̂zzVzg. 
(7/3 - j'^ygar; 

Losing sight of the self in the patient's body is one consequence of such situations 

which is exacerbated by the fact that there is little time for students to build any sort of 

relationship with patients as they are in a group (especially in the third year) with a 

limited amount of time to acknowledge the existence of the everyday body. One fifth 

year student explained that during ward teaching the focus was firmly on the patient's 
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disease, not on making any sort of connection with a patient. She had previously told 

me that she often used the history taking component to talk about personal things like 

cats as part of forming a relationship. That she was not able to do this within ward 

teaching situations she saw as being part of the culture of medicine that did not value, 

or see as professional, such informal interactions: 

y4.' Z.9 (lyAzMg a 'j' caf amc/ gMCOWMfgr, 
.yggn of n o r q / " j o r q / e a j z o f z a Z 

approach? 

& yisaA, / nor q/" 
j!7rq/ĝ .yzoMa/ approach, (fo m q/" 

The fact that many students indicated the importance of forming a relationship during 

the history taking before they examined a patient contrasts with the lack of connection 

in such encounters. Knowing the patient prior to the encounter may make such 

encounters easier for students although, as one student pointed out, there are different 

ways of 'knowing' a patient; knowing the 'case' which is very different from what is 

involved in interacting with a patient: 

It feels more awkward I guess. I would not be as settled as I would be if 
I had talked to the patient for quite a long time. I think it is probably the 
fntsf eZemenf mf/ier knowing co^e a 6e^rer. (2/70 — 

However, students did find some ways to connect with patients in such situations; for 

example by quickly introducing themselves^: 

S: I think it is awful if there are 4 or 5 of you. It is not so bad if 
there is just one of you. But if there is a queue ofpeople waiting 
to hear then I would rather leave them (...), it feels like it is a 
group ofpeople just waiting to hear a murmur not hear a man or 
this patient who is ill. It does not happen as much as it used to 
but it still does happen. 

A: How do you cope with that? 

S: Well Ifeel uncomfortable but I try to sort of introduce myself to 
the patient and just talk him through it because a lot ofpeople 
just go up and listen and then walk off without saying hello or 

Such advice is given to students as part of their communication skills teaching. 
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^ / z A g rea//y 6fg 6wr / 6g 
infrocfwce one/ f/zem/eeZ a 6i( more 

co/T^rroA/g <iy woj raZAzMg Âg/M. (2/J - /̂ga/)) 

Having to examine someone in front of other students and a doctor or consultant was 

seen by some students as being very stressful, as it would be for some patients as well. 

Increased confidence was again seen as a one way of overcoming this, just as if a 

patient had been examined in front of students a number of times they might also get 

used to it. Being a third year student or a newly admitted patient could be seen as a 

disadvantage in ward teaching situations. 

One perceived advantage of ward teaching identified by one third year student was that 

the students and patients would feel more comfortable with the examination in the 

presence of a consultant. I can envisage that a student might think this, particularly if 

they were feeling that they had little right in their role as students to examine a patient: 

[the consultant] WZ /zA:g)/ow gxamzMg JWrj 
f/omacA' or J /wowZcf̂ ggZ more coy?^rfa6Zg 
because they are there and I think the patient is always happy to do it 
because the consultant's there, because they usually pick patients that 

Aave on wg// wzYA. (3/^ — 

Students' lack of control over what happens in such ward teaching encounters is also 

linked to responsibility for students' work with patients. When students are on their 

own clerking, the person with overall responsibility is not present and therefore students 

must take some level of responsibility for their interaction. During ward teaching the 

doctor or consultant is present and, therefore, students may well feel able to locate most 

of the responsibility for their interactions with them. Relieving or picking up on 

patients' stress levels may be seen as the doctor's rather than the student's responsibility 

in such encounters. I will pick this point up again in the following chapter. 

Examining the examination 

I was interested to know whether there was any difference between students' 

examinations when they were being assessed. Third year students that I spoke to had 

little experience of being formally assessed examining a patient's body. However, fifth 

year students were all very focused on this aspect of their education because of its 

contribution to their finals. The notion that students must undertake the activities 
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'perfectly' in order to appear competent or gain the highest grade was interesting and I 

was curious about what students' perceptions of this were. 

Students explained that the clerking they undertook for assessments was indeed 

different in that they had a specific task to carry out that they needed to undertake in a 

particular way within a particular timescale/ One student likened the assessment to a 

driving test: 

A medical exam is a little like a driving test. The examiners are 
Aave ybr awe/ a/Z 

on. And much like when you are in a driving test, you look in the 
/MZ/Tor, (foM V maAe zf ve/y o6vzowf Aave m ẐAg 
/Mzrmr, zm a Zong cayg / c/gr^ m^Agr /Morg gygf}" 
fzMgZg gwgf/zoM / cowZcf ̂ Az/zA ra^Agr a (̂ zrgĉ g<̂  ĝ̂  q/"gwĝ ẑoM^ 
(...). I would do a complete examination rather than a directed one. (...) 
It does not capture any more usefid information than the history you 
would take on the ward but it does make it very clear that you could 
clerk other patients with other conditions. ^ (2/9 - year) 

Other students also described clerking in the assessment as being less focused on an 

individual patient's condition and more focused on getting the clerking 'right' in order 

to pass: 

/ /zof Zo a/z}'̂ AzMg owA / /Az/zA: Z/zâ  zn aj^gjf/Mg/zff arg vg^y 
focused on what you need to tell the examiners in order for you to look 
goocZ ztywaZZy ^ fo coZZgcr gygfy 6zr 
information that you think is useful and you are constantly thinking have 
I got it all (...) and you're constantly thinking, I need to get on with this. 

What these students are describing is a very asymmetrical interaction: the purpose of 

the encounter for students is to pass and for the assessors to ascertain whether students 

are competent to clerk, essentially to assess their clinical skills. Where the relationship 

with the patient fits in with the notion of competence is important and students 

explained that they were not able to undertake actions that helped them form some sort 

^ Such assessment are marked with the use of a checklist of areas/activities that the students must cover. 

' This student also explained that he undertook a similar approach when clerking for a case presentation. 
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of relationship with the patient. There may be a number of reasons for this. First, they 

themselves might be too nervous: 

& Tow (foM % m rAg gara/Mj' //zave (fo/ig / /zcrvg nof Aggn af 
eaj'g enowg/z anc/ cAar wzY/z or gsigp/azM 

a Mgrve-racAzMg fAmg ro (fo Aecawjg are 6efng o6jgrvecf 
doing something? 

& TeaA, };ow cfo a 6zY wpgg^^ng, yeoA, mwcA ^o. 
(2/6 - 5'^ year) 

Students also described how they might need to cut patients off from chatting during an 

assessment which might appear 'rude' and some students told me that they adopted the 

policy of explaining this to patients at the beginning^; 

I suppose you become a bit more curt with them, a bit more abrupt. Just 
because in an assessment situation as well you are limited in time and 
}/ou org given a &ĝ  fime oMcf Aave /o Â'cA: wifA ao of fAe 6egzMMmg 

Âe oj'j'ef we were we//, rea/zfe fA;.y iy /M)/ 
assessment and that I have got a limited amount of time with you and 
/'/M for/y A^rgAa/z^/ / rM.yA a/oMg a 6zr or z» /MzWy/ow 
I need to get through a set list of things so that I assess what's wrong 
wzYA ̂ yow. (2/7 - }/eaf^ 

Whilst patients are likely to know that students are being assessed and have volunteered 

to take part in the activity, their part appeared very passive; in effect their body again 

becomes an education tool and the focus is on an inspection of their body. The need 

for fifth year students to practise for their assessments may result in the tipping of the 

balance towards inspecting the body with less focus on the fact that the encounter is a 

two-way relationship between the patient and the student: 

S: The closer I get to an assessment, the more thorough I become 

A: Right, 'thorough' meaning? 

S: The more I'll make sure that I do everything that needs to be 
done 

' Students told me they were advised to do this in their communication skills teaching 
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/4.' 6e (/omg/or wAom? jVee(6 ro 6g (foneybr yow or 
or f A e o r a// /̂ Areg? J 

& M) /Mg, (f^nfrg/y Mof rAg /(/oM Y fAzViÂ  
any/AzMg wg (̂ o zj wor̂ Aw/zzVg/or Âg paA'gnA <2̂  a f̂w f̂gn .̂ 
^ / 7 - J ^ j / r j 

The irony is that the 'perfect' clerking may be one where students have made little real 

connection with a patient; in effect the very act of assessment militates against this. 

This could be interpreted as being an unfortunate consequence of the need to assess 

students in a comprehensive and ultimately perhaps 'unrealistic' way to ensure that they 

are competent, and any assessment would be problematic. Alternatively, the assessment 

could be viewed as a mechanism of social control ensuring that students conform to a 

certain behaviour required to objectify the patient's body in medicine. 

Difficult encounters 

Most third year participants in my study were fairly open about finding the process of 

examination in whatever context a difficult activity in itself, especially in the third year. 

History taking may be seen as less problematic since it can be viewed essentially as a 

directed conversation, "you are just talking to them rather than touching them " (1/4 -

3'''^year). Students sometimes referred to 'other students' who managed to get through 

the third year with the minimal amount of examining patients and one third year student 

told me that they had concentrated on taking histories though all their attachments, 

despite the fact that third year objectives closely relate to both activities, and she 

indicated ways that she found to avoid the examinations: 

Basically I think the whole point of all my attachments so far has been to 
concentrate on taking histories rather than physical examination. (...) I 

ô ^wrg /(fo oMe gvg/y î /ggÂ  J. /'vg fa^gM a /or q/Azf^origj' 
where the phone rings a couple of times and you have to wait outside. I 
mean it all forms part of the education really but if that happens at the 
gMcf ?Mg a Az.yfoAy zY ve/y coMvgMzgM /̂or ma 6gcaw^g / y g o 

The difficult encounters that students described to me were interesting in that they often 

appeared to reveal a connection between students' feelings and experience and the 

patients' experience; essentially some form of emotional response to the encounter 
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revealed more explicitly the sense that the interaction was a two-way event and that 

patients had an impact on students. 

Inevitably examining more intimate parts of the body was problematic, especially for 

the first time and this was unsurprising given the symbolic and sexual nature of genitals, 

breast and the anus. Patients with cancer or in pain were also examples given of 

difficult examinations. 

Young people or people of the same age as the students seemed a particularly difficult 

group of people to examine. One reason cited for this by students was that teenagers or 

young people were more aware of their bodies and thus more prone to embarrassment; 

/ think probably with a younger person, I think it makes the examination 
/More 7 Y /zow /o gjcp/azn fA/f 7 ^ 

'vg gof a rggMaggr or fomg^Amg, A^ow are 
comiMg fo femw f/zezr own 6o<^ ŷo _̂yow are gjAzng eucaynme 
fAg/M V/ j9ro6a6^^gg/ g/»6a/7'<zyjg<^ a6oM^ 

People of the same age were difficult precisely because I think students were able to 

identify with them and make some form of connection which made it much more 

difficult for them to objectify their bodies; 

Y ^ o w /M(̂ 6g '.y ĝcaw ŷĝ /ow 'vg go^ morg m com/MOM or 
.yoTMgfAmg /woj: on-^a^g ^Aere a gfr/, <3 
University student that had taken an overdose and Ifound it really 
difficult just because it coidd have been, she could have been one of my 
friends. (1/5 —3'^'^ year) 

The following student talks about how such situations can be confusing in terms of their 

role: having things in common with a patient may lead to the relationship being less 

distanced and friendlier than it would otherwise be and, as they describe, could 

personalise the encounter; 

I think it is (...) a lot easier to connect to talking about things like you 
would with someone you met at the pub and they may see you as their 
agg Âgzr ̂ ggr. / fAa/^ro6a6(y maAigj /norg . .y). 
fPTzgn̂ yow Aorwg ̂ yomgAocfy^/owngyow can Y oAowf f/zezr/oA or f/%e;r 
kids or what have you so you do ask about things yon have common 
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r/zg)/ M//// 'oA W X a TMĝ fzca/ 
ÂgM zY (̂ erfOM<3/z.yg< .̂ (2/^ - j'* ̂ /ga/)) 

Examining patients of the opposite gender was an issue cited by some students as it 

revealed the sexual nature of the body/ 

'TTzgrg zf ŵzYg a 6zg (iz^rgTicg gj;pgcza/(y gzW^ wAo are 
yoz^ng gzrk. / cZerA:e(Z a girZ wAo o _ygar ̂ /ounger fAan mg Zoaf wgg^ 

J f/zg Aaĉ jPMgw/MOMza JO o ^ v z o i t y / y r o (fo a re^^zra^oA}' a/zii cAĝ ^ 
gara/MZMâ zoM / (/z6&z Y rga/(y WMCovgr Agr /y'wj'f yoA" Agr 
heart down there and heart sounds and went up the back to listen to the 
chest. But it can, I find it quite, I mean I get slightly flushed.' (1/1-3''^ 

Another student was more explicit about being sexually attracted to some patients; 

/'/M a gygaf jwjpgc/or ?»}' owM /MoA'vgf wAzc/z f/zaf z/̂ f/zgrg zj a 
patient that I'm attracted to, Ifind it much more difficult to examine 
them. I'll be much more tentative about my examination and I think 

Jo/Mĝ /zzMg wzYZ co/Mg x/zYA rz/Mg. (7/2 — 

Another category of examinations that were difficult were those where the student was 

being watched either by relatives or parents of children: 

When there are other people around that aren't happy, like relatives or 
parents with children, that can get a bit more difficult. Again it's not 
f/za/^gop/g a/ryf/zzMg fo };ow, ywjf gg/̂  aw z?y r̂gj'j'zoM fAaf fAg)/ Yg 

wz/A /̂ow Agz/zg ^Agrg (fozVzg wAaf 'rg f̂ozMg wAzcA 
/Mg a 6zY /Morg wMco/M/br̂ <36/g. (2/2 - )/ga/^ 

In effect, having someone else present whilst you are examining a patient is difficult 

because the student is being observed, making them self conscious about their actions, 

but that person can also act as a check on their actions; in effect act as an advocate for a 

patient. 

The examinations that students found difficult all demanded a way of relating to 

patients that did not allow students to just 'go through the motions'; for example, 

intimate examinations or examining someone in pain had the effect of making students 

I imagine this might also be an issue for some students for the same gender but no students mentioned 
this to me. 
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question whether they should be undertaking the examination. What appears to be the 

case is that students described situations in which patients' feelings and their bodies 

came into the foreground; it is almost as if they were unable to keep patients, and how 

they felt towards them, in the background because they identified with them in some 

way or that the physical nature of the examination made them self-conscious. I would 

argue that, here again, the everyday body interrupts the medical body in a way that 

makes students feel uncomfortable. The students' own identities and feelings were 

revealed in such situations: for example their sexuality or their empathy. Hiding behind 

their script and the role they take on as medical students is more difficult as the patient's 

body can no longer be seen as an object. The examples revealed a strong connection 

with the patient and their everyday body and this may, indeed, serve to mediate the act 

of inspection. 

Older patients 

I was intrigued by the notion that examinations of young people were more problematic. 

Students emphasised how much easier it was to examine older people; ''And the chap 

waj' a n c / 7 Y AMOW w/z)/ agam zY w a j eajzgr / zV wowW 

Acrve more wzf/i a q/wx owM age. " 

Students did give me a number of reasons to explain why this might be the case; for 

example, they were more experienced with the routine of hospital and had been 

examined lots of times before and were less self conscious about their bodies: 

They are more mature, you know and they are happier with their bodies 
worrzW ^/z^ /z^e Z M q / " a or 

w/z<3fevgr. (3/2-

Because they are older and used to being examined and they will almost 
jump on the bed as soon as you finish the history which is one thing that 

zf ̂ wẑ e Mzce zA Zof q/oZ(fer^eop/g /zove Aeen m 
out of hospital and are quite used to being examined and it's not a 
problem for them. They don 'tfeel embarrassed about it or anything like 

It is likely that older people have had more experience of hospital because of their large 

numbers in hospital but there is an assumption that because they are older they are more 
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experienced, when in fact, on an individual basis, some young people in hospital may 

have had more experience. 

Worryingly, one male student indicated that he would be less likely to get a chaperone 

for older women patients, as they were not likely to make any complaints, presumably 

because they are more passive and compliant. The student seems to be assuming that an 

older woman is no longer a sexual person: 

Tif zjywj'/ /zAe / / e g / A a v g a 
moA-g j'o women zY 

are Aavg <̂0Mg 
7 zV z.y more z/Mpor/aM .̂ 7 Aave exa/Mz/zê Z a jZ-j/ear o/<7 

girl before and 1 did get a chaperone for that. It is inconsistent and 
^ro6a6Zy ^racA'ce 6ŵ  /e/^ //zeeî e^f ẑ  reczZ^ Aecaw^e /a/M 
Mof /MMcA oZ(fer (2/J - j'* }'ea/)) 

The 'sexless' nature of older people was also prevalent in some of my discussions about 

breast examinations; for example, it was necessary to keep a young woman's breast 

covered during an examination because they were more self-conscious: 

YowMg womgM ore a 6zf /wore .̂ en^z^ve ^Aezr ̂ ocfzê y; j y o w A a v e 
to be aware of that. That it's not appropriate to uncover them and 
examzne (Aezr cAê ^ ancf fAzng, zf wouM 6e more opproprzafe 
fo maAe ĵ wrg fAaf f/zey 'rg wearmg a 6ra or a fop or j'omĝ AzMg Jo )/ou 
cow/(7 ÂgM e%a/MZMg fAezM ÂrowgA fAaf. (2/V - J'* ygarj 

I asked this student why older people were not considered to be so sensitive and she 

replied.' "Tr'f MOf f/zg z f̂eo/ogy MOf fo fgg M/o/MgM q/̂ an oMgr agg fo 6g fgmzfzvg, /ywjf 

haven't found them ". However, there is an assumption that, as a student, you can tell 

what another person is thinking. Furthermore, if it is possible to examine a woman's 

chest when it is covered, why is this not the usual practice for all women? 

It may be that students were more comfortable with older people's bodies because they 

did not challenge their identity in the same way as those described as 'difficult 

encounters'. It is these difficult encounters that also challenge the notion of the 

patient's body as passive and older people's bodies were often reported as such. This 

sometimes revealed a pervasive ageism, mirroring practices in the wider social context. 
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Older people were also described in very affectionate terms as being like a grandparent 

and being willing to talk, be examined and generally seem helpful to a student on the 

wards. One student described how they found it easier to build a rapport with older 

people, and how they took on a parental role: 

/ Am/e zY M/zfA M/Ao are / 6/0/3 Y ^014/ z/"fAaf 

yeeZ /Aaf êe/M wie a /of /Morg. /(/o/eeZ r/zar f/zgrg zj a /zff/g 
/&)/% Y AnoM/ z/"// z'j' ywff f/zaf fAg}' j'gg/yz fo 6g /zapp}" 

c/zaffzMg fgZZz/zg /Mg }y/za/ zj gozMg o» J zf zY 
gaf zgr fo gg/ a ropporA / ( /o f/zz/zA jo/Mgfz/Mgj zY z'j' a jorf q/7 f /z^ 
faÂ g on a ̂ oygMfaZ roZe zn ^omg ^ecawj'g come ZM 7'/M 
a student and I am just learning about what is going on with you and 
gvgfy^Azng' aMc/fAg}" acfuaZ/y gwzYg ZzAg fo e(/i/cafg)/OM ancf fAg)/ are 
gozMg fo WZj/ow gve/yf/zzMg Ayzow a6ow/ e^gczaZ^ fAg Aga/rA 
coM(/zYzoM fAgy Aave Aacfyb/" <3 wAzYe oMcf fAey ^ o w <z Zof a6owf zY. 
(3/3 -

What is interesting to me here is that there is a description of patients being an 

important part of a students' learning and in an explicit way the older person is likened 

to a teacher rather than being a passive recipient: they are not just using the patient's 

medical body but are learning from the everyday body of a patient. Building a rapport 

was seen as an important aspect of the interaction and it may, of course, be easier for 

this third year student precisely because they were able to be in student role rather than 

doctor role. 

Challenging the Use of the Body 

Students receive conflicting messages about how they should undertake practices and 

are critical about them at times in private. The activity of examination is one of the key 

aspects of the clinical encounter and is an accepted practice within medicine. As I 

discussed earlier, when students have more control over this activity, for example whilst 

gaining experience and practising their techniques independently on the wards, they can 

more readily use their own judgement as to whether, for example, they actually examine 

a patient, how long they might spend undertaking the process and what they might 

cover, in order to mediate their use of the body. Such subtle, yet active, ways of 

challenging the activity of clerking on the wards carry little risk in that they are unlikely 

to be noticed by those in authority. 
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However, in more closely supervised activities, such as ward teaching, these approaches 

might be seen as a direct challenge to authority if students have been asked to do 

otherwise. Students' position in the medical hierarchy puts them at a disadvantage in 

terms of their ability to challenge practices openly and in their early years they may also 

lack confidence: wp fAe / 

M/owZffygg/ foo fo zY. " (2/70 - j'* Challenging authority directly is a 

high risk strategy especially as consultants are also responsible for students passing or 

failing their assessments and sometimes for their future career prospects. 

I was interested to know whether and how students did challenge these normalised 

practices, particularly in these situations where students had less control over their 

activities, and how these related to the use of the patient's body in their education. 

Students did report subtle ways through which they challenged the use of the patient's 

body in these contexts. (I will discuss issues relating to negotiating access in the 

following chapter.) 

Students gave me examples of very subtle ways in which they challenged the status quo 

and often these related to their acknowledgement of how a patient might be feeling. In 

one instance, a student explained how she had surreptitiously tried to mediate a situation 

in which, during a ward teaching session, a woman's breasts were on display. Her 

efforts were somewhat thwarted but at least she had attempted to challenge the way that 

a patient's body was being unnecessarily exposed by the consultant, even if she was 

unable to challenge the consultant directly: 

There was this woman; you know her top, the registrar whipped off her 
fop we aZZ fo Aer Aearf. reaZ/y fAere no 

expose Agr ^rgmfj w/zz7e wg w/gre Z/jfg/zzMg To Agr 
heart and it was quite easy just to pull her pyjama top over and slip the 
ffgfAofcqpg ovgr / (Zon Y AMoiv, 7 q / 

z/ aM(̂ /M0fzcg<7 fAar q/fgr / yzMZj'Ag<̂  Ag 
opened it up again. (1/5 - 3'^ year) 

Another student illustrated how they said things to patients to reassure them about the 

discussion they were having in front of them and managed to do this in front of 

consultants: 
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j'o/Mg are ar fr [bedside teaching] 7 
fAmA: rAey are a 6ir q/"- (/ley raZA: a6ou^ wrong 
wẑ A <2 6ŵ  oj' a cZ^rgMrza/ a6owr a rowAVze cancer or Jo/Mĝ AzMg 
fAaf o6vzo%w(y ĵ coAyybr fAg ̂ afzenf ancf fAe)/ Y gxp/am fo f/ie 

Aove go^ zAaA Tow A/zow ̂ yow are a ^arze/;^ /̂ow 
(foM Y rgaZ/y AMO%/ w/Aaf z\y wroMg wzYA }'ow anĉ  ̂ Ae coM^MZfan̂  coMg:; zn 
aM(f ̂ ŷ ar̂ ^ ̂ a/Azng a6ow^ cancer Az'̂y ynê /zca/ /̂zzngj /z& r/zâ  / 
a/woy^/eeZ rea/(y 6a(/ a6owf. / a/n/ay^ j'oy fo f/zem 'Don Y ^-or/y it/g 
are nô  â/Azng aAowr̂ /ow J5ar0'c«/ar ,̂ we a r e ^ a / ^ V z g a6oz<̂  zY z'n 
genera/' (2/7 - yea/)) 

Whilst this student felt confident to interject and indirectly challenge what was 

happening, they felt unable to challenge consultants' actions directly: 

S: I had a lady the other day that I had to do and examine and they 
were <̂ ozng Âe ê̂ ẑnĝ br ngc^.y^^e^f, an<i zY waj' o6vzoz^^ 
joaz/^/ybr Aer an̂ f Ae Aâ / a// q/^Aovg a go agazn. Tow are 
no/ Â ozng zY rzgA/, cfo zY agazn' an(f fAzj ̂ oor wAo waj zn 
o6vzow^ j)azn an^Z/e/^ Aâ fybr /zer aMĉ /6/z<̂  no/ Anow Aer â  a// 
an(/ we A a c f c o n z e zn. 

y4.' DzW_yoz/ /rk' /o f/zaf zn an)/ w(^? . J 

& Toz/ywj'f /ry an̂ f j'or̂  q/̂ ôy/ Y/zanÂ _yozz ve/y /nwc/z, 7 rea/Zy 
a^reczare zY' / mean jyow can Y rea/^ a/^f/zzng. / a/n ^caref/ 
ancf / wouWn Y ever Aave //ze g«^j ̂ o â)/ /o a conjw/fan/, 7 /̂zznA: 
enowgA ̂ eqp/e /zave (fone zY now' (2/7 - /̂ea/)) 

One student described her actions as: "you try to apologise without apologising [in this 

instance for a consultant's attitude] 6ecaẑ j'e ̂ yow can Y 6g feen /o t/o /Aa/ (2/2 - J'* ̂ yeâ  

and explained that you can do this by just smiling at a patient - presumably with a 

knowing smile - or alternatively by not staying very long if she was asked to clerk 

someone that she felt was not very willing or when she felt they were wasting the 

patient's time. Another described how she could make something up to say in these 

circumstances: like the patient was asleep or didn't want to talk so they couldn't clerk 

them. 

A slightly more risky strategy described by one student was in a situation where they 

were examining a patient and the student was asked to comment on the diagnosis but 

she felt this was not appropriate: 
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& cancer rAew Awow/ o^vzowj^ zV goz'ng fo 
6e /or 7%grg Aave 6eeM a coz^p/g / coM 
fAznA: q/"wAerg Ag jpfĝ jwrzjg<3f /»g /̂o 7 fr fj- cancgr' 6wf 
/Aavg Mô  /g/^ co7?^r^o6/g (fozMg ;Y. 

y4.' fFTzâ  Am/ĝ /ow (fong? 

5",' 7 Aavg ztywaZ/y YAar ff aZZ / CGM fAzViA: q/^ even ^ 7 Aavg 
fAg OM ŵgr (2/^ - )/g<3;̂  

Although some students illustrated how they could find ways to actively challenge 

existing practices in such exchanges, challenging in more direct ways was more 

problematic. In conversation about ward teaching sessions where a doctor might ask 

someone to "pop your top of f without introducing themselves, I asked the student what 

they could do. They responded that there was really nothing that could be done in such 

circumstances: 

You just have to accept, so you understand that it is not how I would do 
things. It is not really how it should be done and it annoys me 
occasionally, but I can't do anything about it. And it would not do any 
good for anyone if I complained about it. And it's not, it's not dreadful 
things, it's not how it ought to be done but it's not terrible. So it's not 
difficult per se, it is just not how I think would be perfect. (2/9 - y* 
ygar^ 

This resignation is depressing yet understandable, given his lack of power, but it is also 

'quietism': students' lack of responsibility in such circumstances has another 

consequence, in that they do not see it is their responsibility to do anything about such 

practices. 

Drawing on Documents 

I was interested in how the issues I have discussed so far in this chapter were 

represented - or not represented - in curriculum documents and recommended 

publications. The School produces a document, Revision of Introduction to History 

Taking and Physical Examination, which is contained in the student handbooks for both 

years 3 and 5 (School of Medicine 2002a & 2002b). My assumption was that it would 

contain guidelines regarding key aspects of these two processes that the School wished 

to emphasise for students. The document began with a brief introduction outlining that 

the purpose of history taking and examination, "is normally to find out the cause of a 
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patient's symptoms, but may be for other reasons, for example to assess someone's 

fitness for an anaesthetic, or life insurance" and moves on to some questions for 

students to think about to help them test developing hypotheses. The implication is that 

the School does not necessarily expect students to take 'full' histories and examination. 

This is emphasised again in the examination section. The second and third sections, on 

the 'Introduction to the Patient' and 'Physical Examination and Chaperones', contain 

various statements about what students should do when they first introduce themselves 

to a patient and the rules for chaperones. I shall return to discuss these in the following 

chapter. However, some of these statements pertain to a necessary relationship between 

students and patients; for example: 

Your patient will be able to help you more if you have made a good 
relationship with them. 

Always explain what you are doing as you go along as this will help the 
patient to help you. 

They are doing you a favour, but most people recognise that they benefit 
indirectly from the training they receive - so take pride in your job! 

There is also a call for students to remain sensitive to patient's needs during the 
process: 

Remain sensitive to the patient's comfort, both physically and 
psychologically. Don't delay food. Make sure a patient's cup of 
tea/coffee is brought in and not left to get cold. It may sometimes be 
appropriate to cut short an interview because a patient is distressed, and 
to seek help from a staff member. 

And indeed students did indicate in some of their discussions with me that they acted 

on or thought about these things. There is an explicit acknowledgement that patients 

are helping students but the relationship is not represented so much as interactive but, 

rather, as necessary in order to get patients to help students. There is nothing about 

how patients might help students, over and above allowing their body to be used for 

students' education and, as such, the expected patients' role in the encounter is 

represented as a passive one. In the history taking section there is long list of areas for 

students to cover - both generic and system related - and similarly, in the examination 

section, there is a list of areas identified as being "especially important". There are 

references to the need to explain to patients what they are doing, again for the purpose 

of gaining help from patients in some way. 
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Advice about aspects of the students' relationship with patients during history taking 

and examination, and the need to be sensitive to patients' feelings, is included as well 

as advice about cutting the process short if a patient is distressed and then seeking help 

from a staff member. Patients' everyday body is represented to a certain extent. 

However, there is no acknowledgement, anywhere in this document, about how 

students might be feeling and what sorts of encounters/activities might be difficult for 

them or what they might do if they themselves were distressed. In this way students are 

represented as disembodied agents in the process. 

There is a similar lack of attention to students' feelings in the section on the General 

Medicine attachment which outlines its aims and learning outcomes. Whilst it does 

contain the statement, "At first you will feel awkward asking patients who are ill [to 

clerk], and who often have seen numerous doctors before they see you" (ibid.; 39), 

there is no other mention of difficulties students might encounter. This lack of attention 

to students' feelings may be because of the assumption that students must overcome 

any anxieties or emotions attached to their encounters with patients; but it seems 

strange to me that, even if this is the case, there is no reference to what they should, or 

can, do in such circumstances. 

In the two recommended publications that I analysed, Munro & Ford (1993) open their 

introduction with history taking, the first stage of which is "a brief introduction to 

establish effective rapport", the second, where "the doctor listens carefully to the 

patient's story" and the third which is "an interrogation by the doctor to classify the 

history and to obtain information about the presenting symptoms, previous health, 

family history and the social setting" (ibid.: 2-3). It goes on to acknowledge that 

students may find history taking difficult and emphasises that students must be "caring 

and compassionate yet have to remember that they are not directly responsible for 

patients' medical care". It goes on to say; 

(...) patients may confide in students and tell them of their health 
or personal anxieties. The student has to learn to listen to such 
comments without embarrassment, but should then obtain the 
patient's consent to discuss these with a member of the medical 
staff as they may be of special importance to the patient's 
continuing management. The student can learn much about the 
complex interaction between patient and doctor by attempting to 
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analyse unusual feelings aroused by patients and discussing 
problems of this type with a tutor. 

In this way then, the text seems to imply that the difficulties during history taking are 

not necessarily something to 'get over' and acknowledges the complexities of the 

relationship. 

In the examination section, however, there is less explicit reference to 'difficult 

encounters' for students. General principles are listed and these include ensuring 

privacy, warmth etc. for patients comfort, taking care with painful areas, and avoiding 

exhausting the patient. Another states, "Apprehensive female patients require special 

consideration by a young male student", indicating that patients, rather than students, 

may find such encounters difficult. Gender issues, with an underlying heterosexual 

bias, are indicated for patients rather than other factors such as age. What is lacking in 

this short section is any mention about the difficulties students might have when 

interacting with patients' physical bodies. 

The following chapters each concentrate on the examination of a particular system. I 

looked at chapter 2, the cardio-vascular system, which goes into detail about how 

students should examine this system of a patient's body. The language in this chapter 

used verbs such as inspect, locate, auscultate and assess, along with sentences in the 

passive voice: "Measurement of the blood pressure should also be undertaken in the 

erect position in patients in whom postural hypotension requires to be excluded (...)" 

(ibid.: 15) as is standard practice in scientific literature. The agency of neither patients 

nor students is apparent in such language. Apart from an occasional reference to 

ensuring the patient is relaxed or comfortable, there is no other representation of the 

patient's everyday body or the difficulties students may experience with certain 

encounters, even though an examination of the chest may sometimes be problematic for 

both students and patients. The instructions are to examine or inspect the medical 

body; references to the everyday body are limited to the history sections of the text. 

In Epstein et al (2003: 18), this separation between the history taking and examination 

parts of the encounter is deemed as "artificial" because "examination commences as the 

patient walks into the consulting room or as you sit down at the bedside to take a 

history". It then goes on: 
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It this first encounter, even before you initiate the history, decide 
whether the patient looks well or not and whether there is any striking 
abnormality. You will also gain an immediate impression of dress, 
grooming and personal hygiene. As the patient approaches you in the 
consulting or examination room, observe the posture, gait and character 
of the stride (ibid.: 18). 

Such instructions reveal one of the ways that the body is transformed into a medical 

body. Students are instructed to inspect the body even before they have started: does 

this include before they have negotiated access with patients for the inspection to take 

place? I would argue that there is an inherent assumption here that patients' bodies are 

open to inspection whether they have agreed to this or not and I will return to this in the 

following chapter. 

However there is recognition of the intimacy of the physical examination. Students are 

told to shake hands when they first encounter a patient, which will "reassure a patient 

and serve as a gentle and symbolic introduction to the more intimate physical contact of 

the examination that follows the history" (ibid.: 19): indeed, students explained that 

holding and examining the hand at the beginning of any examination also serves the 

same purpose. The detailed instructions in this text make more reference to the 

everyday body in the form of instructions which include some reference to the patient; 

for example: "explain to the patient" or "ask the patient to (...)". There is also an 

introductory section which asks students to imagine what they would feel like if they 

were "laid out naked on the examination couch or bed (...) confronted by a near 

stranger who is about to inspect, percuss and auscultate your body, a daunting thoughf 

(ibid.: 19). The tension between the connecting with the everyday body and inspecting 

the medical body is revealed here: students must start inspecting almost before they are 

introduced to a patient and thus begin the transformation to medical body, but must 

keep in mind respect and sensitivity towards the patient and their everyday body. 

However, there is, again, no reference to any difficult encounters and what might be 

done in such instances. 

Summary: Encounters wi th the Body as Medical/Everyday 

This chapter explored the way that students work with the conscious patient's body on 

the wards in a hospital setting. In this social interaction between students and patients, 

the students encounter a number of tensions which can be seen to represent a balancing 
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act between responding to the patient's body as a medical body and at the same time as 

an everyday body. Certain activities and practices may encourage the view of the 

patient's body as a medical body: for example, activities over which students have less 

control, such as ward teaching with groups of students; or where they have little chance 

to form any connection with patients, such as in formal assessments. Difficult 

encounters appear to be difficult because they represent times when the everyday body 

interrupts the medical body, and this appears to happen when students can empathise or 

connect with patients in some way. Making such connections with patients and their 

bodies may also encourage students to challenge existing practices or act as advocates 

for patients, albeit in small and subtle ways. Students' explanations of such challenges 

related to activities where the body was treated in a way that indicated its status as being 

a medical body (for example, discussing diagnoses over a patient's head), and therefore, 

not requiring the respect which might be accorded to the status of the everyday body. 
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C/?apfer 5 

/Vegof/af/ng vAczczea;!; fo LVork w/f/? f/ie Body 

In the last chapter, I explored students' encounters with patients' bodies and attempted 

to identify some of the factors which might influence the ontological status of a 

patient's body within different situations and contexts. All such encounters between 

students and patients need some form of starting point. This chapter is concerned with 

how students negotiate access to work with patients' bodies and I attempt to explore the 

very start of their encounters. This is important precisely because it is the beginning 

and effectively sets the agenda for the student/patient encounter/ As we have seen 

throughout, the medical body is viewed in a quite different way from the everyday body 

that we encounter and interact with outside medicine. Before a person in hospital is 

ever encountered by students they have already begun the transformation from person to 

patient through their encounters with the rituals associated with the hospital and with 

medicine. Mishler (1984) showed how the practice of history taking serves to privilege 

the 'voice of medicine' over the 'voice of the lifeworld' and Young (1997) identifies the 

medical examination as another ritual which contributes to realm shift: from the realm 

of the ordinary to the realm of medicine; from people to patients; from an everyday 

body to a medical body; 

Patients, who are outsiders, must undergo a transformation in order to 
become participants in the realm of medicine. The routines associated 
with conducting medical examinations can be regarded from this 
perspective as rituals for effecting this transformation (...) Persons are 
not turned into patients; rather, they undergo a series of transformations 
in the course of which they become patients, (p.13-14) 

In effect, I am interested in students' role in this transformation and how current 

practices around negotiating access contribute to, and implicate students in, the 

medicalisation of patients' bodies. 

' When I discussed this with a colleague, Lesley Millard, she referred to the importance of 'making good 
beginnings' which was exactly what I was trying to articulate in another way. 
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I discussed earlier the need for students to see their encounters with bodies - either in 

the DR or with patients' bodies - as being useful in some way, either for their 

education, for the patient, or for the medical team. The purpose of the encounter is 

therefore, an important factor in how students view the activity. Atkinson's (1997) 

'hot' encounters are essentially ones in which students think that they contribute in 

some way to the care of a patient and 'cold' encounters are those in which interaction 

serves principally as part of the student's learning experience. Of course these two 

purposes are not mutually exclusive; however, the primary purpose of an encounter 

needs to be borne in mind when attempting to interpret students' explanations of their 

'beginnings' with patients. As part of this beginning, students need to negotiate access 

to the patient's body, for whichever of these two purposes (or it needs to be negotiated 

for them). However, negotiating access with a patient for the use of their body to 

contribute to a student's learning is somewhat different from negotiating access to a 

patient's body to undertake activities related to their care. This is complex, as I will 

illustrate, because it reveals the blurred boundaries between the role of the student as 

student and as doctor; and the role of the patient's body as an educational resource or as 

being in receipt of care.^ 

In using the term 'negotiating access' I mean to encompass introductions, the 

establishment of some sort of relationship and the seeking of permission for any 

activities which a student may wish to undertake with a patient. With regards to the 

latter, exactly what patients are being asked to consent to when they are approached by 

students, and how this process is carried out, also needs to be explored. Is the process 

of negotiating access one of the rituals or routines which serves to transform the person 

into a patient? Do the practices that students undertake enable the patient freely to 

render their body an object for the purposes of examination or are the circumstances 

such that students may already have begun to view the patient's body as devoid of self 

and rendered an object? 

In chapter 1,1 discussed the recent focus on informed consent in relation to the use of 

the body after death, but there has also been recent attention to patients' consent to 

' This blurring takes place less problematically at postgraduate level once medical students have 
completed their training and are registered to practise with the GMC: whilst they continue to learn they 
are also qualified doctors who have responsibility for the care of their patients. 
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'mtimate' examinations by students (these tend to refer to rectal, genital and female 

breast examinations). For example, Coldicott et al (2003) outline the results from a 

recent survey in which they found that intimate examinations carried out by students in 

the earlier years of their education were less likely to have been done with written or 

oral consent from patients than those which occurred later on in the undergraduate 

education. They also highlight a similar tension to the one I have been referring to: 

"student doctors face special difficulty in trying to balance their learning needs with 

these ethical duties" (2003; 97). Whilst procedures relating to intimate examinations 

and informed consent may throw up concerns in the current climate, I wish to explore 

the broader process of negotiating access and apply this more widely than just to 

'intimate' examinations, in this chapter. 

Context 

The responsibility for negotiating access to examine patients is not straightforward and 

depends on the nature of the encounter - whether it is student- or teacher-initiated - and 

I think students receive mixed messages about this. However, what appears to be the 

case is that, when students are looking for patients to clerk on the ward, they are often 

essentially the first person to ask the patient if they can clerk them. When they are 

involved in ward teaching, in theatre or on-take, the responsibility for this is more 

apparently with the doctor or consultant whose patient they are examining and, as we 

saw in chapter 3, students may have less opportunity to negotiate access directly in 

these circumstances. 

The School introduced its Policy on the Rights of Patients in Medical Education in 

October 2001 (during the period of my research) following an article in the BMJ by 

Doyal (2001) that outlined the policy. ^ It was hoped that this would "help protect 

students from being asked to behave unethically" (2001:685), recognising that students 

were sometimes being put in a position where they were asked to engage in 

inappropriate activities. It was further designed to provide a back up to the rhetoric of 

patients as partners in their care and to remind clinical teachers of their ethical 

NB all quotes from phases 2 and 3 were reported in 2003, 2 years after the introduction of the policy. 
S"' year quotes from phase 1 were reported in the year prior to its introduction. The policy was slightly 
redrafted in early 2004. 
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responsibilities towards patients who contribute to students' education. I shall explore 

the policy in more depth in the documentary analysis section later in this chapter. 

Beginning; I'm a medical student. Is it OK if I ....? 

In this first section, I shall address how students went about negotiating access for their 

encounters with patients' bodies. Li the section following, I shall look at some of the 

issues that arise when students are not responsible, or do not assume responsibility, for 

directly negotiating access with patients. 

Clerking a patient 

The transformation that the everyday body must undergo to become a body that can be 

transgressed during an examination can also be seen as a reframing of the body and can 

be achieved through a variety of rituals and practices, two of which are "greetings" and 

"forms of address" (Young, 1997: 11). How students go about this, therefore, needs 

careful scrutiny, as this forms the foundations for the next part of the process, which is 

asking for consent to carry out the clerking process. 

The hospital is a teaching hospital and, as such, there is a general acknowledgement that 

the students need to practise their clinical skills; however, I do not believe that students 

have the right to practise on any individual patient. As I have previously mentioned, if 

students wish to clerk a patient on a ward they may ask a nurse or a doctor who might 

be appropriate to approach. They may also be asked to clerk someone by a doctor and 

then report back, and this appears to be the usual situation when they are on-take. 

Once a student has approached a patient, the common practice seems to be to introduce 

themselves, ask if they can take a history and then examine them:'* 

Students tended to report this process in a fairly matter of fact way, most likely because 

it had become such a routine exercise. 

Students reported covering this in their communication skills training. 
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The participants on the whole said that they introduced themselves as a 'medical 

student' and there appeared to be an assumption that the term 'medical student' is 

somehow self-explanatory. I questioned the following student about this: 

Do inrfOffwce a mecfzcaZ 

S: Yes, or just a medical student 

& / (AinApeqpZe Aave a Zof q / " q / " z f 
means. I mean I think maybe people think, I have never 
(fz'gcwagecf if wz(A YAem or an̂ 'OMe / fAzn/c ŷoTMg 
of them think you 're, you see I'm not even sure what I think the 
ro/e q/"fAe ia. (ZaugAj;) / fAmA <3 Zof q/"(AezM 

/g/ TMg <2 AMfOAy q / ^ e a r a / M Z M g fAg/M 
6ecau^g /̂ow 're ĵ arf q/̂ fAg AoapzfaZ 6̂ 0 7 mgaM zf 'j' a 
r̂roMgg ro/g ay a mgcfzca/ f̂w ĝ/zf 6gcaw.ye yow arg no/, /̂ow org z/z 

limbo between bein^ part of the staff and beins. in the education 
ẑWg 

This student outlines how the term is problematic, not only because patients may not 

understand what the term means but also because the student is himself unclear about 

his role. I think part of the confusion relates to the different functions that students 

might carry out; are they part of the hospital staff and therefore involved in some way in 

the patient's care or are they there just to learn from patients? This goes back to the 

tension for students between using the patient's body and being useful. Being useful 

equates with being a doctor and using the body equates with being a student. Students 

may be anxious about the activities they carry out precisely because they are students 

and not doctors; and this is not uncommon as Lief & Fox (1963:32) illustrated in their 

study in a common question asked by students; "Should I tell them I'm a doctor or a 

student?" However, if a student feels unsure about their role and the purpose of their 

actions, then it will be even more difficult for patients to understand these issues. 

One fifth year student was very open about avoiding the term 'medical student' when 

introducing himself, precisely because, for him, the phrase meant lacking experience 

and he wanted to appear more useful to a patient than a less experienced medical 

student; 
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& / (K a cfocfor, 6gcaU:$e Aog a 
TMorg wzYA ̂ â zgM̂ :y a /Mgĉ zcaZ f̂wcfgn̂ , ro 

(f^rgn^ia^g a mgcficaZ ^̂ fwĉ gnf /rom a or agco/icf };gar wAo 
on the wards visiting 

v4.' A(%pg»j? M f/zg (/f̂ rgMCg m f'g/'mj' q/pa/zgw^f' 
rgacfzoM ?̂ 

& Tn mO:̂ ^ jpafigMfg fAgrg Mof rgaẐ y a c/^rgMcg. in aomg jpô ign̂ a 
rAz/iA: a mĝ f/caZ jfŵ /gMf Anow^ oA^o/wrg^ nô AzMg an̂ f 

org q/MO Ag^ fo (Agm ancf a &(w(fgM( cfocfor aomgoMg wAo ia 
j5ô gM ẑa/(x w/Ao zj /MOA-g ĝ/zzor ancf Aaf a 6%̂  /Morg 
A?iowZgdgg 0716/1& q/"̂ Ag fgom râ /zgr f/zan an a(/(/ on. 

y4.' aM(/ cfoĝ  (Aar );oû ggZ 6gffgr ôrymg fAa(? 

S: It does not make you feel better in itself but it does mean that 
^gqp/g 6foM V fAgM fg/Z go 

v4.' y4/r/gA/, / jgg. ^ ĵ af/gM/̂  arg ^g.y'? 

& M/M/M. (2/P - /̂ga?)) 

This term 'student doctor' may, of course, be no more explanatory to the patient than 

'medical student' but this student's perception is that it serves to assert his seniority as 

a fifth year student in order to appear more useful to the patient. Li an attempt to 

present himself as someone who might potentially be of more use to a patient, as he has 

necessary medical knowledge and is integrated into the team, the student also appears to 

be using a title to encourage the patient to agree to being examined. Negotiating the 

balance between using a patient's body for students' own ends and being useful, then, 

may also be played out in the process of negotiating access and is well illustrated by this 

student. What he did not describe was how he attempted to establish relationships 

based on mutual trust, explain to patients what his role actually was, and the purpose of 

the encounter; was it to have some sort of educational experience, to contribute to the 

patient's care or a mixture of both? 

Whilst a different term may encourage patients to view this student as someone 

providing useful help (like a doctor) rather than simply making use of the patient's time 

and body, it has the effect of reducing the patient to a passive body needed by the 

student for their own ends. The approach is adopted to try to improve compliance; in 

effect using a form of coercion to ensure that patients agree to the clerking process. As 
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Waitzkin (1991:20) notes, social control in medicine is a "subtle process, based in the 

structure and margins of discourse" and I think this is an example of how a simple 

activity such as how you introduce yourself can contribute to this process/ 

The above two approaches; just using the term 'medical student' or changing the term 

to 'student doctor' were in contrast to methods adopted by a few students who reported 

that they went into much more detail about their role and what this entailed; for 

example, the following student reveals a concern for patients' understanding about their 

role and how much knowledge they may have, as well as the need to explain what they 

are there for: 

It is pretty similar with everyone you see. It does vary a little. Actually I 
go, /eaLyr / way a / w e c f z c a / 

/ waj gomg To .yu: z/z ĵ peczaẐ z'gj 
Z7Z fAzj q/"/My eĉ z/câ zoM z/z j^r^araAo/z ybr 6ez/zg a Aow 
/oMg/a7?z gozMg a/zĉ  AzW ^Az/zgj cfoz/zg. 

ô /zer oj weZ/, ^ o / T z e J r/z^ /zzzg/ẑ  6g 
worrzW ̂ /zâ  / Aave come .yge f/zem /or a j;pec^c reajo/z wa/ẑ  
them to know that basically I would go and see everyone and I had not 

/̂zg/?z (2/6 - j'* 

After introducing themselves, students asked in various ways for consent to clerk the 

patient. The words that they used differed between students, but tended to be a 

variation on the theme of: "Is it OK?": 

f/ze/z /we/zf over, /jazW w/Ao / waj', a mê fzcaZ 
and would it be OK if I clerked him. (3/2 - 3'^^ year) 

Introduce myself, say hello and say who I am and ask if it would be OK 
if I talk to you quickly about your family and your history and maybe do 
a/z g%<3/MZMâ o/z (3/V -

There are two points that I want to make in relation to what I might call the "Is it OK?' 

approach: first that the question format assumes a positive answer; and secondly that 

there often appeared to be an underlying assumption that patients would know what 

'taking a history' and being 'examined' would entail. 

^ Incidentally, the Policy on the rights of patients in medical education (School of Medicine, 2001 & 
2004) explicitly states that students should introduce themselves as either 'medical students' or 'student 
doctors'. 
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In respect of my first point - on the whole, but with exceptions - students felt that 

patients were generally happy to have their history taken and be examined by them and 

this may go some way to explain the approach: 

/gengraZ/y rgncf fo .yqy a/Z f/ze 7ywjf weecf ro exa/MZMg _yow 
MOW i/"r/z<3̂  M w/rA zr;j' aZr/gAf. ggMgra/Zy if 

7 Aave 6ge/i ^eopZe wAo Aave jazW »o or aM}'̂ /zz/zg Zẑ g 
- j'* jxga^ 

Of course students do need to believe that patients are 'OK' with the activity on the 

whole, in order to carry out their role. More experienced students appeared more likely 

to discuss what they were doing- as they moved through the examination, but a key point 

to make here is that asking questions in a way that assumes a positive answer is again a 

subtle form of coercion, as it is more difficult to refuse something if the question is 

framed in such a way. Nelson and Hofmann refer to this when exploring the way that 

doctors ask patients for consent to certain procedures: 

The mere framing of information can unduly influence the way a patient 
responds to the content. More often than not, such framing is intended 
to elicit a reply corresponding to what the physician has decided is the 
proper course of action" (Kushner & Thomasma, 2001:19). 

A few students did report asking again for permission to undertake an examination once 

they had completed the history taking, showing some engagement with how the patient 

might be feeling about the change from a less to a more invasive procedure: 

jDgô Ẑg wzZZ Zgf }'ow âZA: ro ̂ /zg/M gg/zgraZ^ arg opg/z zY. 
But I think doing an examination is slightly different. I mean some of 
them might not mind you speaking to them but •would not want you to 
g%a/»ZMg fZzg/M. }'ga/)) 

Ybw fo 6g /)oZzYg oj jPoĵ yẑ Zg zA C/ywaẐ  af Ẑzg 6ggzM/zzMg}'0w 
zf cZgar /o a ĵ oZzgn/, ivgZZ wzY/z f/zg âZwẐ  ĵ arzenfj, f/zar̂ yow 'vg co/Mg 

and you 'd like to take a history from them and you 'd like to do an 
examination. And usually they probably don't even hear the 
examination bit so once you've finished the history again you'd say, I'd 
generally say thank you for your time and would it be possible if I could 
examine you now and see if I can find any of the signs that were there 
when you first came in. (2/1 - 5'^ year) 
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Turning to my second point about the assumptions about what 'history taking' and 

'examination' might mean to a patient, this is important as providing sufficient 

information is a necessary part the process of seeking consent. As I outlined previously, 

'full' clerking might take up to an hour and most doctors would not take this much time 

for the process, and I therefore think that patients who have never been clerked by a 

student before would not necessarily know what it entailed or why exactly they were 

being asked to participate, except perhaps for a broad idea of their contribution to 

students' education. 

A number of students mentioned describing what they were doing or were about to do 

during the clerking process and the following student did highlight the need to be more 

explicit about what an examination might mean before they started, but the implication 

is that she did so only when she was concentrating on a particular area; 

I generally just say: do you mind if I (...)? Usually if you know what it 
is, like a cardiovascular examination, I would say: do you mind if I have 

want to. But I wouldjust generally say: is it OK if Ijust have a look at 

The consequences of the lack of explicitness, about what students are asking patients to 

consent to, was emphasised by one student who outlined how he had needed to ask for 

permission from a patient to undertake a vaginal examination when they were in theatre 

later. What he illustrates is the difficulty he had in asking for consent to an invasive 

procedure, perhaps because he was embarrassed: 

& 7 a/.yo fo (fo a vagina/ on 
patients and even though I had asked the patients beforehand if it 
was OK for me to do an examination, I'm never quite sure how 

A: Oh right, so you ask them if you can do an examination and 
you 're maybe not specific about what sort of examination you 're 

& Tga/z. zY 'jybr /Mg, / (foM Y Anow. / /br an)/ ŷfWgMf fY 
gjpgcza/^ m f/zoj'g zf 'j' a JwZyggf 

fo 'rg h'nc/ ( ) / ' a r o w n c f fAe î ŷwg a or 7 
/Ag» }'ow go fM f/zgrg aW /̂zg)/ 'rg w»<̂ gr gg^graZ 
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q/"M/g/Z, are gozMg 
AzzoM/ 'j', 7 zf ceT-ram^ Mof a goo<̂  To 

a6owf zY. fo }/ow Ye exa/M;»mg f/zem ÂzViAzMg zf 
ê A/caZ, (^rqpna^e ^Aar/jAow/(? 6e â omg rAzj? ^77 - J'* 
year^ 

What is disturbing here is that the student is aware of the consequences of his vagueness 

when seeking consent for the invasive procedure - that it is unethical - but that he can 

rationalise this to a certain extent by emphasising that they were under anaesthetic 

anyway. Coldicott et al (2003: 101) note that these sort of comments "show that some 

students continue to put the need to practise techniques above the need to practise 

ethically"; however, I think it is more complex than this, as students operate within the 

context of existing medical practices and hierarchies and as I have shown in chapter 3, 

the body under anaesthetic in theatre is reduced to a passive object - clinical material -

with no agency. This example shows how the body, prior to surgery, is already being 

transformed. 

The following student explained how he felt that he needed to adopt a different 

approach for more 'invasive procedures': 

Zgf f ^ / / way a rgcW 7 Y 7 Am/g f/ze 
same approach. I would not say "Right now I have taken your history, 
is it OK if I do an examination which is going to include a rectal 

TTzg /Amgy /coMJzWer zMvafzve wow/c/ 
examination of any genitalia, female breast examination (...) and then 
probably yeah, the cardiovascular examination in the female person can 
be quite invasive. (2/6 - J'* year) 

I think this student is struggling slightly towards the end of the extract in terms of what 

might be considered to be invasive. What is interesting is that the more invasive 

procedures throw up the inadequacy of a brief "Is it OK" approach. The sorts of 

examination that might be considered the most invasive appear to bring attention to how 

students negotiate access and the potential impact of the examination on the patient in a 

similar way to that which I indicated in my previous chapter in relation to difficult 

examinations. I think that all examinations are potentially invasive: they intrude on a 

person's personal space and involve touch, and the way in which students negotiate 

access should be seen as a vital part of their interactions with patients. If students are 

less than explicit about their role, their proposed actions and the purpose of the 
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encounter, then the beginning of a relationship with a patient is founded on invalid 

consent and contributes to the reduced status of a patient and their body in the encounter 

(or in future encounters as in the example outlined above). Taking a history is very 

different from examining a patient and, because of this difference, I think the conflation 

of the two into the 'clerking process', and thus into the consent process, is problematic 

and needs re-thinking. 

Students ensuring that they are explicit about who they are and what is intended are 

important in relation to each patient and their bodies, but it has wider applicability in 

that students are practising how they will negotiate access when they are qualified 

doctors, hi effect, giving minimal information to patients and employing subtle forms 

of coercion could be seen as part of the professional socialisation process. However, I 

am also concerned that, even if students negotiate access with valid consent, the patient 

body remains something to be done to; the patient's agency appears to be restricted to 

their ability, as an autonomous person, to consent to be examined - rather than being 

manifested an active participant in the activity itself 

Negotiating access to the unconscious body 

As my work progressed, and I became more interested in the status accorded to a 

patient's unconscious body, I grew concerned about how and whether students 

negotiated their access to attend a patient's surgery in theatre. Students might observe a 

patient in theatre or sometimes students examine them in some way or assist in a very 

minor capacity. I wondered how, and whether, students would ask for permission from 

patients to participate in either of these activities, at the same time as they clerked 

patients before they went in for their surgery: a practice which I outlined in chapter 3. 

Some students, in responding to my questions about being present in theatre, said that 

they ask the "Is it OK?" question if they are clerking: 

The ones that I clerked 1 said 'I might come into theatre, would that be 
0A7?' /Agy a// fazW 'leaA, /'/» Mof gomg fo Y worry 
(3/2 -

Others reported that they really just assumed that it would be no problem attending 

theatre and were unsure whether there were any procedures about this: 
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/ wowZfjM Y /Ag/M. / ^ro6a6^^6^ . - bA wg/Z / }vz//j9ro6a6^ 
.ygg }'ow m f/igan-g' r aj'j'WTMg fAar 'f (2// 0 — }'ga/̂  

When I went on to question this student, he told me that this assumption was usual 

practice: 

A: Is that OK? 

& / <5̂0M Y AT̂OTt". TTzaf aM mfgrĝ ^Mg ŵgj'fzoM / gw&ŷ  ZM 
aM /(/gaZ wowZff â ArgvgryoMg m f/zea^g; 'Dô -ow mzn̂ Z 
if I take part in the operation?' but... 

y4.' ...Zy zY a/z ^racn'cg m a ĝacAmg Aô pzYaZ? 

& 'j' OMg q/"fAg w/MpoAg» fOff q/rw/gf, / g w g ( 2 / 7 0 - j'* };ga7̂  

This lack of being involved in negotiating access to a patient's body in theatre, whether 

through observation or touch, may be further evidence of the unconscious body as first 

and foremost medical. When the student was talking to the patient beforehand he may 

not have seen any necessity to negotiate access to the body as object in theatre - as I 

highlighted above. 

However, students are also asked by their consultants to attend certain operations, 

perhaps because there may be an 'interesting case' or because such activity is part of 

their everyday education/experience on the attachment. In such circumstances, it is 

difficult for students to refuse, as they will risk being seen as uninterested or lacking in 

motivation and, in addition, give up the opportunity of gaining experience. In these 

situations, students may not have already met the patient. One student told me that they 

did not think that patients always knew that students were present in the theatre. Of 

course, it may be that the consultant or another member of the team does always gain 

consent for individual students to be present, but if this is the case, it seems strange that 

students would not be aware of it: 

S: When you just go into theatre and you see 5 or 6 people, none of 
them have been asked whether (...) and I was on the lower deck 
and I think a lot of people wouldn 't have been comfortable with 
students being there when that sort of thing was happening. 

Aow (Zogj f/zaf 
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& /eg/ <3 zY zj f w / ; / / g e f 
ufecf fo %Y m fAe encf. 7 mean / Y/gg/ 6ecaw^g fAg ̂ afzgn̂ ^ 
are a/zagĵ Aê f j'gt̂  6ŵ  gr/n 6gcaz^g Âg)/ 6/oM Y 
^3/j -

Whilst the student expresses some discomfort about patients not knowing they are there, 

they also think they will get used to the situation, implying that it might be common 

practice and another practice that they need to get used to. The fact that the patient is 

unconscious and so unaware of the student's presence seems to ameliorate the situation 

slightly and I think this again illustrates how the unconscious body is afforded less 

status than the conscious body. The patient does not know what is going on, and their 

body is passive and objectified. 

The same student describes how they were also involved with assisting in operations 

even if in a very minor way and describes a situation where a patient is under local 

anaesthetic. They start describing what another student did but end up owning the 

situation. This, alongside the explanation that they were not doing anything 

'important', again appears to act as a justification for the patient's lack of consent to 

student involvement: 

f/zg}; caM V ĝg wg w/gyg a/Z j'orf q/"f/zg g»c/ //zgrg 
one of my colleagues - another medical student - insisted on holding a 
clamp or something for that operation. But the patient was actually 
cowczowj f/zg}" Y /zovg 6gg» a6/g jgg f/zaf ẑ  a /Mgĉ zcaZ 
ffWgMf f/zg}" x/grgM Y a//. ,$'0 / /zm;g z z » opgrâ zo/z 
with a patient. I mean you don't do anything important; you just pull 
the skin back a bit. (3/5 - 3'^'^ year) 

Another participant reported undertaking a rectal examination on a person in theatre for 

a prostate problem. They were asked to do this by the surgeon in charge. The student 

grappled with the problem of whether the patient had fully consented to this; they knew 

they had consented to the operation, but felt it was unlikely that they had consented to 

the student carrying out the examination: 

I'm not sure they were asked if that could be done (...) But he got me to 
you know he just basically gave us the gloves and we knew that was, and 
I kind of you know it hadn't, up until that point there 'd been various 
rgâ yow w/z}" wg W avozcfgcf o/zg a/ẑ f /A/zgw yyg li/grg gozng Aavg 
fo (fo o»g of 5:o/Mg jPOZMf. A (foĝ M Y AofAgr oig af a/Z. 7 /zm'g fo agaz» 
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AezMg ^o/fY/ca/̂ y correc/ z/ Y 6ofAer mg (/"a 
AaLy/! Y 6egM 6wf / fAaf 'jy wj'f one q/"rAô g rAaf / /Mean fY 
ywf/, 7 /MeaM Âg}; ^fg/i a coMJgM/ybr/M, )/ow AMOW/ /Y 'j- fga/Zy. 
(3/9 - j'^ygar^ 

This student tried to find a way to rationalise this and, again, revealed a tension between 

the needs of her education and respecting the patient; not to take up the opportunity can 

be viewed as a missed opportunity to learn something new: 

Tow jgg zY fowMCik ĝrrzA/g rga/^ 7 Y rgaẐ y, / /»ga» 7 myarg 
q/fAg_/ac^ f/zar 7 (foM Y f/zmA: //zg ĵ gr̂ OM /za6̂  6ggM Ag(/. 7 
mean he probably would have been asked, I mean it's probably quite 
normal for the surgeon to do it so obviously somebody is going to be 
doing it whether or not they would know that the students would do it. 

wg /zoryg fo /garM fo/Mg/zow zY, zY 'j j!7ro6a6(y gâ zgr fo 
Zea/Tz on an aMaĝ /̂zê ẑ gcf̂ â z'g/ẑ  a/z(f /ĝ y.; r̂aw/MO ẑc/or aM}" /̂ aA'gn̂  
M//zgM j / o w / z a v g fo <̂ o z/ OM f07Mg60((y w//zo _yo« 
/zm/zVzg fo/gg/ zA /'vg 6z/j'o (foMg, /'vg câ /zgfgrẑ eâ  a ggMZ/gmaM 
well, again when he was anaesthetised with the senior reg. The senior 
rgg. faz(f }'ow t/zow Jo ̂ yow wa/z/ /o (io fAzj' 7̂ az<̂  _yeaA. (3/9 -
)/ea^ 

Whilst assisting in procedures is different from observing activities in theatre, I think 

that negotiating access to both needs attention. The following extract serves as an 

illustration and is a story told to me by one third-year student who, with other students, 

was called to an emergency surgery situation by the consultant because it was an 

'interesting case'. In fact, the patient died and this would be a memorable and 

distressing experience for anyone, especially given the rather dramatic and prolonged 

circumstances. What struck the student was that they watched someone die that they 

did not 'know from Adam' and what she describes is that this, alongside the realisation 

that he had a family waiting for news, served to connect them emotionally with the 

situation; it was no longer possible to de-personalise the encounter or the person in 

theatre; the everyday body was very present. Putting herself in the daughter's position 

led the student to the conclusion that they should not be present, as she "wouldn't want 

a load of students there". I think it appears disrespectful to her, although she does not 

explicitly say this. I suspect that no one would have asked the family if they minded 

students observing in this situation. What stands out for me is this student's genuine 

human response to the situation: 
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& 7%ere were a cowpZe wAere we were caZ/ecf m wAen 7 wo^ on 
vaycwZar/ Âe coM ŷw/̂ anfywfr ca/W c/owM /o f/ze war̂ f an̂ / y 
fAere are amj/ f̂ w(/eM̂ ,̂ ê// Âe/M co/Me ^Aeâ re, we Aave go^ 
a n(prwrg(/ anew^f/n'. /4M<̂  we (ffffrz Y ^ow aMyfAmg a6owf fAe 
c<3̂ e ar aZZ. PFe wa/^i^ fo rAea/re e;i^ec^mg j'ge j'ome 
6rzZZzaM/ j'z/rgeAy fo ybc ̂ /zf̂  gz^'f aorrfc a77e«/g/f/» a/z^ Ae acrwa/^ 
(fze(/ OM /̂ze faA/e a/z^/wa^ /ofaZ/y w/zprepare^fybr zY. /g/za&z Y, 7 
/zâ f Mever /nef /̂ze gz{y, ̂ yow A/zow 7 (P̂za&z Y Az/yz^o/n 
aM /̂w<iy rea/Zy ẑ p̂ yeA reaZ ,̂ reaZ^ ẑ ŷeA 7r wa^ rAê rj'̂  
êr̂ oM 7Aa(/ ever ĵ ee/z <̂ ze /cfzW/z Y/ee/ Zẑ e /̂ /zow/c^ Aave 

6ee/i r/zere. Wg coẑ Ẑ f/z Y reaZ/y fee w/zar waj goz»g on oMfZ zr waĵ  
gomg OMybr Aourg a/zcZ Aowra wzfA gz^;6Zee<izMg a/zcZ r/z^ 
could not put him back together. And you know he obviously 
<:fzYfM Y Awow ̂ /zâ /̂ow were /Aere, 6ŵ  /ze waj' rẑ j/zefZ z/zyro7» Âe 
amzAMZance. 

y4.- y4M(Z /zow (ZW w/zaf cZẑf fAaf maAe}/oz//eeZ ZzAe? (̂ .. J 

& 7/e/^ 7 wam̂ ecf ge^ oŵ  oLy gẑ zĉ Zy oj ̂ o^ ẑ6Ze 6ecawf e 7 
(ZWw YyeeZ 7f/zoz/Z(Z 6e /̂ Zzere. (̂ ...,) l^e were rea<̂ zMg /zzj »o^ef fo 
try and get a gist of what was going on and it said at the bottom 
his family, his wife and children are here and they have been 
zy^r»ze(Z fAaf Âe rZ:̂ A_yow jcTzow ÂaZ ^Aere ẑ  P0% cZza/zce Ae 
z'j' goz/zg (̂ ẑe on Âe â6Ze 6<iyzcaZ()/. 7re/Me/»6er /̂zzn̂ '/zg, z/'7 
waj Ââ ŷoz/ Anow ̂ 7w<i; Ẑaz/gAfer, 76ZoM Y fAzMA;7wowZ6Z 
wa/zf a Zoa(Z q/"g^wtZenf^^(a/if^zng (Aere. YeaA, 7 woa reaZZy 
wp̂ ê  a6oz/̂  zY. (3/2 - j'̂ ^ /̂earj 

Patients' ability to say no 

A further third year student also told me that certain procedures were invasive and that, 

because patients may not be in a position to refuse, it was up to students to take 

responsibility for negotiating access, giving adequate information. 

The problem is that patients will accept the examination almost blindly 
and I think the onus that is put on us to explain what we are doing as we 
go along and why we are doing it is a good one. You know there are 
only a limited number of excuses for a rectal or vaginal exam. 
(3/2 - 3"̂  year) 

The notion that "patients will accept the examination almost blindly" is an interesting 

one as there is an assumption that patients are freely able to refuse to participate, when 

they are asked, and I found that different students had different views about how 

possible it was for patients to refuse consent to be examined by a student. 
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The following student was unusual in that they reported that quite a few people had, in 

fact, refused their requests to examine them and indicated that there was a need for 

students to be proactive in the exchange and offer patients the possibility of saying no. 

She also, interestingly, made reference to how the patient might feel intimidated by a 

group of students and what they might think were the consequences of saying no; 

& / fo fg// a fAey can .ya}/ no 

fo. fo AMOiv fAar. Y go m 

fAgre were ̂ ve or /Me(fzca/ ^̂ wcfen̂ ^ me. 

y4.' Do };ow i/ zj eojyybr ̂ a^en^f ô »o? 
S: I think, I think some might do (laughs) Probably not though, 

oMce Jo/»eoMg /zaj' co/»e wp ro ̂ -ow, _yow <̂ 0M Y ĝgZ 
yow c<2M /zo, ^wrg a /o^ q / ^ ^ / z z M ^ ; 
MO, wzV/ /Ag (/oc^or ̂ rgâ  /Mg (fz^rgnr^? (3/^ -

Another student again mentioned the problem of the blurring of the role boundaries: 

patients wouldn't say no to doctors and so if they were not quite sure what the term 

'medical student' means, they would not feel able to say no to students: 

I think that if people really didn 't want to be examined or approached 
then they woidd say no. But I think some of it comes out of this thing of 
f/zg TMgcî zca/ ' ro/g z» f/zaf /̂ Ag}" are »of fz/re w/zgf/zgr fAg)/ 
COM MO ô ŷoẑ  /Mg(izca/ j'̂ wâ e/ẑ .y. peop/g/eeZ o6/zgg^ nô  ô 

/zo ̂ o (/oc^orf w/g//. (3/^ - j"̂ }'g<]A)) 

Some students thought about the problem when I questioned them about it and the 

following student acknowledged that patients may feel under an obligation: 

I am not sure whether people feel under pressure or not, yeah, I guess it 
z.y gwzYg ô .yoy no, g^gcza/^ z / ^ o r g Az/z<̂  q/̂ ẑVzg Âgrg <3M<̂  
they have nothing else to do. I guess they do feel kind of obliged to do it. 
Yeah, mmm, probably. (3/2 - 3'^'^ year) 

Some students were reflective about how difficult it was for patients to say no (even 

though the general consensus seemed to be that most patients do not mind) and were 

upfront about patient's right to refuse their requests to clerk or examine them. 

However, attempts to rationalise their activities also lead to contradictory statements or 

circular arguments: 
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Y fY'j, /ngver (fo /ggZ fAaf /a/M f7?ipojmg OM a 6gcaw ê 
are 6 ^ r g .yee ity ca/i no. / 

Aave Mgver aeen anyoMe wAo / ÂowgÂ yg/̂  UMC0/7̂ rfa6Ze fAe 
fzVwâ zoM or a/ryfAzng. /AznÂ  Âere are f̂/Mê y wAeM 
aj'JM/Mecf fAâ  zY z\y a reacAmgyacz/z(y a//̂ aA'e/ẑ j' Âow/ĉ  acc^r rAar 
6wf / (foM Y rAz«̂  r/zgy fAowM / fAzMA: eve^Aoafy ÂowZcf Aove fAg rzgAf (o 

'OA MO, / gfoM Y 14/a/zf a j'fWenf'. (3/9 - }'ea7}̂  

The following student also illustrates the problem of the circular argument; there is an 

underlying assumption that patients will not refuse, as they have never refused their 

requests; yet at the same time the student acknowledges that it is difficult for patients to 

say no: 

I usually ask if it is OK. But to be honest it is quite, I mean it is difficult. 
I try and kind of remember to say if it is OK, but if they are not happy it 
is usually very difficult to refuse in that kind of situation. I usually do 
ask if it is OK if I do this. But I guess it is probably more for my benefit 
in that I know that I have asked it because no-one has ever said to me 
'no / <joM V /o <̂ 0 - j'* }'ea/)) 

This student illustrates how complex the process is for them: on the one hand they know 

that it is hard for patients to say no and on the other none have ever said no. What is 

revealing here is that they acknowledge that the act of asking if it is OK to examine a 

patient is more for the students' benefit than the patients'. For me this illustrates how 

the focus is not on negotiating access with each individual patient and seeing this as the 

important beginning to a two-way interaction between themselves and a patient; and 

further illustrates the shifting ground of the status of the patient body from everyday to 

medical. 

As I mentioned in the last chapter, some of the participants in my study explained to me 

that, as they began to take a history, they were also judging whether patients were 

happy with this or not. Sometimes they picked up that the patients were uncomfortable 

or didn't really want the students to examine them and therefore stopped or 

foreshortened the process. This, I think, is a good example of the complexity of the 

relationship and shows how students do attempt to connect with patients' everyday 

body, as the following two examples show; 

S: But I mean I am only going on what Ifeel coming from the 
ôAe/zA wAzcA /»of^ q/̂ Âe ẑme ênck ̂ o 6e are, Ââ  fA^ 
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yeg/ fA/j'. / (/on Y fAz/zA: 7 /zm;g e%a/MZMg(f or 
<3 wAo 6een wMco/?^rfa6/g wzYA zY. 

y4.- 6'o are)/ow a// Âg r/mg? ^oj'j'z6/g? 

& TeaA, 7 }/eaA. 

A: Judge whether they feel OK and .... 

& ... / TMgan ŷoTMg, / /zave Mof g%a/MZMe(̂ jpgop/e w/zgM 7̂ Mzf/z /̂zg 
Azf̂ o/y. /ywd^g ^AaZ/w/ow/̂ //gg/ w/zco/7^rfa6Ze gx:<3/MZMZ/zg Âzj 
^a/zg/7f Agcaẑ ĝ f/zg}" Y fgg/M co/y /̂"fa6Zg wzrA mg. 5'o 

Âen /wowZcf nof wanf fo cfo fAaf. (̂ ...̂  f eop/g wAo /(foM Ŷ ggZ 
rgZaucgcf (^er^/ow Aave ^oAen /o fAg/» ybr a Zo/zg fz7»g a/z<7 can 6g 
amrzoMĵ  a/z(f f/zzMg& Or zi'yẑ ^ a jpraĉ zcaZ f/zzMg zj 
j7gqp/g wAo jggm ZzAe fAgy wa/zr ggr aM/ay go a/z(f ĉ o 

ô/Mĝ Az/zg g/̂ g. (3/f - jrĉ /̂ga/)) 

And there are occasions, when with certain patients, I'll think I'm not so 
happy about doing the examination on this patient cause you can sense 
in the history that they might be a bit nervous or anxious and you just 
think well, there is no point really because you are going to have to 
o6vzoztyZy wnĉ rĝ f Âg/w ô a cgrfaz/z gxr/g/ẑ  j/oz/ ca/z ĝ/ẑ g 
are not going to be happy with that so you sometimes, Ijust leave it. 
(2/7 - j' yga/)) 

What struck me in such conversations with students was that they were not only trying 

to pick up how patients might be feeling but were also expressing to me that they felt 

uncomfortable when they realised that patients were unhappy, which in some way 

seemed to acknowledge the two-way nature of the interaction. However, whilst I think 

this connection with patients and their bodies reveals a sensitivity and respect for 

patient's feelings, there is an inherent, rather paradoxical, problem. In effect, students 

are compensating for some patients' lack of ability and power in the encounter to 

actually refuse consent at the beginning of the encounter. Despite their connection with 

patients, they still operate some level of control, during the encounter, for how it 

progresses; it is therefore clearly not an equal 2-way encounter or symmetrical 

relationship (Goffman, 1969) in this respect. 

Taking Responsibility 

What generally appeared to be the case was that students' attention or focus was on 

practising the history and examination or feeling a useful participant in a patient's care, 

rather than on the process of negotiating access. Students did not report inappropriately 
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clerking people who were not competent to make an informed decision. However, one 

third year student did refer to an incident that they had experienced and I think this 

starkly illustrates the consequences of any lack of attention to the opening of the 

encounter. They had asked a nurse which patients might be useful for them to clerk and 

the following exchange explains what followed: 

& /gg/ are ve/]/ Âg 
/ am q/ / V gef a ouf q/ 

her. And it was afterwards I went to speak to the SHO who was 
carg q/'Aer awf Ag j'azgf. 7 (foM V Awow wA)/ gvg» 

6ô Agrg(/, j/zg Aaf gwzfg ^gverg c f g o i g M f z a f A g nwr̂ g Y, 
gfYAgf Y Agcawj'g // Y Ae/-^a^gwr J. 

A: So did you give up, in terms of did you go from the history to the 
examination? 

S: I did yes, although Ijust did a general examination because from 
the history I couldn't really tell what was going on. And in fact 
it was not until I went away and asked the SHO that I found out 

What I think occurred here is that, because the nurse has suggested a patient to clerk, 

the student almost took this as proxy consent from the patient. Although the student 

obviously knew that something was not quite right, as they were unable to 'get a 

history', they still carried on with the examination and only found out that the patient 

suffered from dementia after the encounter when they spoke to the SHO. Apart from 

illustrating how the process of negotiating access can be subjugated to the history taking 

and examination, this encounter also indicates that the student did not necessarily feel 

responsible for their interaction and therefore for negotiating access with the patient as 

they had been informed by the nurse that the patient would be suitable to clerk. 

Hafferty (1991:9) notes the importance of the concept of "what it means to be 

responsible" in the professional socialisation of doctors. This focus on 'responsibility' 

in professional socialisation has also been raised in the other contexts. Earlier work by 

Kleinman and Fine (1979:280) highlighted this notion of 'responsibility' as a particular 

concern for moral organisations. In education this would refer to those that expected to 

change/better students in some way as opposed to just teach them technical skills as part 
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of "the emerging perspective of the humanistic professional".^ Becker et al (1961: 223) 

named 'experience' and 'responsibility' as tvyo 'perspectives' or ideas/actions which 

medical students draw on as part of the medical student culture "which tells them what 

direction they should put forth their effort" and it is these perspectives that their 

teachers also wish to inculcate to students. In the previous chapter, I illustrated how 

students struggle with the need to acquire experience of examination, through 

effectively using the patient's body for their educational needs, whilst at the same time 

needing to find some purpose or use for their actions so that they did not feel they were 

using patients' bodies for their own ends. Becker's work was concerned with the 

doctor's responsibility in relation to their patients: 

(...) basically the term refers to the archetypal feature of medical 
practice: the physician who holds his patient's fate in his hands and on 
whom the patient's life or death may depend. Medical responsibility is 
responsibility for the patient's well-being, and the exercise of medical 
responsibility is seen as the basic and key action of the practising 
physician. The physician is most a physician when he exercises this 
responsibility (Becker et al, 1961: 224). 

Essentially, Becker and his colleagues were interested in actions that could result in 

adverse care or errors of judgement for patients and how students drew on their 

understandings about responsibility to interpret these and their consequences. 

Sinclair, drawing on Becker's work (and extending it to include reference to Bourdieu's 

concepts of dispositions and habitus), also proposed 'Responsibility' as one of his 

dispositions: psychological structures which structure or guide people's actions or 

thoughts. 'Responsibility' for the patient's care in the clinical years of students' 

medical education is located with the patient's doctor, as students do not actually 'have' 

any patients. For Sinclair, a student may only take on "real Responsibility" when they 

are involved in hot medicine, for example when they are on-take; but otherwise operate 

"hypothetical Responsibility" as they gain experience on the wards (Sinclair, 1997: 

199). 

Neither Becker nor Sinclair was concerned with the concept of responsibility in relation 

to negotiating access and, to a certain extent, this may be a product of the dates of their 

® This research drew on two contexts: students in a seminary and little leaguers to highlight ways in 
which moral organisations use rhetoric to control recruits (such as caring, sharing, and teamwork) and 
emphasise their responsibility to take on these values or participate in certain activities. 
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work. Whilst students may only be hypothetically responsible for the care of patients 

with whom they interact in much of what they undertake before they qualify (a doctor 

would always take overall responsibility), I think that students must be, to a certain 

extent, responsible for their individual interactions with patients. The Policy on the 

Rights of Patients in Medical Education (School of Medicine, 2004) clearly places 

students as well as their consultants as being responsible for their actions; but it is 

focused on the process of obtaining consent. In this section I want to explore this in 

relation to negotiating access to examine a patient. I am interested in the boundaries of 

this responsibility: where students were able to take responsibility and when and why 

responsibility was located elsewhere, in order to explore how this changing location of 

responsibility might impact on the objectification of the patient's body. 

I have discussed how teaching on the wards removed students from the process of 

engaging in any meaningful manner with patients that they were examining and placed 

students firmly on the side of inspecting a patient's medical body. What happens to 

patients in these situations is essentially out of students' control and I found a similar 

pattern in relation to how access to a patient's body is negotiated in such circumstances. 

The following student outlines the difference between being on their own (and in 

control) and when they are working directly with doctors; 

S: It's when you are with the patient and you are on your own, you 
have got to make them comfortable and make them feel fine with 
doing that and get consent and things. But when you have got 
the consultant there you feel you can almost do what you want in 

go j/ow are nof ybr f/ig carg m 
J are /br 

& M). 

In a teaching encounter on the ward, the student describes how they are excused from 

taking responsibility for the patient's comfort or for their consent for any actions that 

might take place. This student also goes on to say how they can "almost do what you 

want" because the consultant is taking responsibility for their actions. The patient is 

again seen as the passive recipient of whatever might be decided for them and not as an 

active participant in the process; how they might feel or what they might want to 
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happen in the situation is not something the student needs to be concerned about as they 

are not responsible within this sort of encounter. Responsibility for the patient's 

comfort and consent is firmly placed with the consultant. 

Another student described how consent for examinations might be obtained, in this sort 

of context, in two distinct ways: students may or may not be present but the "Is it OK" 

approach is again evident; 

[the doctor] Aave wazY ^o 
(foef M V êe m fAe/z fAe wz/Z go wp 7 Aove a 
cowp/e wzYA /Me co/ng cAa/ 
with you or would like to come and look at you and things like that and 
gxg/MZMgj/ow. Zy f/zaf V-J /Aave .ygeM Awow 
where people are being asked in front o/[me], yeah. I have experienced 
fAaf /More rece/zfZy /̂ze c/z/zzcj. fo/Mĝ z/Mej' ZM c/z/zzc ^f/zej/ Aave 
a /zew jpâ ze/ẑ  wzVZ fo /Me c/er^ ̂ /ze/M/zz-jf a/z(f Âe/z wzYZ 
come back and ask me about them and the patient is asked with me in 
the room. And that is a very difficult situation. (3/3 - 3^^ year) 

The point I am attempting to make here is that in certain activities such as teaching on 

wards or in theatre, the responsibility for negotiating access for students to examine 

patients is placed with the doctor, but the same issues apply: in the above situations 

there is an assumption that patients will respond affirmatively and a subtle coercion is 

apparent; in the second situation patients are likely to have even more difficulties with 

saying no if they wanted to because the student is already present. 

Once the responsibility for negotiating access to examine a patient is seen to lie not with 

the student/s examining but with the consultant, there are inherent dangers for students 

(and patients); in effect students are removed from taking responsibility for their direct 

relationship with the patient's body. The potential consequences of these sorts of 

situations are again thrown into sharp relief when students are asked to undertake 

activities which they find difficult; in effect, a critical incident highlights a problem 

with a practice which might otherwise just be seen as normal, and so challenges the 

taken-for-granted assumptions. In particular, the issue is highlighted when the 

responsibility for gaining consent is out of students' control; for example: 

7 re/Me/MAe/" z/z ̂ /ze W }'ea/'. / (foM Y rg/Me/M̂ g/" zf ve/y we// 6̂ ^ (/oz/zg a/7 
ZM̂ e/YiaZ e%<2/Mz/zafzo/i o/z a Zacfy w/icfe/- a/zae&̂ Aê zc a/zcf / fAz/zA fAe 
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Wfzy wanW mg 
j!7mc(z.ye Aow (fo an exa/Mmâ oM <3M(/ Âf\y z.; wAar̂ /ow (fo ancf 

Âowg(;̂  /Me ro (fo. / g w e ^ q / " c / z W zY wzYAoŵ  fAzn^ng Âg 
fz/Mg. /cfoM Y AMÔy Aô v ozzzcA 6g/fgr an gjcpgrz'gMCg z/ wowM 6g (fo 
ggf /̂ eop/g cowgMf fAâ )/ow cfo zY. ^gcawj'g /̂ZMĈ  zf cfẑ cwZf m a 
6gcazAyg}'oz/ arg V̂ẑ f q/"rArow/z zVz (î o a /of q/"f/zaf}"()« org /lof 
Q'wzYg jzzrg a6owf / g«ĝ .y. -̂ga/)) ̂  

And I was in a room by myself and he was [patient with schizophrenia] 
cfg:̂ cn6z»g aZZ fAĝ sg fAzMg:5 (o mg. /wgTif 6ac^ fo f/zg coM ŵ/fa?zf aM<i 
^rgjg/zW fAg cafg Ag j'azW q/̂ wg go Ag yz/ff â zck Y^r^arg 
/Me af aZZ. 7/g x'g/̂ f 6acA: z/zfo fAe roo/M a/ẑ f jaẑ f/ 'TZzg/zf M/g arg gozMg fo 
examine you now' [testicular examination] and I was kind of not happy 
a6oz/f zf a/zf/ Y fo c/o zA /yzzf/ (/zff/z Y a/ẑ f f/ze co/zj'zz/fa/zf 
g%;a/MZMe(f Azm anc/ f̂ en Ag âzW/ '7(zgAf, now f/ze ̂ fizt̂ enf w gomg fo' 
and he did not kind of address me at all. He, I think he, he definitely 
said: 'Is it OK if the student examines you as well? ' and the chap said 
that was fine and I did so. Well it was OK but I was really nervous and I 
did it. You know to be fair I think in retrospect I was thrown in at the 
6/e^ g/zff a/ẑ if zY ĵ roAaA/y, /M6̂ 6e a goocf fAzng aj / wowZc/n Y 
Mecg;y.yanYy To 6g .yAow/z Aow /o g%a/Mz/ze :yo/Meo/ze .̂.̂ . 4̂̂  fAe fz/Mg / 
w<%r Mof <36oẑ f zY. (3/2 -

The medical hierarchy is very apparent in this context and, in effect, the patient sits at 

the bottom, the doctor at the top with the student stuck, often uncomfortably, in the 

middle; should they act as advocates for the patients and refuse to undertake an activity 

which they feel is inappropriate but risk the consequences of this from the doctor; or 

should they just put their head down and get on with what they have been instructed to 

do, gain the necessary experience and not risk any fallout? In effect, the patient may be 

reliant on the student's decision in such circumstances. 

However, as we have already seen, students find it extremely difficult to challenge 

practices that they think are inappropriate or the people that are carrying these out. 

Some students did report ways that they found to challenge practices as their confidence 

grew; for example, the following student outlines their response to not being introduced 

as a 'medical student': 

There have been a few instances where I have been introduced as 'my 
coZ/eagzze' or )/owMg (focfor' or f/zaf forf q/̂ f/zz/zg //eg/ ve/]/ Mgrvoz/ĵ  

^ This student is describing an incident which took place before the introduction of the patients rights 
policy and did go on to say that during her fifth year she had seen a change "they sat us down and said 
this is a process and you must consent people before doing this before the operation" 
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oj; weZZ OMcf 7 Y 6gcawj'g 7 aficfn 'f yeeZ 7 /zacif fAg 
coT ĉfgMce, or/wa^y ̂ carĝ f q/'fAg co/Mw/raM^ or whoever zV w<i;. 
)y%grgaf MOW, 7 wowZ<̂ yzwf //zaAg ŷwrg 7 M;owZ(/ '//z, /'/» / a/M a 
fAW ĝ̂ ?/- /Mgâ /caZ j'fw(/gMf'. y^M^/^yow/na^ jz/rg fAar gvgn ^rAgy 
&)M V A»ow wAaf a fAWjygg/- fWg/ir (fogj or zj, 7 Aave /waĉ g rAg g/^r^ 
ô .yay rAâ  7 am nof a ĉ ocfor, 7a/M a &(WgM(. (3/J -

The student is well aware of the limits of their challenge - patients may still not know 

what a medical student means - but feels that at least they can do something and takes 

responsibility for this; it is another example of subtle resistance. I asked this student if 

they would feel able to challenge the person that introduced them incorrectly by, for 

example, directly pointing out to them that they would prefer to be introduced in a 

different way. They responded that this was more difficult, especially if you had no 

relationship with the doctor; "if you are only meeting them once, only connect with 

Âg/M OMCg, orybr w/za/gvgr rgafOM. 7 <̂0M Y ^ow Aô y rgac^ or }wAâ gvgr. 7 

do feel a bit intimidated to say, tell them what to do or how to introduce me ". 

Another fifth-year student described how they still tried to establish some sort of 

relationship with a patient even when it was the consultant who had previously 

negotiated access; 

He would ask me to have a go, [examine the patient] then I would have 
done, but I would have felt more uncomfortable because I had not 
introduced myself to the patient before. But I still would do certain 
things like introduce myself and ask her if she was in pain and ask her if 
zY zf OAT ̂ 7 cfo ̂  ro (̂ o - j'* ̂ ga/)) 

Interestingly, Atkinson (1997) writes about how he negotiated access for his research 

observations on the ward and there are interesting parallels with what I have been 

attempting to explore in this chapter. Whilst he had wanted to be introduced to patients 

by the doctors, in the event this was not something that was made explicit; he was 

subsumed into the group and might have been taken by patients to be another clinician 

or a medical student. He writes; 

To that extent, then, although I was an open observer with regard to the 
doctors and students, I was a disguised observer with regard to the 
patients. From my point of view this was less a deliberate research 
strategy, but more an exigency forced on me by the situation I was in. 
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Control of teaching situations lay unequivocally with the teaching 
consultants, registrars or house officers. To that extent, both the 
negotiation of permission to teach, and disclosure of my identity, were 
the prerogative of the clinicians themselves. For me to attempt to enter 
into separate negotiations, and to achieve an open identity for myself 
when the clinicians remained silent, would have been to question the 
position of the doctors. It could have endangered the entire enterprise 
(ibid.: 52). 

For students, the enterprise is their education and indeed their future careers. 

Drawing on documents 

For the documentary analysis part of this chapter, I wanted to explore the School's 

Policy on the Rights of Patients in Medical Education (School of Medicine, 2004), the 

connections between this and the written instructions students receive in their 

handbooks and the practice of negotiating access that they described to me. 

Patients' rights 

The patients' rights policy was introduced in the School in 2001 and the document, that 

sets it out, was updated in 2004. I analysed the most recent version and I have included 

this in Appendix E. The first point that I want to make about this is that it was 

developed by Doyal to "help protect students from being asked to behave unethically" 

(2001: 685) and, therefore, its audience was intended for clinical teachers and students 

rather than patients, despite purporting to set out their rights. There are no instructions, 

that I could find, that indicate that the policy should be shared with patients themselves 

or how this might be done. 

The document begins with the statement: "Patients have a moral right to exercise 

control over the circumstances in which they are physically touched and in which 

personal and clinical information about them is communicated to others", implying that 

patients should be active participants in the student-patient encounter. There are, then, 

a series of statements that I think are identifiable as ways to ensure this is the case. 

However, apart from a following sentence, "The patient should be involved as a partner 

in the educational activity", the patient appears to be represented as someone to which 

things are done. So, for example there is no explanation as to what form this 

partnership might take, or what a patient's role in this partnership might be. The fact 
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that the document is not addressed to patients may compound the sense that the 

patient's role, in any active way, is underplayed. 

The document contains statements, the purpose of which is to ensure that patients 

receive enough information to give informed consent, but these too are sometimes 

vague; so, for example students must not be described to patients by clinical teachers as 

"'young doctors', 'my colleagues' or 'assistants'", but may be described as '"medical 

students' or 'student doctors'" which, as I have outlined earlier, may not be self 

explanatory for patients, especially in regard to the sometimes blurred boundaries 

between students' educational needs and patient care. Furthermore, there is an 

instruction that "patients should be reminded of the purpose of any activity in which 

they participate with students", but this does not acknowledge that the purpose may not 

always be straightforward to students, or give any information about the amount of 

detail that patients might need, over and above 'take a history and examine you', in 

order to make a informed choice as to whether they want to participate or not. 

Students are informed that patients "should understand that their participation is entirely 

voluntary and resistance should be respected with reassurance that unwillingness to 

participate will not compromise their care"; however the tenor of this instruction is that 

patients need only be reminded if they are unwilling, rather than this being a general 

point to cover in all encounters. There are clear instructions that state that physical 

examinations should not be carried out on patients under anaesthetic, without their 

written consent, but as I have outlined this does not always take happen (see also 

Coldicott, 2003 whose study took place in Bristol). There are no instructions about 

students being present in theatre, with or without patient consent, and this is not 

surprising given the response that I had from students when I asked them about this. 

My sense about this document is that it is a 'wish list', which, whilst its statements are 

laudable, does not acknowledge the structural difficulties for students: students are 

responsible for obtaining valid consent from patients but the instruction about this 

groups them with clinical teachers: "Clinical teachers and students must obtain explicit 

verbal consent from patients before students take their case histories or physically 

examine them" and, as I have shown, students are sometimes in a position where they 

cannot take responsibility or openly question their clinical teachers. By grouping 
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students and clinical teachers together the statement avoids the question of whether 

students should, indeed, be held responsible for the process in any, or in which, of their 

encounters. 

Similarly, the phrase, "Clinical teachers and students should never perform physical 

examinations that are potentially embarrassing for primary educational purposes 

without the patients' verbal consent, both for the physical examination itself and for the 

number of students present", does not help students who find themselves in a ward 

teaching situation where they feel there are inappropriate numbers of students present: 

should they be expected to ask the patient how many students they want present if the 

clinical teacher does not? 

The document ends with saying that clinical teachers are responsible for following the 

guidelines and states that, "Encouragement of students to ignore these guidelines is 

unacceptable and if students feel unduly pressurised they should report the incident to 

the Clinical Sub-Dean or the appropriate Associate Clinical Sub-Dean. However, as we 

have seen, it might not be so much that students are 'encouraged' to ignore the 

guidelines; rather that certain practices are normalised. Moreover, telling students to 

report incidents does not mean that they are actually able to do this, particularly if there 

is a culture which really does not, in practice, encourage this because of the possible, or 

perceived possible, consequences for students. Statements of rights, for whatever 

purpose, does not mean it is necessarily so. 

Students' instructions 

The policy document is included in the year 3 and 5 student handbooks (School of 

Medicine, 2002a and 2002b). One issue is that, as it contains statements about the 

rights of patients, it is not explicitly a set of instructions for students and, as I have just 

outlined, the wording does not always make it clear who is responsible for what. Both 

the handbooks have the same section at the beginning called "Instructions to students in 

clinical areas", which includes paragraphs on, communication, examination, health 

records, and practical procedures. The first of these contains the following statement: 

Whilst you are encouraged to talk to patients and relatives, you should 
not offer information on diagnoses which is not already known to the 
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patient and their family. Ask permission to talk to them and to relatives 
and always obtain the patient's verbal consent before you take a history 
from him/her (SoM. 2002a: 9) 

The second paragraph, on examination, follows this with: 

Always obtain the patient's verbal consent to examine him/her. Ensure 
a chaperone is present when appropriate (see Appendix 2). Invasive 
procedures (i.e P.V. or P.R.) should not be performed unless requested 
by a qualified member of the medical team and either supervised by 
them, or by a nurse if the latter has been authorised by them to do so, 
and the patient has consented (ibid.: 9) 

What might constitute consent is not detailed here and also it is again unclear what 

students should do in ward teaching situations: should they always seek consent as well 

as the teachers? There is no cross referencing to the patients' rights document under 

this heading, which is included in the next section. I suspect this is because the 

patients' rights document is a recent addition to the handbooks, but the effect of this is 

to present different instructions to students in different places. Appendix 2, of both 

handbooks, contains the "Revision of introduction to history taking and physical 

examination" section which I looked at in the last chapter" and, under the heading, 

"introduction to the patient" it says, "You should not assess any patient without the 

verbal consent of a member of the responsible medical team" (ibid.: Appendix 2), 

which is slightly contradictory to the information in the introduction to the handbook, 

which implies that students can take a history and do an examination, once the patient 

gives consent. It may, of course, be referring to assessing patients as part of clinical 

care rather than as solely for educational purposes, but, if so, this is not made clear. The 

Appendix does contain a little more detail on the consent process with patients, but still 

remains vague: 

Introduce yourself by name as a medical student 
Say that you would like to talk/to examine the patient, if it would be 
convenient, as part of your training. 
You should give an indication of how long you hope to spend with the 
patient (ibid.: Appendix 2). 

Whilst introductions and negotiating access is covered as part of students' 

communication skills training, I still think that the written instructions could be clearer, 

and, as with the section above, there is no cross reference in this Appendix to the 
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patients' rights document. A consistent approach would also help to emphasise, for 

students, what is important. Furthermore, the instructions imply a passive patient, as 

apart from the need to give consent, there is little other sense that the relationship is an 

interactive one. 

In the surgery attachment section of both handbooks, there is no mention of what 

students should do in terms of seeking consent from patients to be present in theatre. 

Summary: Negotiating Access with the Everyday or Medical 

Body? 

The focus for this chapter has been on how students negotiate access to work with 

patients' bodies, encompassing both the establishing of a relationship with patients and 

seeking consent for any activities that might ensue. I have attempted to show the 

importance of 'good beginnings' and some of the potential consequences of a lack of 

focus on negotiating access through highlighting some of students' more critical 

incidents, especially those where they have either given responsibility away or where 

they had never been given responsibility. Negotiating access with a patient to carry out 

an examination is fraught with difficulties for students, not least because of their 

position within the medical hierarchy, but this process is a vital one in terms of their 

current and future relationships with patients and their bodies. 

During the initial contacts, patients and students form the foundation for their 

relationship with each other. If this is not based on a mutual respect for one another, 

then the rest of the interaction, which would include seeking valid consent for any 

forthcoming activities, is likely to follow in the same vein. When students are clerking 

on a ward they have more responsibility for negotiating access and they are, I believe, 

more likely to be able to view the patient's body as active rather than passive. 

However, the routine nature of clerking patients on wards may also have the effect of 

normalising existing and taken-for-granted practices. Furthermore, if students do not 

have the responsibility for negotiating access, there are a number of consequences. My 

concern here is that, in order to negotiate access with patients for the use of their bodies 

in the educational process, students must be able to view the ontological status of the 

body as that of the everyday body and take some level of responsibility for all their 
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interactions. If the patient's body is already accorded the status of the medical body (or 

is in the process of transformation) prior to any negotiating taking place, I would argue 

that it is much less likely that appropriate negotiation will take place. This is because 

essentially this initial interaction would take place with the body as becoming, or as an 

object. In effect, part of the negotiation needs to be about people consenting to be a 

patient for students in the encounter. Polices and procedures, whilst containing useful 

statements, are unlikely to be able to fully compensate in such circumstances. 

How access is negotiated, then, reflects the status of the patient's body: a lack of 

concern about establishing the relationship reveals a patient body seen as passive and 

objectified. A discourse that refers to informed consent or negotiating access with a 

'patient' also disguises and subjugates the individual self; students negotiate access with 

patients rather than people. 
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C / ? a p f e r 6 

0/scuss/on & Conc/us/ons 

The Ontological Status of the Body 

The following is an extract from Pat Barker's book The Eye in the Door (1993), the 

second in her Regeneration trilogy about the First World War: 

He [Rivers] watched Head's expression as he looked at Lucas's shaved 
scalp, and realized it differed hardly at all from his expression that 
morning as he'd bent over the cadaver. For the moment, Lucas had 
become simply a technical problem. Then Lucas looked up from his 
task, and instantly Head's face flashed open in his transforming smile. 
A murmur of encouragement, and Lucas returned to his drawing. 
Head's face, looking at the ridged purple scar on the shaved head, again 
became remote, withdrawn. His empathy, his strong sense of humanity 
he shared with his patients, was again suspended. A necessary 
suspension, without which the practice of medical research, and indeed 
of medicine itself, would hardly be possible, but none the less 
identifiably the same suspension the soldier must achieve in order to 
kill. (....) Head's dissociation was healthy because the researcher and 
the physician each had instant access to the experience of the other, and 
both had access to Head's experience in all other areas of his life. 
(p. 146) 

Rivers, a psychiatrist, is observing Head, the researcher and physician. One way to 

approach looking at Head's encounter with Lucas, his patient, is that Head switches 

between showing concern for his patient and detachment, which, as I have discussed 

earlier, has been seen to be one of the professional socialisation goals of the medical 

curriculum (Lief & Fox, 1963; Fox, 1988). Another way of looking at this is through an 

examination of the ontological status of Lucas' body: Head can view his patient's body 

as both medical and everyday and can switch between the two with ease. 

In my introduction I outlined two recent events - Alder Hey and the Marchioness 

disaster - in which the medical professionals involved acted in a way which shocked 

both those people close to events and the wider public as they learnt of them. If we 
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perceive the medical professionals involved in these two events as having accorded, to 

the dead bodies, attributes associated with the medical body, then their actions become 

more understandable. If the families involved still assigned attributes of the everyday 

body to the dead bodies of their relatives, we can understand why they reacted in the 

way that they did. In effect the two 'sides' were speaking from different standpoints 

and so found it difficult to understand each other's feelings and actions; in effect they 

were speaking a different language. 

Exploring the ontological status of the body is, I think, a useful approach precisely 

because it allows us to look at actions at an individual as well as at an institutional level. 

One shortcoming of an approach which concentrates on the developing attitude of a 

medical student in preparation for the doctor role is that it has a tendency to underplay 

the complexity of the interaction between the student and the bodies they encounter. 

Further, the changing status of the body in the encounter may be removed from the 

analysis. Hafferty (1991) commented, that for students in his study, it was difficult to 

classify their attitude as one of 'detached concern' and I concur when he notes that 

"Fox's implication that detached concern represents some reasonably well-defined and 

stable state does not adequately capture the dynamics that exist between these two 

conflicting orientations" (1991: 205); that is, between detachment and concern. 

This thesis has addressed both agency and structure in relation to understanding 

students' encounters with bodies. The agency/structure dualism which sits parallel to 

people as both subject and object is not one I would want to attempt to resolve here. 

Rather, as Smart (1982: 140) asserts, I would see these dualisms as "constituent and 

necessary features of the epistemological configuration within which the human 

sciences are located" - people's actions are located within, and influenced by, the 

social, cultural and historical context. I have attempted to show that how the body is 

viewed both at a micro level (the level of the student) and macro level (the culture of 

medicine) is an important part of our understanding of encounters between students and 

bodies, alive or dead. This is complex, as the status of the body is not static and may 

differ for different people. 

In chapter 3,1 illustrated the similarities between the ontological status of the dead body 

and the unconscious body that medical students encounter; both bodies are 
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quintessentially medical - passive and objectified. The lack of any social interaction 

with these types of body means that it is difficult for students to view them in any other 

way; when students encounter these bodies they have already been rendered as objects. 

However, even in these circumstances, the everyday body is invoked during encounters 

with symbolic parts. 

Students in my study reported how the body in the operating theatre bore a resemblance 

to the body in the DR in the way that it was covered up, revealing only the part that was 

to be operated on; in this way, then, the body is presented in parts like the dissected 

specimens. Similarly, they are laid out on a table and strict routines and rules guide 

activities in both the operating theatre and the DR. Although the transformation to the 

medical body is sometimes incomplete, I would argue that both types of body are 

primarily the object of observation, or the 'medical gaze'. 

However, in doing so, I am not saying that this is necessarily 'wrong'. Hafferty (1991) 

noted that students approached bodies in the DR with one of two perspectives: 

"biological-specimen perspective" or a "formerly living being" and, whilst I did not 

categorise students' responses in this way, there were students in my study who 

struggled with the specimens more than others. There was a general sense that it was 

necessary to objectify the body parts in order to be able to undertake what would 

otherwise be considered a strange and abnormal practice of touching and manipulating 

dead, preserved human specimens. Moreover, Young (1997), asserts that the 

objectification of the body in the operating theatre is a necessary part of the process of 

enabling surgery to occur: it needs to be performed on objects and not on people and the 

need for this is as great for patients as it is for surgeons. If I render my body an object 

then I may feel less violated by the doctor's or surgeon's actions. 

In chapter 4,1 explored the ontological status of the conscious bodies that students 

encountered. This, I believe, is likely to be more fluid precisely because of the 

additional dimension of social interaction. The patient's body in such encounters, 

however, remains an object of enquiry for students, a means by which they will learn 

their 'trade' or as a learning resource. As this chapter and the following illustrated, the 

body is often still viewed as passive rather than active in this learning process. Whilst 

the patient's body can still be seen as essentially medical within the context of the 
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medical curriculum, students struggled with the need to find some purpose and identify 

some aspect of reciprocity in their encounters and they explained ways in which they 

attempted to connect with patients. When so doing, I would suggest, they are 

attempting to 'find' the everyday body in their encounters. The ontological status of the 

conscious patient body does shift, then, between the medical and the everyday for 

students but the body remains one which carries the tag of 'patient', rather than person. 

Students explained how in certain encounters, like clerking on wards, they were able to 

make judgements about how appropriate certain activities might be with particular 

patients, arising from the fact that they were able to form some kind of relationship with 

them, usually through the history taking process. At other times, for example in ward 

teaching situations, or being called to an 'interesting case' in theatre, they had no direct 

responsibility for what happened in the encounter, and had little opportunity to form any 

sort of relationship with the patient. The consequence is that they become complicit in 

a teaching hospital culture which allows groups of students to observe the patient's 

body without being able to engage in any meaningful way with patients, or engage in a 

dialogue about the consequences of this. Some students expressed discomfort with 

these circumstances, and others found comfort in their lack of responsibility at these 

times. These group encounters persist as normalised practice in hospital medicine but, I 

suggest, they are problematic in that they place both patients and students in a passive 

role. Although some students do find subtle ways to challenge the status quo, even in 

such instances, students - perhaps because of their lack of responsibility - are, 

nevertheless, compliant. 

My work shows how the everyday body continually interrupts the medical body. In the 

DR the 'human referents' (Hafferty 1991) reminded students of what they were 

observing and its origins. Such encounters, just like the difficult encounters that I 

identified in chapter 4, had the capacity to evoke an emotional response from students -

a feeling of discomfort or empathy - and to make a connection between themselves and 

the experience of the patient or dead body. These 'difficult encounters' were often seen 

as problematic for students; however, such encounters do enable the everyday body to 

present itself and may have the impact of mediating a view of the patient's body as 

essentially medical. Some bodies, however, may be less likely to fall into this sort of 

category, as I have argued in the case of older bodies: students may find it more 
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difficult to connect with older people both because they have less in common with 

them, and so find it more difficult to empathise with them and because of the structural 

problem of ageism in Western society (see, for example. Biggs, 2002). In this way the 

presence of the everyday body is influenced at the level of agency and structure. 

A recurring point that arises from literature on medical students is the problematic 

nature of the student role in medicine. Unlike most other degree courses, there are 

blurred boundaries between their role and the doctor role precisely because they are 

learning to become doctors and, also, because they experience the work environment 

whilst they are students in what remains, to a certain extent, an apprenticeship model of 

education.' As Sinclair (1997) observed, one of the main preoccupations for students is 

to gain experience. In effect, then, all experiences can be seen as useful. When 

students are standing around a patient's bed with six other students they may be able to 

empathise with how patients might feel, but, on the other hand, there may be the off 

chance that they might learn something from observing how the doctor examines a 

patient or get some feedback on their own examination skills. A key tension for 

medical students, then, can be between their need to gain educational experience and 

respect for a patient's space or dignity (or indeed respecting a dead body). This tension 

may be underpinned by notions of the medical and everyday body in that the drive to 

gain experience may serve to reinforce the status of the medical body. Similarly, this 

may be compounded if viewing the body as medical is equated with being professional, 

or indeed, as a necessary pre-requisite for certain activities to take place. As I have 

shown, managing this tension is at times more overtly within students' control than at 

others. In any case there may be no resolution to this dilemma. 

The rendering of the body, whether it be conscious, unconscious or dead, to the status of 

the medical body within the medical curriculum has a number of implications for the 

way that the body is treated and for what practices are seen as acceptable or 

unacceptable. For students, particularly where they feel uncomfortable, most often 

when the everyday body is invoked, it is problematic if they are unable to challenge or 

question what they are asked to do or what they see others do. This reinforces the 

' Although this is changing to more structured clinical medical education at both undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels with stated curricula. The introduction of Foundation levels 1 and 2 at postgraduate 
level is further evidence of this (DoH, 2003). 
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notion that one student's view of the body may not be congruent with that of others 

present in encounters. 

The Use of the Body in the Medical Curriculum 

I have shown how the different constructs of the medical and the everyday body can be 

useful in exploring the ontological status of the bodies that students interact with and 

the inherent tensions that exist for students as this status changes over time and context; 

however, I now want to turn to look at a key aspect arising from the research, namely 

the use/s of the body in the medical curriculum. 

A clear observation from my work is that, within the medical curriculum, the body acts 

as an important resource for students' learning, whether it is dead, dissected, conscious 

or unconscious; in effect then, in whatever state, it is an 'educating' body and students 

use this body to learn medicine: it is thus a means to an end. As Shooner, (1997:535) a 

clinical doctor notes: 

During training, many of us have experienced the moral uneasiness that 
accompanies the process of learning clinical procedures by using real 
patients, often without obtaining their explicit and truly informed 
consent. Although such procedures are usually adequately supervised 
and unlikely to cause any physical harm, students are sometimes left 
with the uncomfortable feeling that somehow the relationship between 
physician and patient has been impoverished and violated. In the 
process of learning important skills that will benefit students and 
potentially benefit the patients they will eventually care for, the essential 
element of trust has been jeopardized. 

Her 'answer' is to ensure that students seek informed consent from patients, but this 

may be complicated by how the body is viewed as I have highlighted in chapter 5. The 

point here is that the students' relationship with patients is different from that between 

doctor and patient, because they primarily use the patient's body for learning rather than 

as part of patient care. I would, therefore, argue that this use of the educating body may 

compound the objectification of a patient's body. 

Medicine has a long history of using the body as a means to an end as, for example, 

Richardson (2000) has explored. Becker et al's early work (1961) also showed how this 

use of the body was extended within the medical curriculum: patient's bodies become 
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'interesting cases' if they are associated with having 'real diseases' and useful for 

students' learning and we can, therefore, see the body within the curriculum as a 

commodity. Other examples abound: clearly, the fashion industry uses the body to 

display the latest creations. However, the educating body in the medical curriculum can 

be viewed as either passive and medical or as active and everyday and perhaps, the 

more it is seen as, or is enabled to be everyday, the less likely it is to be able to be 

objectified and commodified. 

Williams and Bendelow (1998) note two types of body use: 'bodily order', regulating 

bodies at institutional level; and'bodily control' implying individual action to take back 

control from institutional power. Foucault's disciplinary power can be seen as part of 

'bodily order' and, in relation to medicine, this power is exercised through normalised 

medical practices which serve to regulate and control individual bodies. Foucault's 

concept of resistance, however, is located at the micro-level of the individual who 

challenges normalising power. 

In chapter 1,1 outlined Turner's and Frank's attempts to provide a model for 

understanding the connection between the body and society and how the body is used. 

Turner based his approach on a Hobbesian model of social order which is focused on 

the regulation of bodies at the level of society. He was concerned with the tasks and 

functions of the body at this level (bodily order). My work has looked at how the 

medical curriculum represents the institution of medicine and regulates both patients' 

bodies and students' bodies in their encounters with patients' bodies. 

Frank adopts a bottom-up model taking social action or agency as his starting point 

(bodily control) and is concerned with body use in action; my concerns are with 

students' use of the body. Frank's model of body use in action identifies four body 

actions - control, desire, self-relatedness and other relatedness - and, I have adopted 

this model to inform my work. The ontological status of the body in the medical 

curriculum is likely to determine the attributes which inform the style of body use -

mirroring body, disciplined body, communicative body and dominating body - and 

which arise from questions that the body asks itself about its actions and interactions 

(see chapter 1) relating, in my context to students' actions with patients' bodies. 
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So when, for example, students described their encounters with bodies they could 

approach this act in different ways: 

1. They may have, or see, little or no relationship between themselves and the body 

they encounter (monadic relationship to others) and have a need or desire to 

actively learn from the use of the body through an activity. Examples of this can 

be seen in students' explanations of their clerking activity and when they are 

looking for 'interesting cases' or people who they can practise on; engaging in 

the ward teaching sessions; in the use of bodies in the DR; and the use of 

patients' bodies for assessments. Students' actions have a tendency to become 

predictable because they are based on carrying out a technique on an objectified 

body, but they have self-awareness about the necessity of their actions in order 

to fulfil their educational needs. I think the style of body use in this context is 

one of consumption (mirroring) of the medical body. 

2. Closely related to this is where students do not see or understand the purpose of 

their encounters, or do not see the encounter as a productive experience which 

contributes to their learning and lacks any sense of their relationship with others; 

examples of this might be when they are clerking a patient who is not 

'interesting' or when they undertake activities which they do not see as useful 

for their education like some 'cold' observations of surgery. This style of body 

use may be seen as disciplining the medical body. 

3. When students are aware of what they are doing and see the need, in relation to 

their education, to connect with the body which they encounter and understand 

its contingent nature, they can be seen to be connecting with the everyday body 

and some students that I spoke to did indicate actions and approaches to their 

actions which showed a desire for this style of body use. This parallels Frank's 

ideal type of body use which, effectively, is unobtainable: the communicative 

body, and in certain respects connecting with the everyday body, may only be 

possible to a certain extent, given the culture in which students find themselves 

and students' lack of ability to directly challenge taken-for-granted practices. 
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4. The last quadrant in Franks' model, if applied to my work, would be where 

students do not see or understand the purpose of their encounters and do not see 

the encounter as a productive experience which contributes to their learning, yet 

they connect in some (possibly negative) way with the body and understand its 

contingent nature. Such a style could be called dominating the everyday body. 

Examples of these sorts of encounters might be encounters with patients which 

students are asked to undertake but which they feel uncomfortable about, yet 

still undertake, like intimate examination in theatre without valid consent from 

patients. 

I think that different types of student encounters with patients could reflect any of these 

styles of use, but that some situations encourage one or another. For example, a ward 

teaching session organised in a particularly sensitive way could encourage a 

communicative style of use. However, I would suggest that, when ward teaching takes 

place with groups of students who have had little communication with patients prior to 

practising examination techniques, it is likely that it would encourage a more 

consuming style of use. 

Frank's model is not intended to be static: students might move between these styles or 

they may all be interconnected within one encounter. What it does do is illustrate in 

another way the central tension for students between using a body for their own 

educational purposes and still retaining some element of respect for the bodies they 

encounter: the tension between desire and self-relatedness and between control and 

other-relatedness. I was aware that, as I was undertaking my analysis, I looked for 

examples of Frank's idealised state of the 'communicative body' where students' 

interactions with live bodies were more symmetrical. My conceptual categories of 

using the patient's body/being useful and connecting with/inspecting the body reflect 

this attention. The fact that the patient's body is being used for students' own ends was 

acknowledged by some but students either expressed discomfort about this or searched 

for some way to counter it with a reciprocal action; for example, by being useful to the 

team and ultimately, therefore, to the patient's care; being able to chat to a patient who 

may feel lonely; or the long term benefit to society. In effect, students looked for some 

meaning to their encounters other than the mere use of another person's body for their 

own ends; their mode of use was not purely one of consumption. This is perhaps 
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imsurprising if one considers reciprocity as being an essential component of social 

action. As O'Neill (2004: 75) states: 

At the heart of every social system there lies the gift - the 
exchange that binds people together for the sake of everything and 
anything else that they may undertake 

What is interesting, here, is that the medical curriculum - and the use of the patient's 

body as the object of students' education - was sometimes mediated by students 

themselves. Students, on the whole, found discomfort in encounters with patients' 

bodies where they were not able to form any sort of relationship, and, furthermore, 

could sometimes see how such types of encounters could reinforce the objectification of 

patients' bodies. Whilst the curriculum might serve to encourage students to view 

bodies as a means to an end, the students themselves found ways of rationalising their 

actions as being in some way reciprocal.^ 

In addition, the presence of the everyday body, whether it is through human referents in 

the DR or through difficult encounters with conscious patients' bodies, can aid this 

process. The human referents in the DR whilst being problematic for students serve to 

remind them that the body was once alive and had an identity and is not present in the 

DR through chance - someone donated their body for the students' use. The presence 

of the everyday body in difficult encounters serves to remind students of the person 

beyond the patient label, and the relationship between themselves and the body in 

question. 

I would argue, therefore, that the more objectified the patient's body and the more it is 

viewed in terms of the medical body, the less likely it is that any two-way 

communication or, as Frank terms it, 'other-relatedness' can occur. This was well 

illustrated in some of the accounts that students gave about their experiences of ward 

teaching and the artificial activity of assessments; and the status and use of the 

unconscious body or the soon to be unconscious body can be seen as the epitome of 

this. Interestingly, when students felt the whole body specimens were unnecessary for 

their learning and, in effect, were gratuitous, they also expressed discomfort. 

^ This could be interpreted in terms of deontological and consequentialist ethical positions. 
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As I highlighted in previous chapters, students also found different ways to express 

forms of resistance to the status quo albeit in very subtle ways; however, the direct 

challenging of taken-for-granted practices was not something that was revealed by the 

students that I spoke to. In effect, then, students' bodies are being regulated by 

institutional power - the medical curriculum and the culture in which it operates 

(Turner, 1996). 

I have identified the body in the curriculum as the 'educating' body and in doing so I 

have purposefully used a word that implied action rather then passivity. Even if the 

dead body in the curriculum cannot be seen to be active, the act of donation of the body 

for students' use meant that at some time an individual made an active choice. If we 

could see the patient and their body as an active participant within the medical 

curriculum, this might help to encourage students to see the status of the body as fluid 

and to arrest or interrupt transformations to a medical body — and, therefore, enable 

them to adopt a connection with the everyday body. Hafferty (1991) wrote about the 

emotional socialisation of medical students and illustrated how this operated in favour 

of suppressing their emotions. An active educating body could, therefore, serve to 

counter some of this suppression. 

One way to foster this would be to encourage patients to take on more active roles in 

educational encounters with students and, in fact, this is something that is increasingly 

being seen as important and beneficial. For example, Hendry et al (1999) found that 

teaching of musculoskeletal examination skills by trained patients was as effective as 

the teaching of this skill by consultant rheumatologists. Wykurtz & Kelly (2002) found 

similar positive benefits in other examples of patients as teachers. However, Stacey & 

Spencer (1999) add a cautionary note in that such approaches can also become 

exploitative. 

Another approach is to replace the use of patients, where possible, with simulated 

models or 'simulated patients' in the form of actors or trained lay people. This 

approach is advocated by Ziv et al (2003:783) both as a way to improve safety for 

patients and to overcome the "unreflective use of patients - especially sedated or dying 

patients - as training tools for clinicians". Whilst I agree these are useful and essential 

for the teaching of certain invasive procedures, they are limited both in the 'unreal' 
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nature of the encounter, whether it be a 'simulated patient' or with a model, and, in the 

latter case, the by-definition object status of the body or part ofbody/ 

However, the problem, as we have seen, is that the medical curriculum rests within the 

professional culture of medicine. Within Frank's three dimensions of the body: 

discourses, institutions and corporeality, discourses and institutions would be seen to 

enable the notion of the communicating body in which there is reciprocity and mutual 

recognition. However, if certain normalising practices exist to encourage the 

transformation of the everyday body to the medical body, and therefore discourage 

'other-relatedness', is it likely that recommending that they be replaced will have the 

desired result? Will they not just be replaced by others with the same function? 

Using the Body and the Consumer Society 

Students' use of the body in medical education is different from that of doctors', whose 

actions are underpinned by the purpose of healing, treatment or management of the 

patient's condition/ Doctors' actions do not inherently imply use of the patient's body 

for their own needs. I now want to explore this use of the body by students in the 

broader context of the consumer society and, in particular, of higher education and 

health care. 

The notion of a shift to a 'consumer society' in western cultures has been seen to have 

its roots in the 1960s and 1970s but the underpinning principles behind a consumerist 

approach effectively depends on where one sits politically; for example, a left wing or 

liberal approach might be to question authority, ensure civil rights and enable everyone 

to have access to, and participate in, institutions such as higher education and medicine; 

whilst a right wing motivation would be to encourage a free market to flourish through 

the commodification of goods and services (Lupton, 1997; Meerabeau, 1998). In a 

consumer society, patients and students are consumers of health care and education 

respectively; however, the way in which this consumerist approach is enabled depends 

on the driving force of the government or institution. Involving patients more actively 

^ The safety of patients is particularly an issue at postgraduate level when doctors undertake procedures 
on patients that they have never practised before. See, for example Jed Mercurio's article: We all kill a 

few patients as we learn (2004). 

Although as Ziv et al (ibid.) confirm this use can be extended to clinical training at post-graduate level. 
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in students' education could be seen as a way to empower patients and acknowledge the 

importance of their everyday body in an institution which historically has medicalised 

their bodies or, alternatively, could be seen as rhetoric to cover up the dismantling of a 

welfare state in favour of private medical care. 

Encouraging patients to take on the role of teacher could be seen as part of a wider drive 

towards a consumerist approach to health care which draws on a rhetoric of patient 

partnership in their own health care and in planning and delivering the health service, 

and patient choice. During the last fifteen years, there has been a plethora of reports 

and policies which have driven this agenda in the NHS; for example, Working for 

Patients (DoH, 1989), The Patient's Charter (DoH, 1992, 1995), The NHS Plan (DoH, 

2000), The Expert Patient (DoH, 2001) Patient & Public Involvement in Health (DoH, 

2004). Almond (2001) summarises the mechanisms underpinning this drive as 

including satisfaction surveys, the articulation of rights, more choice of General 

Practitioner, and complaints procedures. 

Given a political climate in which successive governments tend towards the centre, one 

needs to adopt a cautious and sceptical approach to the underpinning rationale behind 

such moves and, therefore, the intended and resulting outcomes. As Pollock (2004) 

reveals, many of the re-organisations and policy announcements surrounding health 

care over the last 20 years can be interpreted as the 'creeping privatisation' of the NHS. 

Annandale (1996) when interviewing nurses and midwives found them concerned and 

anxious about an emphasis on patients' rights, rather than on relationships between 

doctors and their patients, which had seen an increase in complaints and litigations. 

Lupton (1997) cautions against a notion of consumerism which assumes lay people are 

rational actors in the medical encounter, acting reflexively: critical of expertise and 

striving for self improvement. Her research showed how such an approach underplays 

the complexity of the doctor-patient relationship in which the patient may be passive or 

active and "the changeable nature of the desires, emotions and needs" (p. 373) within the 

encounter (see, also Meerabeau, 1998, who highlights the lack of attention to emotional 

issues in such approaches). 

The introduction of the patients' rights policy, which I explored in chapter 5, is one 

example of how this has impacted on medical education. A consumerist approach, 
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however, is evident not only in health care but also in higher education: the imminent 

introduction of a Student Entitlement Framework at Southampton (a students' rights 

policy by another name) and local and national student (consumer) satisfaction surveys 

are examples of mechanisms in this context. Moreover, the embedding of student 

tuition fees in higher education is likely to compound the view that students are 

consumers, as they see themselves as directly buying their education. 

Whilst the rationale behind these moves may be to challenge the hegemony of medicine 

and the higher education sector, there are inherent dangers in the context of medical 

education. Adopting a discourse of individual rights may appear emancipatory in intent 

but may have undesirable consequences. For example, in relation to the use of the 

patient's body in the medical curriculum, whose rights take precedence when there are 

competing rights? Students may feel they are entitled to access patients' bodies because 

they need them to learn medicine (and have paid for this privilege) but patients may 

assert their right to refuse to consent to students accessing their bodies for educational 

purposes, leading to student complaints about their rights not being upheld/ Rights 

may be seen in the context of partnership or they can be seen in the context of the 

individual rights taking precedence over any notion of the social good. As Mason et al 

(2002: 8) assert: "the language of rights may also become unduly assertive and 

combative and may hinder, rather than promote, moral consensus". Individual rights 

need to sit within the context of the needs of the wider society; thus the use of the body 

is a necessary practice and, in this respect, represents a partnership between the 

different parties involved. Attempting to develop an ethics of the use of the body, 

rather than relying on rights policies and procedures, may be a more productive way 

forward. 

As Lupton writes: "Dependency is a central feature of the illness experience and the 

medical encounter serves to work against the full taking up of a consumer approach" 

(Lupton, 1997:379). hi a similar way, encouraging a culture in which the switching 

between the medical and everyday body in students' encounters is welcome, the use of 

the body is acknowledged and its possible consequences discussed, may militate against 

^ Ironically, the quality monitoring of higher education, another mechanism which can be seen as part of a 
consumer society, acts as a brake on the statements of rights for students as only statements which can 
prove to be happening when the monitoring process takes place will be included. 
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the style of body use being seen as one of consumption. Students are dependent on 

patients for their education and patients are dependent on the education of doctors for 

their future health care. 

Concluding Points 

I have shown how an integral part of students' medical education is their use of the 

body which can be seen as moving between the status of a medical and everyday body: 

between a passive and an active educating body. Students must cope with the tension 

between using and respecting the bodies they encounter. I think there are ways to 

encourage patients to be, and to be seen as, less passive in their encounters with 

students; for example; 

® Restricting the number of students who attend bedside teaching sessions. 

« Acknowledging the dilemmas involved in assessing students' clinical skills and 

discussing these with students and patients. 

« Using expert patients to teach students clinical skills rather than just outlining 

their experiences of illness. 

• Finding innovative ways of teaching anatomy and examination that can be 

utilised alongside the use of the dead body and the patient's body. 

• Normalising difficult encounters as part of medical practice/being professional 

and changing the way that curriculum documents are written to reflect this. 

• Ensuring that students are held responsible for negotiating access to patients' 

bodies, whether on the wards or in theatre, and that students provide enough 

information about their role and the purpose of their actions to enable patients to 

make an informed decision. 

Frank's (1991) call for a developing ethics of the use of body which tolerates the 

complexity and diversity of people's lives (contingency) and challenges the 

consumption of the body (appropriation) is pertinent to the position in which students 

find themselves. An open and on-going discussion with students about the tensions 

they experience, the difficulties they encounter and how their actions may impact on 

patients is vital. Furthermore, as an essential component of this, students' own 

contingent bodies also need to be acknowledged. 
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Reflections on Practice 

My work as Lecturer in Medical Education in the School of Medicine at Southampton 

and as Deputy Director of the new graduate entry programme (BM4) at Southampton is 

directly related to the subject of this research and the issues raised made me consider 

my own practice, both during the research process and since completion. My 

curriculum management role gives me an opportunity to negotiate and implement 

curricula activities but more importantly to discuss underpinning values and principles 

in educational roles. The medical hierarchy and the power of normalised practices do, 

of course, limit what can be achieved, most certainly in the short term. 

In the BM4 programme, we have designed the curriculum to reflect an underpinning 

principle that students should be encouraged to ask questions in relation to both what 

they are learning about and what they are doing. To facilitate such an approach, 

however, teaching staff need to be approachable and be willing and patient to engage 

with students. One very small policy we adopted from the beginning was to encourage 

students to address the core programme team by their first names. In addition, we only 

use first and second names on the timetable as opposed to using titles and surnames. 

Whilst a small gesture, I think it is symbolic in terms of breaking down hierarchies, 

much needed if students are to feel able to challenge and question what they are doing 

and ultimately effect change. However, as students progress through the curriculum, 

they will undoubtedly encounter resistance to this approach and particularly outside the 

core team's sphere of influence. 

We have also recently introduced peer examination into the clinical components of the 

first year of the programme, initiated by students who felt it would be useful to do some 

initial practice on each other rather than using patients unnecessarily for this. The 

clinical teacher demonstrates the examination on one student and then students work in 

pairs practising on each other. There are other ways to help students gain and practise 

examination skills without using patients' bodies which we can usefully also consider; 

for example at the Peninsula Medical School they employ people who are normally life 

models in an art school to demonstrate on and for students to experience practising 

examining on a diverse range of body types/ages. These people are also a teaching 
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resource for students giving them feedback on the encounter and, therefore, having an 

active role in a two-way encounter.^ 

I have also facilitated a session with students exploring some of the issues raised in this 

work, in particular: the difficulties inherent in their role in terms of using bodies for 

their own ends; the need to clarify the purpose of the various activities they undertake 

with patients in order they give more information to patients about what they are doing 

when they negotiate access to patient's bodies; and exploring the boundaries of their 

responsibility. 

I hope I will continue to find ways of bringing the insights from this work into my own 

practice and the environment in which I work. 

Southampton has buih up a bank of people who can act as patients in skill practice and examinations but 
currently are primarily used for history taking purposes. 
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Phase 1, year 1; Invite letter 

Dear (Student Name) 

I am currently carrying out some research for my PhD which is investigating how 
different students view and respond to different parts of the curriculum. I am hoping 
that my work will help to inform the development of the course. 

This term I would like to interview a small number of first year medics which will 
hopefully include school leavers, mature and overseas students. You have been 
randomly selected from your cohort and I am writing to ask you if you would be willing 
to participate in an interview with me that would involve discussing different parts of 
the foundation term. I envisage that this would take approximately % hour. I would 
like to tape record the interview if this would be acceptable. This work may be 
followed up with further rounds of interviews. 

I would be interested to hear your views. What you say in the interview would be 
confidential and completely separate from your record. Please do not feel under any 
obligation but if you are willing to take part, either contact me by email: ajf3, pop into 
my office (room 2097) or complete the slip below so that we can arrange a time and 
place that would be convenient for you. 

Many thanks. 

Yours sincerely 

Angela Fenwick 
Lecturer in Medical Education 

X 

Name 

*I would/ would not be willing to participate in an interview 

I can be contacted to arrange an interview time on * email/telephone number. 

Please return to Angela Fenwick, c/o the School of Medicine Office 

* delete as appropriate 
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Phase 1, year 2: invite letter 

Dear (student name), 

My PhD 

You very kindly agreed to be interviewed by me last year for my PhD which is 
investigating different students' approaches to the physical body. You may remember 
that I said at the end of the interview that I might want to speak to you again during this 
current academic year and you indicated that you would be happy for me contact you 
again. I am now very interested to hear how your views/thoughts have changed or 
developed over the last year and I would really appreciate it if you could spare me 
another % hour of your time sometime over the next month. I would again like to tape-
record our discussion. 

Please do not, however, feel under any obligation in take part again. If you would be 
willing to participate in another interview you can contact me by email: ajf3 or pop in to 
my office (room 2097) to arrange a time and place that would suit you. 

Many thanks. 

Yours sincerely 

Angela Fenwick 
Lecturer in Medical Education 

Phase 1, year 3: invite email 

Dear (student name), I hope this finds you well and that you are enjoying your third 
year. If you are happy to participate, I would like to carry out the third and final 
interview for my PhD with you sometime in the next few weeks. The focus for this 
interview is how different students approach patients. If you would be happy to do this 
again, can you let me know some dates and times that would be convenient for you. I'd 
be happy to come to you if this would help. If you would prefer not to be involved 
again, please don't feel under any obligation. Best wishes, Angela 
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Phase 2: invite letter 

Dear Name, 

Research for my PhD 

I am currently undertaking a PhD which is investigating different students' approaches 
to the physical body. I am interested in how the medical curriculum supports, for 
example, the physical examination of patients and how students experience their 
education which relates to the body. Identifying what the difficulties and tensions are 
for students is of key interest to my work. I am hoping that my research will help to 
inform the development of the course. 

To-date I have interviewed students in their first, second and third years. In this next 
phase of my research, I would like to interview a group of fifth year students. I have 
randomly selected your name and I am writing to ask if you would be willing to 
participate in an interview with me. I envisage that the interview would take 
approximately 1 hour and it would not require you to do any preparation. I would like 
to tape record the interviews if this would be acceptable. The transcripts of the 
interviews would be confidential, in that individual interviewees would not be 
identifiable to anyone other than me. 

I would be very interested to hear your views. Please do not feel under any obligation, 
but if you are willing to take part, you could contact me by email: aif3@soton.ac.uk or 
complete the slip below so that we could arrange a time and place that would be 
convenient for you. 

Many thanks, 
Yours sincerely 

Angela Fenwick 
Lecturer in Medical Education 

X 
PhD research 

Name 

* I would/would not be willing to participate in the research 

I can be contacted on email or telephone number 

Please return to Angela Fenwick c/o the School Office, SGH or BWD 
* delete as appropriate 
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Phase 3: invite letter 

Dear Name, 

Research for my PhD 

I am currently undertaking a PhD which is investigating different students' approaches 
to the physical body. I am interested in how the medical curriculum supports, for 
example, the physical examination of patients and how students experience their 
education which relates to such activities. Identifying what the difficulties and tensions 
are for students is of key interest to my work. I am hoping that my research will help to 
inform the development of the course. 

To-date I have interviewed students across the different years of the curriculum. In this 
next phase of my research, I would like to interview a group of third year students. I 
have randomly selected your name and I am writing to ask if you would be willing to 
participate in an interview with me. I envisage that the interview would take up to 1 
hour and it would not require you to do any preparation. I would like to tape record the 
interviews if this would be acceptable. The transcripts of the interviews would be 
confidential, in that individual interviewees would not be identifiable to anyone other 
than me. 

I would be very interested to hear your views. Please do not feel under any obligation, 
but if you are willing to take part, you could contact me by email: aif3@soton.ac.uk or 
complete the attached slip so that we could arrange a time and place that would be 
convenient for you. 

Many thanks, 

Yours sincerely 

Angela Fenwick 

Lecturer in Medical Education 

K 

Research for PhD 

Name 

* I would/would not be willing to participate in the research 

I can be contacted on email or telephone number 

Please return to Angela Fenwick c/o the School Office, SGH or BWD 

* delete as appropriate 
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Table showing characteristics of students participating in interview phases 1-3 

SLID Female Male School 
leaver 

Grad/ 
mature 

Non-
science 
A levels 

Phase 1 1 X X X 

2 X X 

3 X X X 

4 X X 

5 X X X 

6 X X 

7 X X X 

8 X X 

Phase 2 1 X X X 

2 X X X 

3 X X 

4 X X 

5 X X 

6 X X 

7 X X 

8 X X 

9 X X 

10 X X 

Phase 3 1 X X 

2 X X 

3 X X X 

4 X X 

5 X X X 

6 X X 

7 X X 

8 X X X 

9 X X 

10 X X X 
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Phase 1, year 1: interview framework 

Intro - what I'm doing and why 
Permission for taping. What will happen to the tape, confidentiality issues. 

1. What were your expectations about EPC before you started the course? 

2. Did you have any anxieties about approaching the people you met during the 2 
EPC visits? What preparation did you have for this? Did you need 
more/different? Do you feel any differently now? 

3. What were you supposed to learn for the POM course? What did you learn? 
Why? For your essay how did you go about linking the experiences of the 
people you met with issues covered in the literature? Did you find this difficult? 
What difficulties did you encounter? 

4. What relevance does the POM course have for the practice of medicine? 
(experience of meeting 'patients' early on in course and linking people's 
experiences of their illness to the literature) 

5. What were your expectations about working in a dissecting room before you 
started the course? Had you expected whole body dissection? 

6. Did you have any anxieties about approaching a dissected body? What 
preparation did you have for the working in the DR? Did you need 
more/different? Do you feel any differently now? 

7. How did you use your time in the DR? What were you supposed to learn and 
why? How did you link what appears in the anatomy textbooks, the anatomy 
handbook and the computer images with the pro-sections. What difficulties did 
you encounter? 

8. What relevance does the work you are doing in the DR have to the practice of 
medicine? 

9. Can you see any link between what you do in the DR and the POM course? 
(eg social, psychological and physical factors all contributing to persons 
experience of their illness) 

January 1999 
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Phase 1, year 2: interview framework 

Introduction 

PURPOSE etc in ANATOMY 

1. We talked about Anatomy and you outlined what you thought the purpose of 
your DR sessions were (say for individual student) 

What do you see as the purpose of your DR sessions one year later? 
Do you still think the same? Are you trying to get different things out of them? 
Have the sessions changed for you in any way? Pick up on particular issues 
from last year. 

POSTMORTEMS 

1. Have you been to watch many post mortem demonstrations? What do you think 
the purpose of these are? Can you remember your first time? What was it like? 
How does it make you feel? Do you have any particular response to these? 

2. What are you trying to get out of them? 

C&F EXAMINATION 

3. Have you touched a patient yet? How did this feel? What concerns do you 
have? What did you do in surface anatomy? Did this prepare you for touching a 
patient? Would anything? 

4. What do you see as the main differences in the way you feel etc and what you 
are trying to do between approaching the parts of body in the DR and the live 
body? 

5. What relationship do you see between history taking and examination? (history 
taking includes social history etc, examination is physical). What is your major 
priority when taking a history and examining a patient? 

6. How do you incorporate the social and psychological factors into the process of 
making a diagnosis? (Need to try and ascertain what they see as the role of 
sociological and psychological knowledge in the practice of medicine?), hi 
terms of your training so far what would you say has been the most important 
knowledge you have gained which helps you to make a diagnosis? 

7. This is a huge question which I would want to explore further perhaps at another 
time if you were willing but just to open up the topic.. ..How have you learnt to 
identify what is 'normal' and what is 'abnormal' when you approach a patient. 

March 2000 
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Phase 1, year 3: interview framework 

Introduction 

Thanks for agreeing to be interviewed again. 3rd and final time. 
Tape recording - confidentiality and what this means. 

I am looking at how different students approach the body in its different forms. We 
have talked about EPC, DR PM and today I would like to talk about physical encounters 
with patients. 

1. Experiences 

What attachments and in what order? 

Choose a recent encounter with a person you have taken a history and examined 
- not Mental Health. Can you describe the encounter to me outlining what you 
wanted to do and what you did and why? 

Pick up questions - for example: 

Not much about the patients? 
What were you thinking at the time? 
Did anything feel strange? 
How did it feel? 
What was your role? 
What did you want to know? What were the most valuable bits of information? 
What knowledge were you drawing on? 

2. Choose another one? Why did you choose this? 

3. Have you found any encounters more difficult than others? 

Why? 
Has anything changed over time? 
How have you dealt with this? 
Anaesthetised body - physical encounters? Tell me about what you were doing? 

4. Clinical skills area 

Have you used it? What have you used and for what? How has this been? 
How do they help you deal with a patient? 

5. Representations 

In books - do you ever think about male/female/different ethnic groups and their 
representations? 
Does it matter? 
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Alder Hey 

To finish, ask about issues raised 

PM without permission? 
Bits of body being kept for research without informed consent? 
Paternalistic viewpoint of doctors? 

Thank you 

Really grateful for sticking with me. 
Feedback issues, identification etc. Coming back for clarification etc. 
Card and voucher 

March 2001 

Phases 2 & 3: interview framework 

Introduction 

PhD is an exploration of how students work with the physical body within the medical 
curriculum and I'm especially interested in some of the tensions that exist that are often 
hidden or not talked about. I have interviewed 1,2,3 and 5th yrs. 

This interview may last up to an hour and I would like to talk to you about your 
experiences of encounters with patients' bodies during your current year in particular. 
If we have time I would like to touch on early years but only if we have time. It will 
then be transcribed and then analysed by me into themes. No-one else will know that 
this is you and if I think there is any likelihood of identification I would not use a quote 
or I would contact you. Would you be happy with this? If you are worried about it just 
let me know. 

If you feel uncomfortable about any of the questions, just let me know. 

1. Current context 

® What attachments have you done to-date? 
® Is there any general pattern to your days? 
• Clerking? 

2. Description of a recent encounter 

Choose a recent encounter with a patient that you have taken a history and 
examined (not mental health). Describe the situation in general terms and then 
what you did and why. 
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Pick up questions 
« Why did you choose this encounter? 
® What were you trying to do? Purpose of encounter? What was your 

role? Education/patient needs 
® How did you engage with the patient during the examination? 
® Did anything feel strange to you? 
» Why? 
® What did you want to know and why? 
» What were the most valuable bits of information and why? 
® What were you thinking/feeling at the time? Can you remember? 
* What did you do after? Why? 
* Consent issues 

Does your relationship with the patient change from the history to the 
examination? 

Do you feel differently when taking the history as opposed to the examination? 

Do you remove yourself in any way? Why? 

Has the way that you examine patients changed at all over time? 

Is it any different with adults/children? 

What is the role of the patient's account of their illness in an examination? 

Where is the patient's voice in this encounter? (And in the case presentation) 
Has this changed over time? 

4. Difficult physical encounters 

Do you find or have you found any (other) physical encounters difficult and 
why? 

Has this changed over time? 

How have you dealt with this? 

Do you ever have any worries ever about what you are doing, could be aspects 
that make you feel uncomfortable or particular ethical concerns? Or perhaps 
seemed inappropriate? 

What would you do in such circumstances? 

Who can you talk to about these sorts of things? 
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5. Encounters with anaesthetised patients 

What encounters have you recently had with anaesthetised patients? Why? 

What is your role generally? How does this feel? 

6. Assessments and other educational demands 

Is it different if there is an assessment involved? For eg a long case? 

Was your relationship with the patient different? 

What about when you do case presentations? 

Do you ever think you have been asked to do anything that involved a physical 
encounter that seemed inappropriate for the patient as part of your training? 

What can you do in such circumstances? 

7. Teaching 

What form does this take? Issues re ward rounds? What happens re physical 
encounters? 

Is this any different from when you are being more self-directed? 

8. When you were/are a patient 

When was the last time you were a patient being examined? 

What did it feel like for you? 

Do you think about any of this when you are examining patients? 

If time 

9. Anatomy and pathology 

What did you think of working in the DR? 

What was the purpose of what you were doing? 

Do you remember having any difficulties? 

Postmortem demonstrations or PMs. Do you have any particular response to 
these? 

Thank you very much. Tape. OK for you etc.... 
Summary of key points from my work? 
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Criteria for NHS Research Ethics Committee 

7PP,̂ /P.-

3.1 Ethical advice from the appropriate NHS REC is required for any research 
proposal involving: 

a. patients and users of the NHS. This includes all potential research 
participants recruited by virtue of the patient or user's past or present 
treatment by, or use of, the NHS. It includes NHS patients treated under 
contracts with private sector institutions 

b. individuals identified as potential research participants because of their 
status as relatives or carers of parents and users of the NHS, as defined 
above 

c. access to data, organs or other bodily material of past and present NHS 
patients 

d. fetal material and IVF involving NHS patients 

e. the recently dead in NHS premises 

f. the use of, or potential access to, NHS premises or facilities 

g. NHS staff - recruited as research participants by virtue of their 
professional role 

3.2 If requested to do so, an NHS REC may also provide an opinion on the ethics of 
similar research studies not involving the categories listed above in section 3.1, 
carried out for example by private sector companies, the Medical Research 
Council (or other public sector organisations), charities or universities 
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Excerpt from Phase 2/lnterview 1 

/oZZowmg ig an a wAicA fAe (fevg/qp/Men̂  qymy 
zAmAzng ZM To ̂ Ae /Aave /z.ŷ e6̂  re/gvoM^ q/"/»}/ yro/M 
orgiMznaZ 

« Writing on the left- hand side relates to initial thoughts any provisional coding 
• Writing on the right- hand side relates to developing core codes 

A: So when you're say, like clerking, why would you decide 

fUZ - joW 
6U 6YiClitU 

M^dlOL) 

to go and clerk someone in the 5 ' year? 

S: Ooh, it's all about, well, ^ r me it's all about being 
focused, I think for a lot of people, for the exams because at the 
end of each attachment we have our um assessments or exams 
which are taking a history and examining a patient and then 
presenting it to 2 consultants and so during the attachment you 
want to get as much practice as possible taking histories and doing 
an examination and then presenting it to someon^Particularly on 
medicine I found that, that, that just helped me so m u c h , j S e 
going to clerk patients especially patients that had only just come 
in by A & E because they are fresh, they haven't been seen by any 
other doctors and you get a really good history and if they 've got 
signs on their examination, you get really good signs of them as 
w ^ 

A; And really good signs means? 

f o l k . 

S: Oh sorry, signs being um.. . 

A: ... .No, but what are really good signs? 

S: Really good signs? Well, er, let me think,[£espiratory 
wise may be it could be something like they have got noises in 
their chests, like crackles or crepitations and they might have a 
mass in their abdomen and, what else? Just anything that is 
physical on them that you can demonstrate in your examinat ioiy 

A; So is it something abnormal? 

S: Yes, usually abnormal. 

A: OK, OK. So sort of a way into this to see, fo r me to 
understand, you know, what's going on is if you could 
describe....pick somebody, I don't know, it could be a child if you 
wanted, and that would be interesting or it could be an adult and I 
don't mind which attachment it's from, but pick somebody that 
stands out for you that you clerked and if you could describe to me 
what you did.. 

S; The process? 

•7 
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A: Yeah, and why, that would be really helpful and, but 
before you start, tell me why you've chosen the person that you 
choose. Have a think for a second. 

S: Um. (long silence). I think I'll have to go for one of the 
paediatric ones. There was one medicine one I was thinking of 
but that's a bit, I 've forgotten a few things, but I have seen one 
quite interesting kid who has got some good ?? but it 's fairly a 
simple one that goes through everything quite nicely. 

A: OK. So 

S: Generally, we either see 2 patients, um we either see 
patients in three circumstances: either in outpatients clinic, or on 
the ward or they come in via an assessment unit or they 've come 
in via A & E. And so this patient was on the ward which means 
that for this particular patient they'd come in the night before via 
A & E as an emergency and it means that, that the parent and child 

r . had already been seen by a doctor and everything so I was 
probably number 2 or number 3 to see them, but the first medical ^ 
student. Um so I'll just go through the whole process. jT, we ask >o ' 
the nurses, the nursing staff first, it's always important to ask the ___ ^ j J ( y L i A , (<2 
nursing staff first, that we can talk to the patient, um that they are 
fit and well enough to have someone chatting to them and then 

? once they have okayed it, I've, we usually go up to the patient. I 'T l 'T C K -
went up to the mother obviously and said is it OK if I come and 
chat to you and examine little Joe B l o g g ^ A n d then they 're 

K / ^ 6/^|1£c|uP usually fine with it and then you just kind of like try to get them at 
! J ease and just ask them open questions like, um, how is little Joe 

\ ^ ^ today? or how are things going? and just get a general assessment 
A . l W W L r ' of how things are. And then you obviously have to get more 

focused in the history towards what's wrong with the child, why 
they are in hospital and what's brought them in and um if there's 

^ anything relevant in the medical history, anything that they are 
taking drug wise, anything in their family history and then try and 

_ —J get a social overview of the patient and then kind of in all that 
) aJcaaJJ you're slowly going through filters in your mind of all the things it 

—' could possibly be. Like the child I had it was acute presentation of 
um, had a fever and had a fit so like automatically in my mind or 
most doctors minds, I presume, they'd be thinking down the side 
of that this is a convulsion and so it could be whole list of things 

. _ that flip up in your mind. But at the same time, you, you 

automatically exclude a whole other list of things that it isn't 
going to be anymore. And so as you go down the list of questions 
that you ask you're kind of like ticking of, so to say, mentally in 
your mind, important things to try and find out. 

And the, once you've got to the end of your history, your 
examination is focused on trying to elicit any signs that you think 
the child might have that help you to um form a definite diagnosis. 
So all the time you are working of the differential diagnosis and 
you're trying to home it down to one or two or three things 
and...And with this child that, I mean, fi-om the history it became 
clear that, that he had a previous infection, a cough, or a cold, um, 

()^C\y\r\ hadn't really recovered fully from that, had got quite high 
temperatures with that and then had this one off convulsion or 
seizure which is quite common for children to get that fibrile 
convulsions but you just worry that it could be the first 
presentation of something like ep i l epsy .^nd obviously parents 
are going to worry about things like brain tumours and stuff, and 
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cancer and I mean, it's a very common condition but i t 's not 
common for non-medical peoplelso you obviously have to balance 
the two things so, so with the, when you come to the examination 

I p . you're really focusing mainly on neurological things so, the nerve, 
the nervous system and kind of trying to find out if there are any, 

b p t l^€CdS there is any damage there or anything which is quite difficult in 
J ^ch i ld because they are not always very co-operat iv^ 

A: No? 

T^wtUuiC 
(j\ 

S b 

kOf 

S; It 's quite easy if they are babies, so if, probably under 18 

e / ^ y O A V &oDy 

eVaCVDAV toD-y 

S: Especially not when you are a medical student, (laughs) 

A: Do they know the difference? 

S: I, I don't know, since we don't have to wear white coats 
there it is less easy to tell the difference but I think just coz they 
can, I think children are just as quick as adults to pick up that you 
look younger, you act less confident in what w u ' r e doing, um, 
and you're also less assertive about things soll 'm not about to 
force a child to do something because I feel in myself, I feel I 'm 
only a medical student, you know, this isn't important to a child's 
welfare, it's not important to their health, it's not important to 
anything that is going to happen to them in the, in this day so if 
they don't want to go through with something, I 'm not going to do 
g 
A; Because this is really for you? 

S; Y e a h j ^ s t for j^ ' s for my learning purpose"] 

A: And so, just to sort of get this, this is different in that you 
take the history off the parent.... 

S: ... Of the parent, yes 

A: And then you would examine the child... 

S: ...The child, yeah 

A: So how does that work? How do you move f rom 
focusing on the parent to focusing on the child and examining the 
child? What do you do? How do you negotiate that movement 
from one to the other? 

months before, they have started, like got up and walking around, 
because umjgenerally while you are talking to the parents you can 
be playing with the baby a l ^ a n d kind of, you know, obviously 

lihe mother is_going to be sat next to the cot coz she is concerned 
about the chij^and so you'll be sat on the other side and you can 
just quite easily, just like with this child, I was just sat on one side, 
ancfl could just quite easily pick up some of the toys and just rattle 
in front of the child and just, at the same time as asking questions 
and listening, you're just getting a general overview of what the 
baby is like but also try and form a litjfc bit of a, a relationship n 
with the c h i ^ s o that you know, you,[it's not like you ' re in a 
closed room then you'd kind of arrive and start pulling them apart 
and stuff so . . ( laugh^ 

A; ..mumm. mumm 

/ 

_ ^ 

yrtiea-oi 
f^MdcATC fxil FT 
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S: ... .But as they get older if they're speaking age and 
understanding things, maybe 4 or 5 or older than that obviously, 
you involve them a lot more in the history. One child last week 
that I spoke to she was 12 and I took most of the history from her 
even, mum and dad were sat either side but I spoke mainly to her 
because it was her that I'd be examining not the parents and at 12 
she understands. If she sat there and I'm talking to mum she 
understands perfectly well what I'm saying to mum and she can 
answer the questions because most of them are things like, you 
know, how old, what was the problem and a child can answer that 
so you try and balance it between the 2 and try and focus on both 
of them. 

A: Mumm. And if it was an adult you'd go from the history 
to the examination. What do you do to bridge the gap between 
taking the history and then doing and examination that involves 
touching a patient? Do you have some sort of..... 

S: (sighs) 

A: You can't sort of stop talking and then... 

S: You can't, no (laughs) and then jump on them (laughs) 

A: What do you do? 

S: You try to be as polite as possible about it.jTmean, 
usually at the beginning you make clear to a patient, well with the 
adult patients, you make clear to them that you've come and you'd 
like to take a history from them, and you'd like to do an 
examinatio^ And usually, they probably don't even hear the 
examination bit so then once you've finished the history again you 
say, I generally say thank you for your time and would it be 
possible if I could now examine you and see if I can find any of 
the signs that were there when you first came in. 

A; Mumm 

S; Or sometimes it's a good idea,^z histories can 
sometimes take quite a long time especially with some patients 
that have got a chronic illness, um like cancer or something that 
you know that's been long term and so you can spend upwards of 
30 minutes talking to them and so then it's important to give them 
a break coz you know they don't, well I, well I think if I was a 
patient I wouldn't want someone jumping on me straight away 
after they've been talking me for about 30 minutes. So I generally 
say, you know, um, thanks for your time for the history, would it 
be possible to come back later to examine youVj 

A; And then how does that work coz then you're coming 
back sort of cold? So what would you do then? So if you went of 
and came back.... 

AuZkjW/M 4/ 

S . ..And then came back later..I'd just, just generally just 
^ yf\ come back again and just say, you know, if, ask them if it's an 

)Jj/(VtV\Kv appropriate time to examine them. You know. Is it OK if I come 
and examine you now? And then. It's usually, it can be quite 
tricky sometimes because if you've got a child you have to have 
the parent present, if you've got a female patient you generally 
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have to have someone, especially as a male medical student, you 
have to have someone else present like either another medical 
student or you have to go and find a nurse. Or what, generally, 
like, I think most of us try to do in our fifth year is we try and get 
another doctor to come and watch us so then they can watch us do 
the examination and they can say well yes, you are doing this 
right, you are doing this right, you are doing this wrong and try 
and help you a bit with the examination. 

A: And does it feel different for you, in terms of the way 
that you are actually feeling in yourself, does it feel different when 
you are taking the history to when you are examining? Or does it 
feel much the same but you're doing something different? 

S: Um, it used to feel different. It used to, back in the third 
year I'd be quite nervous about it going from the history into the 
examination coz, like, you know, you have all the taboos about the 
examinations and stuff and um it's quite new to you when you are 
in the third year because you've only really just started doing 
them, especially only just started doing them on your own without 
supervision. And, but since the fifth year, the start of this year, 
I've, I've found that it feels like it's almost a job to me it's like, 
w u know, you take the history and then you do the examination. ( t ' K(f. / isi'TX)/TICJV^' 
p^nd there are occasions when, with certain patients, I 'll think I 'm n 
not so happy about doing the examination on this patient coz you 
can sense in the history that they might be a bit nervous or anxious 
and you just think well there is no point really because you're 
gonna have to obviously undress them to a certain extent and you 
can sense that they are not gonna be happy with that so you, 
sometimes, I just l e a v e ^ But most kind of patients are generally 
quite good about it and I just think, oh I dunno, I suppose in the 
history I'm concentrating on thinking about it, finding out about , 
the patient and finding out what's wrong with them and then(S the 
examination I'm more probably focusing on their body and trying ^ 0 0 ^ ( 3 ^ 
to work out, well you know, are there any signs, so is there KUc-yt w v 
anything that I can pick up from their body that there is something ( G hL-^ 
wrong with t h e ^ ^ 

(...) section not included 

A: Mumm. OK. OK. And, I mean do you, I mean it may be 
different from what happened in the third year, but say currently in 
the fifth year, um do you find any encounters difficult? More 
difficult that the norm, if you like? 

S: j j generally find it more difficult if, um, there's someone 
^ else there with me who's observing me. If it's just like a nurse or .-x [ r f-J 

jx something, I'm not that bothered or if it's a relative, the husband's 
0 D (V'/Ct there or the wife's there or mum or dad or whatever, then it 

doesn't bother me. But I generally find situations where there is 
someone watching me from the point of view that theylce 'T^ D/ PL^CO'U.uk^ 
assessing what I'm doing, I find that nerve wracking I also 
find it sometimes nervous if, if the patient obviously has 
something, such as cancer, and um, I mean usually if they've got 
cancer they know they've got cancer and so they're fairly OK with . 
their, um, diagnosis and um, otherwise&omeone wouldn't let me "V 
see t h e n ^ But sometimes if you're m[A& E and you're one of , « f ^ 
the first people to see them and you've gone through it all and ^ 
ou're doing the examination you think, well, you knoWr4his |( C-
person could have canc^and sometimes for me that 'sja bit nerve C \ '— / T T ^ 
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wracking coz I'm thinking, you know, urn, (laughs) should I be 
doing this?3l think, you know, I think doctors should be here, and 
in one case I did stop an examination of a patient who had like, I 
think it was ended up that she did have a um tumour in her head so 
she did have a brain tumour and she had some classic signs and I 
just thought it's not appropriate for me to be doing this and I just, I 
don't know how I got out of it really, I, not that I wanted to get out 
of it, but I just felt that someone more senior should be seeing her. 

|Sp I just, I think I just excused myself and I went and got someone 
else to come and see her in that situation^ 

Appendix E: Transcription Excerpts 

inappropriate „ 
inappropriate? 

A: So was it inappropriate because you couldn't carry on or 
; because of what you were doing, or., what was 
;? 

/^bwCL. 

S: I dunno, I suppose other people would have just carried 
out and finished it bu11 just felt inappropriate because I just 
thought, I 'm a medical student, I'm the first person to see this 
patient, um, they have obviously got a serious diagnosis here, I 
mean it might not have been cancer, it could've been any^umber 
of things but it, it was certainly something s e r i o^and , I , (rd 
obviously done the history and that what I'd been asked to do and 
then if I, they'd also said, you know, if you got a chance to then do 
the examination as well and through the history I 'd kind of 
gathered, you know, there was obviously something wrong and I 
thought, you know, it'd be OK to do the examination and I started 
on the examination and when I realised that they were obviously, 
some, there were some obvious things coming out of the 
examination that I felt well hang on a minuWyou know, this is. 

A: Mumm, Is that because of your role as well, you're a 
student not a doctor? 

S: Yeah, definitely | l think obviously if I was a doctor then I 
would have carried on ana I would have finished it and I would 
have gone off and, you know, presented it to someone more senior 
but I felt just as a student then, I m e ^ | T t h i n k the main thing on 
my mind was this patient if, you know, they have got something 
seriously wrong they gonna end up seeing a whole line of doctors 
now and the last thing they want is to end up having me finish this 
examinat io^nd then, no matter what happens, someone else is 
gonna have to do it again because as a student you're not, what 
you pick up is not always taken as, as said, you know it's, it's not, 
they don't always trust what you found so to say. 

A: Mumm, Mumm, that's reasonable? 

S: Yeah, fair enough, yeah. 

cLrs f t S 

(...) rest of interview 
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Excerpt from Documentary Analysis for Chapter 5 

Policy on the Rights of Patients in Medical Education 

Care must be taken to obtain the consent of patients for participation in 
educational activities. Patients have a moral and legal right to exercise 
control over the circunistances in which they are physically touched and 
in which personal and clinical information about them is communicated 
to others. Therefore: 

• Education should not be demeaning for the patient or student. The 
patient should be involved as a partner in the educational activity. 

IV6 
• Clinical teachers must ensure that patients understand that medical 

students are not qualified doctors and that cooperation in 
educational activities is entirely voluntary. Students must always 
be described as "medical students" or "student doctors" and not, for 
example, as "young doctors", "my colleagues" or "assistants". 

Clinical teachers and students must obtain explicit verbal consent 1 
from patients before students take their case histories or physically 
examine them. Patients should be reminded of the purpose of any 
activity in which they participate with the students. They should 
understand that their participation is entirely voluntary and 
resistance should be respected with reassurance that unwillingness 
to participate will not compromise their care. 

Clinical teachers and students should never perform physical 
examinations or present cases that are potentially embarrassing for 
primarily educational purposes without the patients' verbal consent, 
both for the physical examination itself and for the number of 
students present. The student should ask the patient if they would 
like a chaperone present for any physical examination and a 
chaperone should be present for any intimate examination. 

Students should never perform any physical examination on 
patients under general anaesthetic for primarily educational 
purposes without the patients' prior written consent, which should 
be placed in the notes. Patients who are otherwise unconscious or 
incompetent for other reasons must only be involved in physical 
examination or practical procedures with the explicit agreement of 
their responsible clinician and after appropriate consent (with 
children) of someone with parental responsibility or (with adults) 
after consideration with relatives/carers. 

Clinical teachers should obtain the explicit verbal consent of 
patients for students to participate in their treatment (suturing, 
taking blood, delivering babies etc.). Where the procedure is 
normally written in the notes, the fact that such consent has been 
obtained should be recorded. Procedures that do not require 
supervision should only be undertaken if there is recorded evidence 
of competence. 

In accordance with the principles of the General Medical Council, 
students must respect the confidentiality of all information 
communicated by patients in the course of their treatment or 

cvcK.e 

i f L. 
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participation in educational activity. Without prior authorisation, 
no written information about patients by which they might be 
identified should be removed from the place of treatment. Patients 
should understand that students may be obliged to inform a 
responsible clinician about information which is so related. 

« Clinical teachers are responsible for ensuring that the preceding 
guidelines are followed. If students are asked by anyone to do the 
contrary, they must politely refuse, making specific reference to 
these guidelines. Encouragement of students to ignore these 
guidelines is unacceptable and if students feel unduly pressurised 
they should report the incident to the Clinical Sub-Dean or the 
appropriate Associate Clinical Sub-Dean. 

Adapted from "Closing the gap between professional teaching and 
practice" Len Doyal BMJ 2001; 322: 685-686 (24̂ ^ March 2001) 

(School of Medicine, 2004 Revised version) 
'7 1 
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